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The present research will make attempts to analyze descriptive and 
stylistic aspects of the Lexical diversity and Stylistic variation in Modern 
Urdu poetry with special reference to Ibn-e-Insha's poetry. 
In the present researgh, we will attempt to study stylistic variation in 
the language of the Pakistani Urdu poet Ibn-e-Insha. Here our focus is on 
finding out the literary languages that bestow idiosyncrasy on the writing of 
the concerned poet/writer. His manipulation and carefiil choice of words 
make his language rich and his penchant for innovative expression and 
syntax makes his style unique. 
The study is being presented in five chapters with three-core chapters, 
an introductory chapter, a chapter comprising analysis and a chapter 
discussing choices at various levels. 
The first chapter is the introducing the section dealing with various 
definitions of style and stylistics, which covers style as variation, style as 
choice, style as deviation and finally style as special usage. In this chapter, 
we will make some general introductory remarks on the proposed topic i.e., 
lexical diversity and stylistic variation in modern Urdu poetry: a Linguistic 
J^Bstract 
study of the use of Indie elements in the poetry of Ibn-e-Insha. The second 
section talks briefly about historical background of Urdu. The third section 
will discuss the leading studies/works on stylistics to get some ideas 
regarding many works and various tools and techniques for the study of 
style. Besides these works, we will discuss about the poetic style of Ibn-e-
Insha, who uses rich linguistic sourses; his poetry reveals lexical diversity 
and stylistic variation in Modern Urdu Literature. The fourth section will 
discuss the aims of the present study. The section five will discuss about 
methodology. 
The second chapter will talk about describing modern Urdu poetry. 
It will have five secfions. The first secfion will give a brief introducfion 
about describing modem Urdu poetry. The second section will discuss about 
poefic genres which are used by Urdu poets in their poetry. The third section 
will discuss clearly about sources of lexicons that are used by Urdu poetry-
Wali to Iqbal as well as Ibn-e-Insha. The fourth section will talk about 
linguistic trends, which identified the major Urdu poets associated with the 
classical tradifion, discuss some western influences, mostly describe the 
formal genres of the poetry {Qasida, Marsiyah, Musaddas, Ghazal etc), this 
section provides an informed introduction to major modern trends in Urdu 
JLSstract 
poetry. In section, five we will discuss Ibn-e-Insha's: Nazms and Ghazals. 
The chapter will end with an outline to that. 
The third chapter is presents analysis and description. This chapter 
will also comprise four sections. The first section will discuss lexical 
diversity in the poems of Ibn-e-Insha. The second section will talk about 
lexical choice in Insha's couplets and it will analyze the literary writing at 
various linguistic levels. The third secfion will briefly discuss about lexical 
deviation that takes place when a poet strikes to certain traditions or drops 
certain norms from his writing. The fourth section will discuss Tatsama and 
Tadbhava words in the poetry of Ibn-e-lnsha. Next section will end with the 
summary of this chapter. 
In the fourth chapter, we will deal with various linguisfic levels of 
style in the poetr)' of Ibn-e-Insha. This chapter will broadly cover four levels 
of style such as phonological, morphological, grammatical and semantic 
level. The first secfion will discuss about phonological level. In this section, 
we will briefly talk about phonological devices viz., phonetic orchestration, 
sound symbolism, alliteration, assonance, consonance and rhyme. The 
second section will discuss about morphological level. At this level, we talk 
about affixation, reduplication and compounds. The third section will talk 
Abstract 
about grammatical level and also it will briefly discuss about the nominal 
style and the verbal style of the poetry of Ibn-e-Insha. The fourth section, it 
will discuss about semantic level. In this section will discuss about sense 
relation and semantic parallelism. Next section will briefly discuss about 
stylistic characteristics of Ibn-e-Insha's poetry. The last section will end with 
the summary of this chapter. 
The fifth and final chapter will be 'Findings and Conclusions'. The 
conclusion drawn from the present research. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The present research is an attempt to investigate Lexical Diversity 
and Stylistic Variation in Modern Urdu Poetry with special reference to 
Ibn-e-Insha's poetry. The main objective of the present study is to analyze 
the poetry of Ibn-e-Insha, with a view to describe the massive use of Indie 
elements in his poetry. Stylistic variations play an important role in modem 
Urdu poetry. The respective researcher earnestly hopes that the result of the 
present study will help in comparing the stylistic variations between Modem 
Urdu Poetry and Classical Urdu Poetry. The present study also critically 
describes the Stylistic devices used by Ibn-e-Insha in his poetry. 
The present work has been divided into 5 chapters. Chapter-1 is the 
Introduction, which defines the concept of "Style" and traces its historical 
introduction. In this chapter, an attempt has been made to study the modem 
stylistic works of Urdu with a view to describing the aims of the present 
research and the methodology used all through. 
The Chapter -2 investigates poetic genres, sources of lexicon^ 
linguistic trends and Ibn-e-Insha's Nazms and G/zaza/^.Chapter-S has been 
divided into four parts. The part one describes lexical diversity, part two 
chapter-T^ 
discusses lexical choices, part three analyzes lexical deviation and part four 
discusses Tatsama and Tadbhava words in Ibn-e- Insha's poetry.Chapter-4 
identifies Stylistic variation and its manifestation in phonology, morphology, 
syntax and semantics.Chapter-5 presents summary and conclusions. 
Stylistics is the study of language in literature. In Stylistics, researcher 
studies literature with the linguistic point of view. Stylistics is the study of 
"style" in the words of John Spencer (1964) 'may be regarded as an 
individual and creative utilization of the resources of Language'. Beg, 
M.K.A. (2003:11) is of the opinion that, 'stylistics is exclusively concerned 
with the investigation and description of the medium of literature, i.e., 
language'. 
Language is a means of communication, someone's feelings, 
emotions and thoughts, which are expressed through language: Language is 
used for different purposes; it is used in communication, in information, in 
expression, and in education etc. 
The unique use of the language by different writers is often called 
their styles and their registers which characterizes these writers and poets. 
As pointed out earlier, the poets and writers use language according to their 
own creative and communicative needs. They make various changes in 
language system and create new expressions, as well as new combinations of 
Cficipter-1 
words. They also produce foregrounding elements in language. By doing so, 
they create certain new expressions and unique linguistic forms and patterns. 
This makes their language special, making special impact Thus, it may be 
inferred that "style" is the variation in the use of language in literature. 
1.1 Definitions 
Style generally characterizes an author's manner of writing, but it is 
not an easy to define it. There is no such kind of definition with the help of 
which researcher would be able to define style because it is too difficult to 
make the suitable and definite meaning of "style". There are various senses 
in which the term "style" has been used. There are multiple definitions of 
Style. It has been defined fi-om various angles and fi"om various points of 
view. The problem is that the term 'style' differs according to various 
contexts. In different periods, the poets and writers, literary critics, linguists, 
sociolinguists, philosophers, thinkers and scholars have defined it in their 
own ways. These definitions of style vary considerably. The multiplicity of 
the definition of the term 'style' can be seen in dictionaries, e.g., Oxford 
English Dictionary (OED) mentions 28 definifions of style as noun and 6 as 
verb. The multiplicity of the definitions makes the interpretation more 
problematic and complicated. As a result, a comprehensive definition of 
style becomes difficult. 
C^^C^aper-T^ 
Another problem in defining style is that most of the definitions of 
style are subjective and results of impressionistic reactions to the work of 
literature. Some definitions are much about the personality of the writer. In 
fact, the true and real definitions of style will be those which are 
linguistically oriented i.e., in which the language has been taken into 
consideration. There is no one who can deny the fact that style is created 
through language. Therefore, a suitable and comprehensive definition of 
style must take various aspects of language into consideration. 
Linguistic or linguistically oriented definitions that regard the term 
'Style' as variation in language, as choice between alternative expressions, 
as deviation from the linguistic norms, and as special usage of language, are 
as follows: 
l.l(i) Style as Variation 
Taking into consideration the aspects of variation in language, we are 
going to describe Style as variation, in the words of some of the famous 
scholars. Their definitions are as follows: 
According to John Lyons (1970:19), 'Style as variation in the use of 
language'. G. W, Turner (1973:26) states that 'variation in style are 
measured against variation in setting, and where the two approach to be 
interdependent, style is to that extent explained'. Famous linguist C.F. 
CHapter-l 
Hockett (1958:556) defines style as, 'two utterances in the same language 
which convey approximately the same information, but which are different in 
their linguistic structure, can be said to differ in style'. 
l.l(ii) Style as Choice 
Style has been also defined as choice between alternative expressions. 
When the poets and writers make the choice of words, which are same in 
meaning, they create style and this choice is called stylistic choice. 
N.E. Enkvist ('1964:12) defines style 'as the choice between alternative 
expressions'. In addition, E.G. Traugott and M.L.Pratt (1980:409) agree that, 
'Style refers to patterned choice, whether at the phonological, lexical, 
syntactic, or pragmatic level'. Brooks and R.P.Warren (1950:640) remark 
that: 'The term style 'is usually used with reference to the poet's manner of 
choosing, ordering and arranging his words'. 
l.l(iii) Style as Deviation 
Now, as far "as" deviation is concerned, it is created when the poets and 
writers deviate from the norms i.e., when they do not follow the set standard 
of language, which is basically related with the structure or grammar. 
According to Charles E. Osgood (1960:293):'%/e is defined as an 
individual's deviation from norms for the situations in which he is encoding, 
these deviations being in the statistical properties of those structural 
chapter -1 
features for which there exists some degree of choice in his code'. Bernard 
Block (1953:42) argues that, style as 'the message carried by the frequency 
distribution and transitional probabilities of [a discourse's] linguistic 
features, especially as they differ those of the same features in the language 
as a whole'. 
l.l(iv) Style as Special Usage 
It is also called creative use of language, when the poets and writers 
make special use of language, they develop style. Nils Erik Wellander 
(1948:18) remarks that, 'style, in the linguistic sense, usually signifies every, 
special usage clearly contrasted against the general'. Graham Hough 
(1969:3) says that, 'language is the dress of thought, and style is the 
particular cut and fashion of the dress'. 
These linguistic or linguistically oriented definitions are very useful because 
these definitions are based on language. 
Stylisfics is one of the areas of applied linguistics and it is the study of 
language in literature. In stylisfics, researcher studies literature with the 
linguistic point of view. Language performs various functions, linguistic as 
well as literary. Stylistics is 'scientific in nature', because of its objectivity, 
precision and explicitness. It is also an empirical, systematic and analytical 
chapter-1 
study of language in literature. Stylistics analyzes the language at various 
levels such as: 
1. Phonological-that focuses on sound symbolism, alliteration, 
consonance, assonance etc. 
2. Morphological-that deals with affixation, reduplication, and 
compound words. 
3. Grammatical-that deals with the nominal style and the verbal style. 
4. Semantic-concerns the problems of meaning, and meaning relations 
including synonyms and antonyms, and parallelism 
5. Lexical-focuses on lexical choice and lexical devices. It concerns the 
typology of words and style-features of lexical items. 
1.2 Historical Background of Urdu:-
Urdu belongs to the New-Indo Aryan languages of India. It originated 
in North India i.e. in and around Delhi. At the end of the 12* century A.D, 
Urdu emerged from Shaurseni Apabhransha, which was spoken in and 
around Delhi (Khan, M.H.I982). 
During the reign of Muslim rulers, Delhi was the capital of India. The 
local people and immigrants had frequent opportunities to get together. 
Because of the political, social and cultural contacts between the two 
speeches communities, there evolved a mixed form of language known as 
7 
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'Rekhta'. The basic structure of Urdu is Indie or Indo-Aryan. The rules of 
Urdu Grammar are also Indie and the basic lexical items are Indie as well. 
Urdu is based on Khari Boli, a dialect of western Hindi. Urdu is unique iii 
the sense that in the form of Khari Boli, there were found its written 
specimens, which are not only rich and varied but are spread over various 
periods also. 
Urdu writing in these various primitive forms can be traced to Amir 
Khusrau (1253-1325 AD). Khusrau was a Persian poet; he calls his language 
'Zuban-e-DehlvP i.e., the language of Delhi. Khusrau also calls his language 
as 'HindV and 'HindavV. Nevertheless, actually, his language is 'Rekhta' in 
the true sense of the word because his language is the mixture of Persian and 
Hindavi. Saksena, Ram Babu. (1927:07) argues that: "In the early period 
poet's writing in a language half Persian and half Urdu and the dialect were 
very poor and had a limited vocabulary. It had not attained the status of a 
language and was crude and unrefined incapable of expressing subtleties and 
varieties of thoughts though it had beauties of its own". 
As Urdu started flourishing in the kingdoms of Golconda and Bijapur, 
the earliest writings in Urdu are in the Deccani dialect. The Sufi Saints were 
the earliest promoters of the Deccani Urdu. The Sufi-saint Hazrat Khwaja 
Banda Nawaz Gesudaraz is considered to be the first prose writer of Deccani 
CHapter-l 
Urdu. The first literary work in Urdu is that of Bidar poet Fakhruddin 
Nizami's masnavi 'Kadam Rao Padam Rao' written between 1421 and 1434 
A.D. Kamal Khan Rustami (Khawar Nama) and Nusrati (Gulshan-e-Ishq, 
All Nama and Tahkh-e-Sikandari) were two great poets of Bijapur. Mohd 
Quli Qutub shah, the greatest of Golcunda kings, was a distinguished poet. 
His poetry focused on love, nature and social activities of the day-to-day 
life. Among the other important writers of Deccani Urdu, was Shah Miranji 
Shamsul Ushaq (Khush Nama and Khush Naghz) Mullah Wajhi {Qutub 
Mushtari and Sabras), Ibn-e-Nishati {Phul Ban). Wajhi's 'Sabras' is 
considered to be a masterpiece of great literary and philosophical merit. 
Wali Deccani was one of the most prolific Deccani poets of the medieval 
period. He developed the form of the Ghazal. When his Diwan (collection of 
Ghazals and other poetic genres) reached Delhi, (1700 AD), the poets of 
Delhi, who were engaged in composing poetry in Persian language deeply 
influenced with Wali Deccani's poetry. The contemporary poets of Delhi 
like Mir Shamsuddin (Fagir), Mirza Ali Quli Khan (Nadim), Tek Chand 
(Bahar), Anand Ram (Mukhlis), Sirajuddin Ali Khan (Arzu), and Mirza 
Abdul Qadir (Bedil), who were writing primarily in Persian but they were 
inspired by Wali and switched over to the Urdu language and his poetic 
composition in Urdu. 
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The medieval Urdu poetry grew under the shadow of Persian poetry. 
Unlike the Hindi poetry, which grew out of the Indian soil, Urdu poetry was 
initially fed with Persian words and imagery, Sirajuddin Ali khan-e-Arzu 
and Shaikh Sadullah Gulshan were the earliest promoters of Urdu language 
in North India. At the very beginning of the IS"* century, a more 
sophisticated North Indian variation of the Urdu language began to evolve 
through the writings of Sheikh Zahooruddin Hatim (1699-1781 A.D.), Mir 
Taqi Mir (1722-1810 A.D.), Khwaja Mir Dard (1719-1985 A.D.), Mirza 
Mazhar Jan-e-Jana (1699-1781 A.D.), Mir Hasan (1727-1786 A.D.), and 
Mohd. Rafi Sauda (1713-1780 A.D.). Sauda has been described as the 
foremost satirist of Urdu literature during the 18 century. Sauda's 'Shahr. 
Ashub' and Qasida 'Tazheek-e-Rozgar' are considered as masterpieces of 
Urdu literature. He is considered to be the most outstanding composer of 
Qasidas (panegyrics). Mir Hasan's Masnavi Sehr-ul-Bayan and Mir Taqi 
Mir's Masnavies provided a distinct Indian touch to the language. His 
works, apart from his six Diwans, include Nikat-ush-Shora (Tazkira) and 
Zikr-e-Mir (Autobiography). Mir Babar Ali Anees (1802-1874) excelled in 
the art of writing marsiyas. 
Any description of Urdu literature would be incomplete without the 
mention of Mirza Asadullah Khan Ghalib (1797-1869), who is considered as 
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the greatest of all the Urdu poets. With his passion for originality, 
individuality, Ghalib brought in a renaissance in Urdu poetry. In the post-
Ghalib period, Dagh (b. 1831) emerged as a prominent poet, whose poetry 
was distinguished by its purity, idioms and simplicity of language and 
thoughts. 
Modem Urdu literature covers the time from the last quarter of the 
W^ century till the present day and can be divided into two periods: the 
progressive movement and movements of Halqa-e-Arbab-e-Zauq followed 
the period of the Aligarh movement started by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and 
the period influenced by Sir Mohammad Iqbal. 
Altaf Husain Hali (1937-1914) and Mohammad Husain Azad were the 
two great modemizers in Urdu literature. Although they were not original 
thinkers yet they were forceful and both were products of a more direct 
encounter with western educators than perhaps any other writer of that time. 
Altaf Husain Hali is the actual innovator of the modem spirit in Urdu poetry. 
Hali's works include Diwan-e-Hali, Madd-e-jazr-e-Islam or Musaddas-e-
Hali (1879), Shakwa-e-Hind (1887), Mmajat-e-Beva (1886) and Chup ki 
Dad (1905). Hali was the pioneer of modem criticism. His Muqaddama-e-
sher-o-shaeri is the foundation stone of Urdu criticism. Mohammad Husain 
Azad was an important writer and poet of this Period who chose for himself 
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the pen name 'Azad' (free). He laid the foundation of modem poem in 
Urdu. Ab-e-Hayat, Sukhandan-e-Paras, Darbar-e-Akbari and Nazm-e-Azad 
are some of his outstanding Uterary works. Ab-e-hayat (1880) is one of the 
most significant works, which seemed to be an account of the under poets of 
repute and the linguistic and philological changes that occurred in the 
language of poetry over the years. 
Shibli Nomani (b. 1857) is considered as the father of Modem history 
in Urdu. He has produced several works based on historical research, 
especially on Islamic history like, Seerat-un-Nabi (1892) and ^//arw^( 1899). 
Shibli also produced important works like Ilm-ul-Kalam (1903), Muvazina-
e-Anis-o-Dabir (1907) and Sehr-ul-Ajam (1899). Poet Mohd Iqbal's poetry 
underwent several phases of evolution from Romanticism to Indian 
Nationalism and finally to pan-Islamism. 
The new generation poet emerged around the sixth decade of 
twentieth century. The leading poets of this generation include Khaleelur 
Rahman Azmi, Himyat Ali Shair, Balraj Komal, Mazhar Imam, Mughni 
Tabassum and Ibn-e-Insha. 
From the whole description, it's obvious that we found the most 
prominent Urdu poets who were totally dedicated to Urdu language to make 
it alive and they did their best to give Urdu an identity in the world .The 
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poets like Altaf Hussain Hali, Mohd Iqbal, Mirza Asadullah Khan Ghalib 
And Shibli Nomani all are considered as the survivors of Urdu literature. 
1.3 Leading Studies 
Stylistics is a branch of applied linguistics in which the study of 
language is done in two specific ways which are known as diachronic and 
synchronic approaches. If the study deals whh changes that occur in course 
of time, it is called diachronic approach (e.g. the history and development of 
Hindi); if the study deals with the description of language at a given point of 
time, it is called synchronic approach in Linguistics. 
Variation (Synchronic) 
Communicative Sociolinguistic Stylistic 
(Language use day to (People classes sei 
day life) up) 
Spoken language Written language 
(user) (author) 
Academic Literary 
(Poet) 
Fig. 1.1: Showing the types of (Synchronic) variation 
In Synchronic Linguistics, there are various perspectives: 
Communicative (i.e. language use day-to-day life), Socio Linguistics (i.e. 
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people classes-set up). Stylistics is the study of varieties of languages, their 
properties and contexts e.g. the language of advertising, politics, religion, 
individual, authors etc, or the language of a particular period in time, all are 
used distinctively and belong in a particular situation. 
Stylistics also attempts to establish principles that can explain the 
particular choices made by individuals and social groups in their use of 
language such as socialization, the production and reception of meaning, 
critical discourse, analysis and literary criticism. The word style, itself has 
several connotations that make it difficuh to give a unified description. 
However, in linguistic criticism, Roger Fowler (1986:185) once wrote 
that, 'in non-theoretical usage, the word 'stylistics' makes sense and is 
useful in referring to an enormous range of literary contexts, such as John 
Milton's 'brand style', 'the prose style of Henry James', the 'epic' and 
'ballad style' of classical Greek literature etc. On the other hand, stylistics is 
a distinctive term that may be used to determine the connections between the 
form and effects within a particular variety of language. 
'Stylistics' therefore looks at what is going on within language; what 
the linguistic associations that are revealed by the style of language. 
'Stylistics or linguistic stylistics is a contributing discipline', according to 
Halliday (1962). He remarks that, 'Stylistics' is comparatively a very young 
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discipline, as "Linguistic Stylistics". Halliday was also of the view that, 
'Linguistic stylistics as the description of literary texts by methods has been 
derived from general linguistic theory, using categories of the description of 
the language as a whole and the comparison of each text with others by the 
same and by the different authors in the same and in different genres'. 
Scholars and literary critics have established the significance of 
deviation in literary text. The concept of deviation is an important one in 
linguistic approaches to style. However, no precise boundary can be 
established between what norm is and what deviation is. Norms can be 
defined as the ordinary mode of expression. Deviation may be defined as the 
unusual from usual, special from normal use of language. It is the outcome 
of the creativity of poet or writer. A deviant feature whatever it may be, 
phonological, grammatical, lexical and semantic can be noted as an 
infrequent items altogether. The concepts of the norm and deviation are 
tentative and cannot be treated as a basis for the analysis of poetic language. 
In Urdu, Stylistic criticism was developed after 1920. Masud Husain 
Khan was the first scholar, who was the founder of stylistic criticism, 
Shamshad Zaidi (1989) argues that "Stylistics, as a new discipline, was first 
introduced in Urdu Linguistics by Masud Husain Khan (1966),M.Tabassum 
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(1969),G.C.Narang (1970), and M.K.A.Beg (1983) etc, have contributed to 
this field". 
In Stylistics, from the linguistics point of view, the study of literature 
is undertaken. Stylistics is the area of applied linguistics, which can be 
divided into two parts: spoken language (user) and written language 
(author).Written language can be divided into two parts. One is academic 
and the other is literary or poetic language. The literary language abounds in 
creativity. In literature, poets make the creative use of language. The poets 
create new words and new expressions and form new combination of words 
to suit the meaning which they want to convey. 
The present study is meant to focus on literature and with special 
reference to Urdu Poetry. Urdu literature as such can be classified into two 
parts: 
(a)Classical Urdu Poetry 
(b)Modem Urdu Poetry 
1.3 (a) Classical Urdu Poetry 
It developed, its individual style and thematic identities, but broadly, 
it may be said that the Ghazal (love lyric) reached its success with Mir and 
Ghalib, Qasida (panegeric) with Sauda, Masnavi (romance) with Mir Hasan, 
and Marsiya (elegy) with Anis and Dabir. 
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1.3(b) Modern Urdu Poetry 
It abounds in a variety of linguistic and generic features.-Its lexicon is 
based on numerous sources and draws heavily from Persian, Arabic, as well 
as Indie sources. 
In the present research work, the researcher has focused upon stylistic 
variation and lexical diversity in Modem Urdu Poetry with special reference 
to Ibn-e-Insha. The researcher attempts to analyze the use of Indie elements 
from the linguistic point of view. The researcher may mention here the 
following leading studies on stylistics, which is relevant from the point of 
view of the analysis of Urdu literature. The leading studies are discussed in 
the following: 
Gopi Chand Narang wrote Adabi Tanqid am Uslubiyat (1989) 
(Literary Criticism and Stylistics), which is really a good work from Stylistic 
point of view. Narang has discussed unique examples with reference to 
practical and analytical stylistics, such as Uslubiyat-e-Mir (Stylistics of 
Mir), Uslubiyat-e-Anis (Stylistics of Anis), and Uslubiyat-e-Iqbal (Stylistics 
of Iqbal). He wrote about Mir, who uses more long vowels than other poets 
do. Mostly Mir uses Hindi words in his poetry also. 
Mughni Tabassum wrote Fani Ki Shaeri Ka Tajziya (Analysis of The 
Poetry of Fani) and Ghalib Ki Shaeri Bazicha-e-Asvaat, which are 
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important works, included in his book ''Awaz aur Admi" (Voice and Man). 
In which, Mughni Tabussum wrote that the repetition of sounds is an 
important quality of Ghalib's poetry and such types of words and cluster of 
words are found in high frequency. 
Mirza khalil A. Beg's article ''Sheri Uslub Ka Sotiyaii Matala" (The 
Phonological Aspect of Poetic Style) is very important work- His another 
article, Faiz ki sheri uslubiyat (poetic stylistics of faiz) is included in his 
famous collection Zuban Uslub Aur Uslubiyat (Language, Style And 
Stylistics) M.K.A. Beg (1988:134) remarks that: There is an inter-linkage 
between the lines of couplets in poems of Faiz Ahmad Faiz. The analysis of 
this linkage supports to understand the poetic style of Faiz and Stylistics 
differentiation in proper manners. 
Masud Hussain khan, in his first article on stylistics Mutala-e-Sher: 
Soiiyati Nuqta-e-Nazar Se (Study of Poetry: from phonological Point of 
View), which is included in his book 'Sher-o-Zuban' was published in 
1922. Some articles about Stylistics include 'Maqalat-e-Masud' (1989). 
Masud H. Khan's Iqbal Ki Nazri-va-Amali Sheriyat', is a significant work 
on stylistic analysis of Iqbal's poetry. 
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Besides these studies, numerous articles related to stylistics have been 
published in various literary magazines. Masud Hasain Khan's stylistic 
studies include the following: 
i. '"''Mutala-e-Sher: Sotiyati Nuqta-e-Nazar Se'"' (Sher-o-Zuban) 
ii. ^^Kalam-e-Ghalib Ke Qavafi-Va-Radif Ka Soti Ahang" (Urdu Me 
Lisaniyati Tehqiq, 1971). 
iii. " Fani Ka Soti Ahang: Ek Ghazal Ka Lisaniyat Tajziya" 
iv. ^^Iqbal Ka Soti Ahang"(Maqalat-e-Masud). 
V. ''Mohammad Quli Ki Zuban'' (Sabras 1964). 
vi. ''Ghalib ke Khutoot Ki Lisani Ahmiyaf (Ghalib: Fikr-o-Fun 1970). 
vii. ''Khuwaja Hasan Nizami: Zuban Aur Uslub" (Matbua Qaumi Avaz 
1984). 
viii. ""Niyaz Fateh Puri Ka Uslum Nigarish^^ (Matbua Nigar-e-Pakistan 
1987). 
Shams-ur-Rehman Farooqi's article ''Mutala-e-Uslub ka ek Sabaq" 
1972 (A Lesson in the Study of Style) is notable. This article includes in his 
collection ''Sher, Ghair Sher aur Nasf^ (Verse, Non-Verse and Prose). 
The present work is different because it focuses upon Stylistic 
variation and Lexical diversity. Ibh-e-Insha is one of the poets, who differ 
from his contemporaries Nasir Kazmi, N.M.Rashid, Ahmad Mushtaque; 
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they use specific dialects in their poetry. For example: N.M.Rashid is a poet, 
who used 80% Persian words in his poetry, whereas Ibn-e-Insha is a poet 
who used several dialects in his poetry as he used dialects: Arabic 26%, 
Persian 39%, Hindi 41%, Sanskrit 39%, Punjabi 12%, English 5% etc. 
SHOWING THE PERCENTAGE OF LEXICONS IN TEH POETRY OF 
IBN-E-INSHA 
@ Arabic 
• Persian 
D Hindi 
D Sanskrit 
• Punjabi 
Q) English 
Fig.1.2: Showing the Percentage of Lexicons in Insha's Poetry 
Some poets and writers' source has realized on one thing whereas 
Insha's source has realized on Indie, Iranian etc. Ibn-e-Insha uses rich 
linguistic sources; his poetry reveals diversity and variation. His poetry 
represents the idea of compositeness. Some classical poets like Mirza 
Mazhar Jan-e-Jana did not like diversity in his poetry whereas Insha in his 
poetry promotes compositeness and talks in a composite manner (orthodox), 
likes the diversity very much. 
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1.4 Aims of the present study: 
The aim of the present research work is to analyze the poetry of Ibn-e 
Insha with a view to specially investigation and analyzes the use of Indie 
elements in his poetry. 
Stylistic variation plays an important role in Modem Urdu Poetry. From this, 
it can be noticed that language is not a consultant entity and it changes. Here 
we make an effort to study linguistically about Modem Urdu poetry go back 
to Classical Urdu poetry. Here, it can also be included that stylistics, to some 
extent is constant. 
By this present research topic, the researcher had shown the lexical 
diversity and stylistic variation, and how the writer use different words from 
different languages and what type of style actually poets and writers want to 
create by a lot of vocabulary or words or dialects. Ibn-e-Insha is that kind of 
writer, who borrowed of words in his poetry and it can be found that, Insha 
used different sources in his poetry such as Hind, Urdu, Punjabi, Sanskrit, 
Arabic, Persian, and English. Like Nasir Kazmi, Miraji, but as far as Insha is 
concerned, he not only uses the Hindi words but also uses the Hindi way of 
expression. 
The present work would be beneficial or helpful to coming youth or 
research scholar, who also would like to work on such kind of topics. The 
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researcher has tried to explain all the points of Ibn-e Insha's poetry from 
linguistic point of view, specifically Indie elements i.e., the Indie elements 
he has used in his poetry. We have made an attempt to explore how it is 
different fi^om other writer, what kind of lexical diversity he uses by the 
different sources. He also uses many Tatsama and Tadbhava words in his 
poetry. Simply, take up any couplet/verse form Ibn-e Insha's poetry. After 
reading, a couplet one can clearly find the lexical diversity, and after looking 
at the whole poem, we find the stylistic variation. This particular way of 
writing makes him different from the other. 
Nasir Kazmi was also of the same period and he had also used the 
Hindi words in his literary writing, whereas, Ibn-e-Insha uses not only Hindi 
words in his poetry, but also uses the different lexical items from different 
languages and he also tries to gives the style of Hindi expression in his 
poetic writing. 
Although he was from Karachi, a city in Pakistan, his birthplace was 
Punjab. So he did not confine himself to only the Punjabi or Urdu lexicons, 
he used many Perso-Arabic words in his style of writing but with all the 
Perso-Arabic words he mixes the Hindi words unlike other writers who 
confine themselves to Persian, Urdu etc. He was the one of the famous 
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writers who gives lexical diversity or stylistic variation by his particular way 
of writing. 
1.5 Methodology 
The poetry of Ibn-e-Insha has received a good attention of many 
scholars. The major collections of poetry includes {\)Chand Nagar,{\i)Dil-e-
Vehshi,{ni)Is Basti Ke Ik Kuche me. In the following subsections, we try to 
present a brief outline of the methodology. 
1.5(a) Selection of the texts: 
The author has collected the data on the topic, Stylistic Variation of 
Ibn-e-Insha, from his three books namely Chand Nagar, Dil-e-Vehshi, Is 
Basti Ke Ik Kuche Me. The extract consists of important and satisfactory 
data showing the proper article on the present work. 
1.5(b) Background of the books: 
Chand Nagar was first published on 15 April, 1955 and its second 
edition was published in 13 October, 1968 and its third edition was 
published in 11 June, 1976.1t consists of 56 poems which have different 
titles./? Basti Ke Ik Kuche Me, is another collection of Ibn-e-Insha's poems, 
published in 1976. Dil-e-VehshUihh collection of Ibn-e-Insha was published 
after his death in 1998. 
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1.5(c) Criterion of investigation: 
For the purpose of analysis, the researcher has made the phonetic 
transcription of Insha's poetry. 
1.3.1(d) Data collection methods: 
The data for the present research has been taken from the texts of Ibn-
e-Insha's poetry. These words are Hindi words, which are also called Indie 
elements. They are totally from Sanskrit. The author has divided the 
respective data into two forms such as Tatsama and Tadbhava words.Since 
the data is based on Insha's poetry only, the author has given the names of 
Nazms and Ghazals. In Insha's poetry, there are many sources. Therefore, 
the author has given the percentage of words from different languages that 
were utilized by Ibn-e-Insha in this poetry. 
The author has mentioned the name of nazms and Ghazals and also 
mentioned the number of stanza, number of lines, and number of couplets. 
For word origins, the researcher has consulted Lok Bharti Pramanik Hindi 
Kosh (1998) (ed.) Acharya Ramchandra Verma, Allahabad by Badrinath 
Kapur. 
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DESCRIBING MODERN URDU POETRY 
The present chapter aims at describing Modem Urdu poetry. The 
chapter is broadly divided into four sections. The first section discusses 
poetic genres in Modem Urdu poetry and their classification. The second 
section is concemed with the sources of lexicon. In the third section, we will 
discuss linguistic trends and the fourth section of the chapter is discussing 
Ibn-e-Insha: Nazms and Ghazals, respectively. 
2.0. Introduction 
In this chapter, an attempt has been made to present the describing 
modern Urdu poetry, which is fully based on this research topic.'It is 
difficult to offer a precise definition of modem Urdu poetry or to draw a line 
between the old and new poetry for quite often the two types overlap and co-
exist in the same poet, making him now a romantic singer of the Ghazal in 
the old mode'. (Kanda, K.C., 1998: 01) 
The main literary work of modem Urdu poetry was done around the 
1950s and continues to occupy the centre-stage in India as well as in 
Pakistan. The modem Urdu poets present in this work offer a fascinating 
range of forms and style that create diversity and variation in their literary 
writing or works. There are some famous modem Urdu poets are as follow. 
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Firaq Gorakhpuri (1896-1982) who was well familiar with the Urdu 
literary tradition and was also influenced by English poetry. In his literary 
writing, we find Hindi diction and indigenous imagery consequently; Firaq's 
style of poetry has acquired a unique flavour, for example: 
rds medUba hua lehrata bdddn kya kehna 
kdrvdfeleti hui subh-e-cdmdn kya kehna 
bay-e-jdnndt pe ghstajese bsrds ke khuljae 
sondhi sondhi teri kushbu-e-bdddn kya kehna 
"Honey-exceeding limber body, how I should . 
describe! 
Shifl:ing, turning garden down, ah, what a surprise! 
Rain-sprinkled paradise in the after-glow of rain. 
Ah, your finger fragrance-breathing, beyond 
descripfion lies!" 
(Kanda, 1998: 19) 
In the above verse, Firaq shown indigenous imagery and make his 
style is subtle and polished. 
Faiz Ahmad Faiz (1911-1984) regards poetry as a vehicle of serious 
thought, and not a mere pleasurable pastime. Many of his poems are sensual, 
delicate, preserving elements of Sufism whereas also being politically aware 
of interest are also poems dealing with Africa. For instance: 
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ajao, maine sunli tere dhol ki tdrang 
ajao, mdst ho gdi mere hhu ki tal 
"ajao dfriqa " 
"Come, I have heard the frenzy of your drums 
Come, the rhythm of my blood is wild, 
"Come Africa" 
(Habib,M.A.R.2003:25) 
Faiz has written poems in a simple context and conversational style. 
He has used Persianised diction and has also written some poems in free 
verse, but as a Ghazal writer, he adheres to the traditional style. Rehman, 
Anisur (1995) says that, 'Faiz was a poet with message, one woman 
artistically into a pattern of symbols and delivered in a mellifluous tones'. 
Faiz was the most prominent and the finest of the poets who 
subscribed to the progressive ideology. He was drawn upon sources other 
than Urdu and Persian and imparted an individual tone to his poetry. 
Consider the following couplets as: 
gul huijati he dfsurda suhgti hui sham, 
dhul ke niklegi dbhi cdshma-e-mehtab se rat. 
aur mushtaq nlgahoki sunijaye gi, 
aur un hathdse mds honge ye tsrse hue hath 
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"Evening, spiritless, smoldering, is dying out. 
Now night, washed in fountained moon light will come. 
And yearning eyes will have their fill. 
These eager of hands shall feel those". 
(Habib, M.A.R. 2003: 11) 
maine sdmjha tha ke tuhe to ddVdxsM he hdyat 
tera ydm he to ydm-e-deher kajhagra kya he 
"I thought if I had you, life would shine eternally for me 
With you heartaches, those of the universe would fade". 
(http://egothemag.com/archives/2006/muih-e-pehli.htm) 
raushdn kdhi bdhar ke Imkdhuye to he 
gulshdn mecak cdnd gdrehd huye to he 
db bhixiza ka raj he lekin kdhikdhi 
gosh-e-rah-e-cdiridn me ydZdl xudhuye to he 
"Some signs of spring have come in sight, at last. 
Some flowers with cloaks rent we can now descry. 
Though the autumn reigns still, nonetheless, somewhere 
Some nook of the garden reverberates with Ghazal" 
(Kanda,K.C. 1990:312) 
In the above verses, Faiz clearly shows fine Persianised'diction in his 
works. His style of poetry shows traditional symbols infiised with political 
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content. Although, his hterary writing tends to be more literal then that of his 
predecessors. 
Besides Faiz, the poetry of Miraji (1912-1949) is highly allusive and 
symbolise and his poetry shows the influence of Indian writers as well as the 
French symbolists; often exploring sensual themes, unconscious desires and 
motives. Faruqi, Mehr Afshan (2008: xxix) says that, 'Miraji looked for 
sources to rejuvenate the traditions; he turned to Sanskrit and medieval 
Hindi; and at the same time learned from the French symbolists. In Miraji, 
Urdu also found a perspicacious critic and an editor who promoted and 
interpreted, on highly individualistic grounds, new poetry'. 
Although, Miraji's style of writing is allusive, sensual and symbolic; who 
also written in free verse. Consider the following poem: 
dur-O'itdzdik 
teradil ddrtardhega 
mera dil ddrta rdhega 
mdgdr dur durl 
zBtnipdr suhane sdwie ake jate rdhenge 
yundhidiir dur! 
sitare cdmdkte rdhenge 
yu ndhi dur durl 
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hdr ik shai rdhegi 
yundhidur dur! 
Far and Near 
"Your heart will go on pounding 
My heart will pound 
Though far far away! 
This soil shall see joyous times come and go 
Far, faraway! 
Stars will go on shimmering 
Also far, far away! 
Every object will remain 
Far, far away!" 
(Habib,M.A.R.2003:77) 
Miraji emerged as a unique modernist movement in Urdu literature. 
He drew upon western sources and has written in a variety of free verse, 
regular verse and prose-like verse. Consider the following verses in Miraji's 
poetic style: 
mujhe ghdryad aya 
simdt kdr kis liye nuqta ridhi bdnti zdmi ? Keh do? 
yephaila asmdis vdqt kyudil ko lubhata tha? 
he ik simt db log he aur un ki bate he, 
Koi dilsephisdljati, koi sine me cubhjati 
inhi bato ki khropar bdhajata he ye bdjra 
jise sahil ridhimilta 
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mejis ke samne aumujhe lazim he hdlki muskurahdt mekdheye hot 
"turn kojanta hu", dilkahe, "kdbjanta hume"?' 
inhi lehrope behta humujhe sahil ndhimllta 
I Remember My Home 
"Why doesn't the earth, tell me, compress into a point? 
Why did the open skies then tempt my heart? 
I'm now a lonely man amid an alien crowd. 
Whose hollow chatter leaves me cold, or stings my heart. 
Flowing with the tide of talk drifts along my bark, 
Which cannot find the shore. 
I am supposed to smile and say to anyone I meet:' 
"I know you. Sir," though in sooth, "I do not know at al; 
Carried on these waves I float, but cannot find the shore". 
(Kanda,K.C. 1996:332) 
A contemporary of Faiz and Miraji, N.M. Rashid (1910-1975) is 
regarded with them as one of the most influential modem Urdu poets of the 
20'** century. N.M. Rashid treated the Urdu literary text in a Fresh way and 
created complex symbiotic fiision. He rejected the form of Ghazal and he 
has written fi:ee verse in Urdu poetry. Rashid mostly used Persian words in 
his literary text. Foe example: 
jaisejinnat bdya band me 
mdshalele ke sdr sham nikdl aye he 
in me ho sdxs ke sine ke kisi goshe me 
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ek dulhdn si bdni baithi he 
tmtmati hui ndnh i si xudi qdndil 
lekin itni bhi tdvanai ndhi 
bdrh ke In me se koi shola-e-juvala bdne! 
in me muflis bhi he, bimar bhi he 
zdr dflak mdgdr zulm sdhejate he 
"As jinns in the wastelands 
Emerged at early evening, bearing torches, 
A bride like figure sits 
In the comer of each man's heart 
The tiny lantern of self-flickers 
Without strength to burst into spinning flame 
Among these are the poor and the sick. 
Enduring tyranny below the heavens." 
(Habib, M.A.R.2003: 43) 
Asrar-ul-Haq Majaz (19111955) was a prominent modem Urdu poet, 
who adheres to the conversational kind of rhymed verse and he has not 
written in the new forms of blank verse and free verse, which are seen in his 
famous contemporaries like N.M. Rashid, Faiz Ahmad Faiz, and Miraji. 
Consider the following verses of Majaz's poem "awara": 
shehr ki rat aur me nashad-o-nakara phiru 
jdgmdgatijagti sdrko pe awara phiru 
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yair ki bdsti he kdbtdk ddrbdddr maraphiru 
ai ydin-e-dil kya kdru, ai vehshdt-e- dil kya kdru? 
jhilmilate qddmoki rah mezdnjir si 
rat ke hathomedin ki mohni tdsvir si 
mere sine p3r mdgdr cdlti hui shdmshir si 
ai fdm-e-dil kya kdru, ai vehshdte dil kya kdru 
The Vagabond 
"Lo, I wander sad and idle in this city at night. 
Meander aimless on the roads a dazzle with the row of lights; 
How long to roam from door to door in this land hostile? 
What to do, 0 aching heart, what to do, O frenzy wild? 
A chain of light on the road before me lies stretched, 
The night holds in her arms the day richly dressed. 
But I feel a dagger sharp into my breast is thrust; 
What to do, O aching heart, what to do, O frenzy wild?" 
(Kanda, K.C.I 996:345) 
Nasir Kazmi (1925-1972) was the deep influenced by Mir Taqi Mir. 
He has adopted Hindi vocabulary in his poetry. 
kisi kdli ne bhi dekha nd dkh bhdrke mujhe 
guzdr gaijdrs-e-gul udas kdrke mujhe 
me so rdha tha kisiyad ke shdbistdme 
jdga ke chor gdye qafle sehdr ke mujhe 
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Balraj Komal (b. 1928) was the prominent modem Urdu poet of the 
1960s. His poetry is very fresh and gentle like his name komal, often 
understated, ambiguous and complex. He also use Hindi words in his poetry, 
his poetry is of children and use children's seemingly unaffected words. 
Consider the following example of his poem ''s?rkds ka ghora". 
sfaid aur bhura, bdddn ka chdrera 
vo ndt khdt bdchera 
xdrida g?ya gaoke ek mele me 
lay a gdya h?ntrd,cabukd ki pur asar dunya me 
sikhe vo anmol,dIlc9sp kartab 
ure cixte.phelte dairome 
phldnge, bhyanak tikone 
Akhtar-ul-lman (1915-1996) was a noted modern Urdu poet,who had 
great influence on modern Urdu Nazms. 
tu he kacci kdupal db tdkjis ke loc mepyar, 
aur me gar mi sardi cdkkhe dalipar ik tanhapat 
tu sdcca moti, mehira-phirajo barso hatho hath 
til usha ki kiran he aur mejaise bhigi rat 
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Finally, one of the most famous poets of modem Urdu is Ibn-e-Insha. He has 
massive use of Hindi diction in his poetry and has used various sources in 
his literary text. His poetic style is influenced by Bhakti and folk elements. 
His poetry is allusive, symbolic and indigenous imagery. Insha profusely 
made use of Hindi rhyme scheme in his poems and some times used the 
amalgamation of the two. His poetry is so lyrical that it rolls off the tongue 
straight into the hearts. For example: 
xub hdmara sat nibhaya, tie bhdvar ke chora hath 
hdm ko dubo kdr xudsahilpdrja nikle ho-dcchi bat 
sham se le kdr pau phdtne tdk kitni rute bdddlti he 
as ki kdlydyas kipdtjhdr subha ke dshkoki bdrsat 
(CN,p.94) 
2.1 Poetic Genres 
As far as the 'Asnaf (genres) of Urdu poetry are concerned. They all 
of them were taken from Persian. For example,Urdu Ghazal, though it has 
its own specific feature but Urdu Ghazal with minor changes is fully based 
on Persian. Of course, recently Urdu Ghazal has developed its tone and its 
idiom, but it does not deviate from the traditions established by the poets. 
Perveen Kumar Ashk in his article 'Dooa Zameeh'' argues that, 
'poetry is considered the sanf-e-nazuk (a delicate, alluringmaiden) of urdu 
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literature whereas Ghazal is considered Urdu poetr y's sanf-e-nazuk. Urdu 
poetry is a splendid blend of mainly Indian and Persian sensibilities and 
linguistic genius although, occasionally, one get a wiff of Turkish and 
Arabic influences too' , (http://www.allvoices.com/contributed-news/3552061-a-titan-
among-modern-urdu-poets-by-amar-nath-wadehra) 
Urdu poetic genres developed under the direct influence of Persian. 
For example, the most popular form i.e., Ghazal betrays Persian influence 
right from the early Urdu poets like Wall to Iqbal. However, a minute 
analysis of language of Ghazal and clearly shows that there is the difference 
between Urdu and Persian Ghazals. Urdu Ghazal is much more beautiful in 
itself to speak with women. It has now become a vehicle of expressing 
social, political philosophical realities. 
Kanda, K.C. (1990:4) also of the view that, 'the hazal deals with the 
whole spectrum of human experience, its central concern is love. Ghazal is 
an Arabic word which literary means talking to women'. 
Chambers Dictionary 1995, defines as, ""Ghazal is originally an 
Arabic and Persian verse from of more than 18 couplets, the first two lines 
and even number lines thereafter rhyming together, ghazal as poetic form is 
used especially for poems of amatory or bacchanalian nature",( Ranchan, 
Som & Sharma, S.R., 2000:2) 
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The whole Urdu poetry can be divided into two broad categories: the 
Ghazal and the Nazm. Ghazal represents the most popular form of subjective 
poetry whereas, Nazm exemplifies the objectives kind, for narrative, 
descriptive, satirical purposes. According to Shameem Ahmad (1981:15), in 
Urdu poetry, Ghazal has two statuses; Firstly, Ghazal has been recognized 
as an important poetic genre and then it has been considered as a Poetic 
Form (hayet) because of its distinct techniques and each and every couplet is 
independent unit. Because of its charm and fascination, it is motivating force 
for different Poetic Genres. That is why, the author accept it as an important 
Poetic Genre as well as motivator. As far as the form is concerned Ghazal 
like other Poetic Genre like, Qasida (panegyrics/ Nazm (poem), Marsiyah 
(elegy), Wasokht, Shahr Ashob etc have used extensively in the formation of 
above-mentioned Poetic Genres. 
The second most important genre of Urdu poetry is Nazm. Generally, 
it can be defined, as Nazm is a ^continuity of thought' (Ahmad, Shameem 
1981:11). It is a very important genre of Urdu poetry. Its subjects are also 
very wide and varied. Nazm as a poetic genre does not have a particular 
topic like Ghazal and Masnavi, it has no particular form. For the structure of 
Nazm, the form of Ghazal was use widely and the parts used Masnavi, 
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Masmmat, Tarkeeb Band, Tarji Band, Nazm Muarra (blank verse) and Azad 
Nazm (free verse). 
In the tradition of Urdu poetry, when the author divides the poetic 
genres, the forms are considered as parallel to content and which is equally 
important. If the author rejects the form of a poetry then the two most 
fascinating and charming genre of Urdu poetry. Ghazal and Masnavi 
existence will be in danger. 
In Urdu poetry, the importance of Ghazal and Masnavi is dual. On 
one side, they are the complete genre and on the other side, they are the most 
famous forms in Urdu poetry. Apart from its distinct area, one can write 
poetry in his form like Hali, Iqbal, Josh etc used Ghazals and Masnavi forms 
in their A'azm .^ according to kanda,k.c. (1996:04) 'the nazm was the growing 
realization among the poets and readers that the traditional fiihazal was too 
narrow and restricted to serve the larger interests of life and society! (5halib 
was apparently refer to the restrictive form of the Ghazal when he wrote: 
bd qddre shauq ndhi zdrf-e-tmgna-e-ydzdl 
kuch aur cahiye vus 'dt mre bdya ke liye 
"Ghazal is too narrow a medium for poetic expression 
I need a large space to spell out my thought" 
(Kanda,1996:04) -
Similarly, Hali says in his verse are as follow: 
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ho cuke hali ydzdl xuani ke dm 
ragni be vdqt ki gaenge kya 
"Hali, ghazal has outlive its life, 
Why sing songs out of tune with time" 
(Ranchan,S. and Sherma, S.R. 2000:03) 
The Nazm, also include the classical forms of poems known by 
specific names such as:Qasida, Marsiyah, masnavi. However, these poetic 
genres have an old tradition about their subject and style, and are different 
from the modern Nazm supposed to have in the later part of the 19th century. 
2.1.(a) Major types of Urdu Poetic genres 
There are some genres,which comes under the broad head of the 
Nazm such as: 
2.1.(a) (i) Nazm 
In a broad sense, Nazm is a term used to define all kinds of Urdu 
poetry, which do not fall into any other category. However, in a literary 
sense, a Nazm is a well organized, logically evolving poem where each 
individual verse serves the need of the central concept or theme of the poem. 
Though a Nazm is traditionally written in rhymed verse, there are many 
examples of Nazm written in unrhymed verse, or even in free verse. 
(http://www.urdupoetry.com) 
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Nevertheless, it can be finding that, this famous genre is that which 
we can put it parallel to Ghazal. The form of Ghazal is particular but in the 
case of Nazm has does not matter in the particular form. In comparison of 
Ghazal, Nazm has been presented in all the ages. Its examples have been 
found from Quli Qutub Shah to till date.Consider the example of Quli Qutub 
Shah's Nazm " gorP: 
suhata he mukh husn gori ka shdbah 
o mukh cdndpe cand kya he lajo ndqab 
"It look so charming,my beloved beaming face, 
the moon gets eclipsed, confronted with her grace." 
(Kanda,1996:14) 
In Modem Period, because of its origin and popularity Nazm has 
become the fifth most important genre of Urdu poetry (Shameem Ahmad 
1981). In this period, the one genre, which is alive with Ghazal and moving 
forward with frill force parallel to Ghazal, is Nazm. Therefore, in Modem 
period the two most important genres are Ghazal and Nazm.l\\Q nazm is not 
bound by any such considerations of rhyming scheme.there are some long 
Nazm like Iqbal's 'Shikwa' and 'Ram' Mir's ' Khab-o-KhayaV, 
JoshMalihabadi's 'Kissari' etc. 
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Nazm as a particular and important genre is considered in the period 
and poetry of Nazir Akbar Abadi and in the period of Hali it has become 
form and prominent. As far as poetry is considered Nazir Akbar Abadi, HaU, 
Josh, Faiz, N.M. Rashid, Akhtar-ul-Iman, and Ali Sardar Jafery have the 
identity with this genre and they are the most prominent Modem Urdu poets 
of their time. Ibn-e-Insha has also suggested as the most prominent Modem 
Urdu Poet. He gives very beautiful Nazms in his poetry .Consider the 
following famous Nazm of Insha: 
Nairn: fdrz kdro 
fdrz kdro hdm ehle vdfa hd'fdrz kdw hdm divane ho 
fdrz kdro ye dono bate jhuti ho dfsane ho 
suppose 
suppose if we're loyal, suppose if we're lunatic & mad, 
suppose if both these points would be false and mmour 
(IBIK,p.23) 
2.1.(a)(ii) Ghazal 
It is the most respectable and prominent genre of Urdu poetry. 
It is a lyrical poem of five to twenty lines, often longer. The word Ghazal 
has been derived Irom Arabic word 'TaghazzuV. The literal meaning of the 
Ghazal is to talk to women, to talk about them, or to express love to them 
through the description of the condition of heart. Each couplet of the Ghazal 
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is an independent segment and a complete description of the topic and it 
requires a great deal of ability to express in the fewest words and the most 
complex emotions. The Ghazal is made of verses, which consist of 
hemistiches each. A verse has ''Qafid\ "Radif, the rhyming, and repeating 
words, except in the first verse, ""Matla" where the Qqfia and Radif axQ the 
same. The last verse is called ""Maqta" where in the poet normally uses his 
pseudonym or penname {Takhallus). The metre is also very specific for 
Ghazal. 
In Urdu poetry, Ghazal has dual identity. It is a genre as well as a 
form. As we have already discussed earlier that it is not only the most 
famous genre but has also provided a good form for Marsiyah, Sahr Ashob, 
Wasokht, Nazm etc., for example, the most famous Nazm of Allama Iqbal 
''Tatrana-E-Hind' has written in the form oi Ghazal (Ahmad, S. 1981: 105). 
Beginning of Ghazal from Shah Hatim and Wall Deccani it benefited from 
the genius of such greats as Mir Taki Mir and Ghalib, then came the likes of 
Iqbal, Firaq Gorakhpuri and Faiz Ahmed Faiz. 
2.1.(a)(iii) Qasida: 
It is the long poem; also called panegyric, which is written in the 
praise of kings, dukes, no bells or religious personalities. The word 'Qasida' 
means 'intention' viz., the poem Qasida has intensely written. According to 
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the form, Qasida is just like Ghazal, having same rhythmic words (Qafia) in 
each second line of verse (couplet).Sauda is the famous writer of Qasida. 
There are of two types. First is Madahia Qasida and the second is Hajvia 
Qasida. There are some constituent of Qasida are as follows: 
2.1.(a)(iii)(l) Tashbeeb: This is a starting part, in which the poets have 
freedom to ascribe upon any kind of topics, in other words; it is just 
background for the poem 'Qasida'. (Ahmad,S. 1981) 
2.1.(a)(iii)(2) Gurez: It is very small part of the 'Qasida'. In this way, the 
poet only jumps from the 'Tashbeeb' to 'Madah' (praise) by one or two 
verses for which the poem 'Qasida' has written. 
2.1.(a)(iii)(3) Madah: It is the main part of Qasida, in which the poet 
praises his favorite personality and things related to him. For example, if the 
personality were a king, then the poet would like to praise like his horse, his 
dress, his justice etc. If the personality is a religious person, his way of 
living, his behavior etc. so it can be seen that Madah is the main part of the 
'Qasida'. 
2.1.(a)(iii)(4) Dua: In the last part of the Qasida, the poet performs verses 
of prayers, for his long age, health free from disease etc. Moreover, the poet 
also in these verses describes his rewards, demand and so on. Sauda and 
Zauq are leading Qasida writers in Urdu literature. 
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2.1.(a)(iii)(5) Hamd: It is a poem or song in praise of Allah. 
2.1.(a)(iii)(6) Naat:lX is preferably the most widely recited and memorized 
genre of contemporary Urdu poetry. It is written in praise of the prophet 
Mohammad Sallalahu Alaih-e-Wasallam. Naat can be of any formal 
category, but it is most commonly in the Ghazal form. 
As suggested by Nita Awatramani, 'Qasida (pronounced "quh-see-daa") 
A panygeric, or poem written in praise of a king or a nobleman, 
or a benefactor. As in a ghazal, the opening couplet of a qasida, 
is a rhyming couplet, and its rhyme is repeated in the second 
line of each succeeding verse. The opening part of the qasida, 
where the poet may talk in general about love and beauty, man 
or nature, life or death, is called the 'tashbib' or 'tamheed". 
(http://www.urdupoetry.com) 
2.1.(a)(iv) Masnavi 
A long narrative poem - much longer than the Ghazal - embodying 
religious, romantic or didactic stories. It is written in rhyming couplets, with 
each couplet having a different rhyme and radeef (http.V/www.urdupoetiy.com) 
It is just as 'ballad' of English poetic genres. The word Masnavi has 
been borrowed from the Arabic word 'musanna' means 'separation'. In this 
poem, all verses are separate from each other. Every verse has its own 
rhymes. It is the longest poem of the Urdu poetry. In which, the poet 
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mentions a story, in which plot, character, dialogue, environmental are 
properly ascribed, prominent Masnavi writers of Urdu literature are Mir Taqi 
M\v{Darya-e-Ishq, khab-o-khayal), Mir Hasan (Sehr-ul-Bayan), Pandit Daya 
Shanker Nasir {Gulzar-e-Nasim). Ismail Amrohi also wrote his Masnavi 
called Vafat Namah-e-Bibi Fatima (1693-94). Raushan Ali, who wrote his 
long 'Jang Namah'is also called Ashur namah (1688-89) and Mohd. Afzal, 
Bikat Kahani (1625) a poem of 325 sher's in the Masnavi form (Faruqi 
2001:113). 
2.1.(a)(v) Marsiyah 
An elegy traditionally meant to commemorate the martyrdom 
of Hazrat Imam Husain, grandson of prophet Mohammad Sallalaho Alaihe 
Wasallam and his comrades of the Karbala fame. There are two types of 
Marsiyah written below: 
2.1.(a)(v)(l) Karbalai Marsiyah: 
There are many components in this genre such as, Chehra (face), 
Sarapa (whole body), Amad (coming), Rukhsat (see off), Rajaz (background 
far war), Jung (war), Shahadat (martyrdom), Bairn (Mourn), Dua (Prayer). 
All these components has been described in the stanzas. Each stanza has six 
lines in standard meters, four lines have same rhyming scheme and the last 
two lines have different rhyming scheme. In Urdu literature, Meer Anis and 
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Mirza Dabeer are the great Marsiyah Nigar (elegy writers or poets). Masud 
Hasan Rizvi Adib (1993-1975) the great Marsiyah scholar of the century, 
possessed two nearly identical manuscript anthologies of ancient Marsiyahs 
(Faruqi 2001:114). 
2.1.(a)(v)(2) Shakhsi Marsiyah: 
It is the poem that related to the common people and Karabalai 
Marsiyah is related to the great war of Karbala and its martyrs. In Urdu 
poetry, Karabalai Marsiyah has been denoted as poetic genre while Shakhsi 
Marsiyah is related to the common people elegy. It is not included in poetic 
genres. 
2.\.{2i){y\)Rubai 
A self-sufficient quartrain, rhyming (a, a, b, a) and dealing generally 
with a single idea, which is customarily introduced and developed with the 
aid of similes in the first three lines, and concluded, with concentrated effort 
and impact, in the fourth line.(Nita Awatramani: urdupoetry.com) 
It is also known as Rubaiyat.lt is a plural word drived from 
the root ""arba" means 'four' (quatrains in the Persian language). It is very 
small and important genre in Urdu poetry. 
For Rubai there is only one metre and that is 'razaf, the four stanzas 
in this metre is called quatrain or Rubai. In this one of the stanzas consist of 
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four components. Lots of poet used quatrain like Firaq, Hali, Ghazlib, Anis, 
Mohanlal etc. 
2.1.(a)(vii)5'/ie/t/- Aslwb 
In this genre we can find the country in destroyed state, moral 
backwardness, corruption and people agony and distress. In Urdu, some 
Shehr Ashob has been written which has the topic of flood, drought and 
natural calamities in it. So in which, Nazm we can find in the above topics 
are called Shahr Ashob. Sauda and Mir have written some wonderful Shehr 
Ashobs, which have literary, and historically importance. 
2.1.(a)(viii) Wasokht 
In Urdu poetry, apart from four big and prominent genres (Ghazal, 
Qasida, Masnavi, Marsiyah), there is a small but very interesting genre 
called Wasokht, which has its own histoiy. Wasokht is considered as a very 
famous genre of Urdu poetry because in the comparison of Ghazal, which 
has frill of agony and pain for lovers, but in Wasokht, it is opposite. Atish, 
Momin, Faiz, and Mir all have written verses in this genre. 
2.1.(b) Poetic genres and forms used by modern poets/Ibn-e-Insha 
Ibn-e-Insha in his poetry has written in many genres, who not only 
Ghazal and Nazm were given importance, but there were many other poetic 
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genres that were also created some poetic genres and forms, which are used 
by Ibn-e-Insha, who wrote in his couplet: 
git kdbdtorndzme'^dTJle 
ye sdh in ka malpurana 
"Song kabat and poems ballads' 
All these are their old property." 
na unki gddri me tamba pesa, na mdnke malae 
prem ka kasa rup ki bhiksha, git ypzal, dohe kdviiae 
"Neither his bunddle contains money,nor they are bad of hearts 
Bronze of love ,alms of beauty,songs, ballade, dohas, poems." 
(IBIK, C.l, L.2, P.34). 
There are some poetic genres,which are used by Ibn-e -Insha in his 
poetry are as follow: 
2.1.(b)(i) Bait: Bait is the other name for sher (couplet). In Persian, 
masnavfs couplet was considered as Bait. Since, this word has now been 
included in Urdu to mean couplet, which is why it should only be thought of 
as referring to couplet. Ibn-e-Insha, writes Bait in his poetry in the following 
example: 
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Bait 
ek ik gad me virani si virani hai 
penshdn mllti he, tdmyo kifdravani he 
There's solitude in each village 
And not got the pension,it's the abundance of medals. 
(DV,p.l48) 
2.1(b)(ii) Qata: is different from Ghazal because all the couplets in Ghazal 
are complete in resects of theme and subject, but the entire couplet in Qata, 
in context of their meaning alone, are connected to another. Consider the 
following example of Qata in Insha. 
Qata 
vo naina bhi vojadu bhi 
vo gesu bhi vo xushbu bhi 
ye dll to sdbhi kuchjanta he 
pdr dost ka hefdrmana kya 
"Also those eyes,also that charm 
Also those hairs, also that odour 
These heart knows every thing 
But what does pan say ? " 
(DV. p. 147) 
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2.1(b)(iii) Mustazad: Its literal meaning is "something that has been done 
excessively". These words are added in Ghazals, Rubai and Nazm. Ibn-e-
Insha has made a good use of this genre in his poetry. 
sanjh same ki komdl kdlya 
ridgri fidgri ghumne vale 
ham belopar os ke moti 
pi pi psra pdpiha bole 
muskae murjhae 
phir vapds na ae 
hdm phUlo ki xushbu 
koydl ku ku,ku ku 
"Eve's time of tender buds 
The person who roam city to city 
Pearls of dew on we creepers 
pi pi says papiha 
smile & fade 
never come back 
we are flower's fragrance 
cuckoo says cu, cu, cu,cu" 
(DV,p.l29) 
2.1(b)(iv) Noha: It is such kind of 'salaam' that has to be recited with frill 
respect, Noha is generally written in the forni of Mustazaad written. Here 
Insha uses this genre in the following manner: 
ai dur ndgdr ke bdnjare kyu aj sdfdr ki thani he 
ye barlsh, kicdr, sdrd hdva aur rah kdthin dnjani he 
"0 banjaras of far & distant town,why you're obstinate to travel' 
This rain, mud, cold wind and the way which is difficult & unknown." 
(DV,p.l60) 
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2.1(b)(v) Masmat: It is an Arabic word, which means 'to be gather', 
'scattered pearl or things in a proper and systematic way'. In this, stanzas 
may have different numbers of lines in them. However, all the stanzas need 
to have same number of lines or has included in the first one. It depends 
upon the number of lines of many stanzas. Masmat is of different types, 
which are as follows: 
2.1(b)(v)(l) Musallas: It is a stanza of three lines. Insha has made a good 
use of these Musallas form in Nazm. For Example: 
'DilAshub' (IBIK.P.91) 
'le chaliji ki beqarari dur (ibid p. 98) 
'28' (ibid. P. 115) 
'sojao' (DV.P. 123) 
'est rate bhi kitni guzri he' (CN. P. 36) 
'saese' (Ibid. P 40) 
2.1(h)(\)(2)Marbaa: It is a unit of four lines of stanza, a number of Marbaa 
we see in Insha's poems like: 
'Saraye' 
'Baghdad Ki Ek Rat' 
'DhaltiRat' 
'Sab Maya HaV 
(CN.p. 81) 
(Ibid, p. 113) 
(Ibid,p.69) 
(IBIK, p. 49) 
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Ati Hai Pavan Jati Hai Pavan (Ibik, p. 60) 
Basti Basti Ghumne Wale (DV. p. 105) 
The above noted all the examples of Mar baa, which are used by Ibn-
e-Insha in his poetry very skillfully. 
2.1(b)(v)(3) Mukhammas: It is a stanza of five lines, which is use in Urdu 
poetry. Insha also used this form in his poetry. Consider the following 
examples of Mukhammas used by Insha: 
' ai suraj ki doshiza kirno' (IBIK,p.64) 
Hk bar kaho turn meri ho' (Ibid.p.88) 
'saye' (DV.p.93) 
'A i dil-e-divan' (Ibid.p .3 2) 
2.1(b)(v)(4) Musaddas: A poem in which each unit consists of six lines. The 
most well known poet of this style of writing was Maulana Altaf Husain 
Hali. Insha also has made a good use of these forms quite frequently and 
wrote numbers of Musaddas in his poetry like: 
'ye saraye hai' (CN, p.23) 
' Shanghai' (Ibid,p.l40) 
'aman ka akhri din' (Ibid,p. 164) 
' koria ki khabrein' (Ibid,p. 187) 
'is basti ke ikkuche mein' (IBIK, p.46) 
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'Phir sham hui' (Ibid, p.52) 
'eklarhka' (Ibid,p.90) 
'usi chand ki khoj mein' (Ibid, p.93) 
'ek aaseb zada sham' (DV.p. 137) 
'ye bateinjhuti batein hein' (IBIK.p.74) 
Another examples of Musaddas like chakbast's 'Ramayan ka ek scene', 
Mehroom's 'NoorJahan kaMazaaf. 
2.1(b)(v)(5) Musabba: It is a stanza of seven lines and hasn't been much 
used by Insha. 
2.1(b)(v)(6) Masman: Masman is a stanza of eight lines and has been used 
by Insha in great number. For example: 
'flz matvalo naqo valo' (CN.p.20) 
' gham-e-raigan' (ibid.p.32) 
'uftaad' (ibid.p.l74) 
'Kuje kilarhai' (ibid,p.l83) 
yekonaya' (IBIK.p.72) 
'Dilpit ki ag mejalta hai' (ibid.p. 106) 
2.1(b)(v)(7) Mutassa: In this form, Nazm has a stanza of nine lines and the 
example of this form has not been found in Insha's poetry. 
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2.1(b)(v)(8) Meshar: It is a stanza often lines and Insha has written many 
Nazms in this way like: 
'fl/ meri soch nagar ki ranV (CN, p.29) 
' Insha nephir Ishq kya' (ibid, p.59) 
'apna apna chand' (IBIK,p.84) 
2.1(b)(vi) Tarkeeb Band 
In Tarkeeb Band, all the stanzas have same number of couplets. In it a 
few early couplets are like Ghazals and their number may vary from a 
minimum of five to maximum of eleven. After these couplets, one couplet 
have same pattern but have different Qafia. There is no limit of the number 
of stanzas. Insha's poetry has these kinds of example, which are as follows: 
tu kdhd cdli gdi thi tera be qdrar insha 
teri justjume haird teri yad me suhgta 
kdbhibdstlyo band me kdbhi sue koh sehra 
tujhe hdrjdgah pukara tujhe dhund dhund hara 
tu ke ruhe zindgi thi 
tu kdhd Cdli gdi thi 
"where were thou gone? Thy restless Insha 
Astonished in thy hope smoulder in thy rememberance 
Ever in colonies and woods ever towards the peak of mountain 
Call thie every where tired of searching for you 
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That thou were the sprit of life 
Where had thou gone." 
(IBIK.p.77) 
Another example of Tarkeeb Band, we can see in Insha's poems like: 
'S3i raega' (DV, p.74) and "^oe" (DV, p.93) etc. 
2.1(b)(vii) AzadNazm 
The AzadNazm also called free verse. Kanda (1996:03) argues yhat,' 
it not only discards thr rhyming, but also feels free to use lines of unequal 
lenth in the same poem, or even in the same stanza.With the skilful 
manipulation of the internal pause, and by avoiding the frequent use of end-
stopped lines, the practitioner of this form can give a greater degree of 
flexibility and naturalness to his lines, so as to bring them as close as 
possible to the intonation and rhythms of natural speech'.The famous poet 
N. M. Rashid use of AzadNazm in his poetry. For example: 
zindgi se ddrte ho ? 
zindgi to turn bhi ho, zindgi to hm bhi he ! 
admi se ddrte ho? 
admi to turn bhi ho, admi to hdm bhi he ! 
admi zuba bhi he, admi bdyd bhi he 
IS se tumndhi ddrte 
dnkdhi se ddrte ho 
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jo dbhi ai nshi us ghdri se ddrte ho 
us ghdri ke am ki ag hi se ddrte ho 
"You are afraid of life? 
But you are life, I am too! 
You are afraid of man? 
But you are a man,and lam too! 
Man is hear say, man is fact as well. 
It is not him you fear! 
You fear the unspoken. 
That which has not come,that moment you afear. 
The fire of that moment, this is what you face." 
(http://www.egothemag.com/archives/urdu-hindi-poetry/noon-meem-rashid.htm) 
Insha has also USQ AzadNazm in his literary writing. For example: 
pich lepeher ke sdnnate me 
kis ki siski kis ka nala 
kdmre ki xamoshfiza me dsr aya he 
zor hdva ka tilt cuka he 
khule ddrice kijali se 
ndnhi ndnhi bude chdn kdr 
sdb kono mephail gai he 
aur mre dshkose 
Un ke hath ka tdkya bhig gdya he 
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"In the silent of last part of the day 
Which sobbing ,whose complaint 
The river is in the sailent environment of room 
The pressure of wind has been break up 
From open the net of curtain 
Tiny tiny drops are filter 
These are spread ofm every comer 
And from my tears 
His hand's pillow is wet" 
(CN,p.72) 
2.1(b)(viii) Doha 
It is one of the most revered genres in Hindi poetry. It is a form of 
independent rhyming couplet in poetry. Doha is used not just in Hindi, It is 
written in Urdu as well as. There are many books that have been written by 
famous poets and writers, who have contributed much in the field of Doha in 
Urdu language. Kabir Das was the most popular and well-known person in 
Doha. Another famous person was Rahim. His Doha is very simple and 
explains the morals of life in a very straightforward way. Ibn-e-Insha is one 
of the most famous poets in Modem period, who use Doha in their poetry, 
consider the following examples: 
dekh mrija keh gae bahu-kaun dllo kijane - ho 
bssti bdsti sehra sehra, lakho kdre divane - ho 
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gori dekh ke age bdrhna - sdb kajhuta sdcca - ho 
duhne validuh gdi vo ghdra thajis ka kdcca - ho 
"bahu said look my love, who knows of heart 
twon twon desert desert, lacks become mad 
pretty girl to look forward -all lies are truth 
she had drown that pot was week." 
(IBIK. 24) 
2.1(b)(ix) Geet (song) 
The Geet as genre expresses particular theme. That is why, it cannot 
be put in particular topics. All the feelings of love, separation, joy happiness 
will become the topics of love. The topics of sufism, ishq ibadat or the 
things and topics which are the feelings of human being can be expressed in 
Geet. The poetry of Azmat-ullah khan is the best example of this genre. He 
wrote a number of Geet and one of them is 'Manmohan Pan\ which 
appeared in his collection of 'Surile BoV (1959: 156). 
Ibn-e-Insha has also used of this genre who wrote many Geet in his 
poetry.Consider the following example: 
pit kdrna to hdin se mbhana sdjan, ham nepehle hi dm tha kehna sdjdn 
turn hi mdjbur ho,hdm hi muxtar he, xair rnana sdjdnye bhi man sdjdn 
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dbjo hone ke qlksse sdbhi ho cuke, turn hdmekho cuke hdm tumhe kho cuke 
age na dll ki bato me ana sdjdn,keye dll he sdda ka divana sdjdn 
(CN,p. 108) 
Insha in his poetry also used the technique of ".S/ Harfi sinp' (genre), 
it is a Punjabi genre, in which, he wrote a poem "Aman Ka Akhridin" some 
of the couplets of this poem are as follows: 
dllf- andhi he ke mayrib se utha cahti he 
dllf- umid ciray-e-tdh-e-dama he dbhi 
dllf- aitdm he bd-ayosh hdzard ashob 
dllf- addm ke bd ysm cak gdreba he dbhi 
dllf- ik dmdn kejddi thi to paya tha use 
dllf-lk dshk ke mizhya pe fdrozd he dbhi 
(CN, S.3, P.) 
Ibn-e-Insha wrotQ ^ Ghazal, Nazm, Geet, Dohe, Kavitain (poem) etc in 
his poetry. His literary writing is of modem period, which he accumulated all 
the topics of day-to-day happenings. He was also expert in prose. 
The following figure summarizes these various kinds of poetic genre: 
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2.2 Sources of Lexicon 
Urdu consists of different sources. There are three major sources of 
Urdu language such as Persian, Arabic and Hindi, with the help of them the 
poetry came into existence. 
In Urdu poetry, some of the poets have used several sources in their 
poetry and the others have not used sources at all and in other word we can 
say that, they shaped their poetry in only Persian and then in Urdu. Some of 
the poets have used many sources of Lexicon in their poetry. 
If author see the Classical Urdu poetry, author find the name of Wali 
Deccani (1667-1707), who used both the Persian contents .and the Persian 
methods. He also used Hindi words in his poetry. As for example: 
tujh hb ki sifgt M-e-bdddxsha se kdhunga 
jadu he tere nain ydzald se kdhunga 
"I will compare your lips to the ruby of badakhshan. 
Your enchanting eyes to tose of the deer." 
(Kanda,K.C. 1990:28) 
In the above couplet, Wali had combines Persian with Hindi words. In 
the first line, he compared the Persian word with Persian words like 'tujh 
bb'-iyour lips) is compared with ' lal-e-bdddxsha' (ruby of badakhshan). Like 
this in the second line, 'jadW (enchanting) compared with 'nain' (eyes). 
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When the poets and writers didn't want and like diversity in their poetry, he 
used words like piya, sajdn etc in his classical poetry. Wali is considered as 
the Classical Urdu poet and in Classical Urdu poetry; we can find the name of 
Mirza Mazhar Jan-e-Jana. Who did not use Hindi words in his poetry and we 
can say that he purified his poetry with Hindi words, which have been used by 
Wali Dacceni in his poetry. Mirza Mazhar's poetry is based on Persianised 
diction. He did not use different sources m his poetry. 
As suggested by Beg, M.K.A. (1988:05) 'with Wali began the growth 
of Urdu as a literary language in the North and a number of poets took to 
Urdu poetry in a direct manner. Such poets are Shah Zahuruddin Hatim, 
Mohd. Shaikh Naji, Shah Mubarak 'Abru', Mirza Mazhar Jan-e-Jana, Shaikh 
Sharfiiddin 'Manzum', Ghulam Mustafa Khan etc. These poets belong to the 
first half of the 18* century. It is due to their endeavour that the process of the 
purification and cleansing of Urdu started and continued till the age of Nasikh 
of Lucknow. Under this process certain Deccanied dialectal or Bhara elements 
were discarded and the words of purely indie origin like nay an 'eye' nit 
'daily'. Sajan 'beloved' jag 'world', pavan 'path' etc. were disused. There 
was also a strong reaction in favour of Persian words, expressions and 
spellings'. 
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After Mirza Mazhar Jan-e-Jana, the researcher can find the name of 
Sauda, who was the leading poet of his time. His fiiil name was Mirza Mohd 
Rafi Sauda (b.l713). Sauda originally wrote poetry in Persian whereas his 
senior Khan-e-Arzu, wrote poetry in Urdu. Sauda was considered as the 
outstanding composers of Qasidas (panegyrics).consider the following verses 
of Sauda's persianised style such as: 
nisar-e- dshk mdn hdr shdb shukr rezastpmhai 
ke himmdt raz nashu yust bazaar nudpeshani 
"scatter of tear drop in every night, thanks sacrifice hidden 
if courage secret beginning is not market nine times forehead" 
(Khan,M.Habib 1991:77) 
After Sauda, in Urdu poetry, Insha Allah Khan(1756-1817) used a lots 
of sources. Insha had used many words of different dialects in his poetry and 
many Hindi words. His most famous work is "Derya-e-Latafat" and "Rani 
Ketki". In "Rani Ketkr, he used many Hindi words. In other words, the 
researcher can say that his work ''Rani Ketkr is totally based on work written 
or done in Hindi and there is no use of Urdu words in it. Insha Allah khan 
used different sources in his poetry such as Punjabi, Eastern, Awadhi, 
Turkish, and Kashmiri and so on. 
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After Insha Allah Khan Insha, Azmat-ullah Khan (1887-1927),the 
author can find it in his collection of "Surile BoP\ (1959). As for example 
'Bali Biwise' is a poem, in which he mixed Hindi and Urdu metre with great 
mastery. Like Insha Allah Khan, he used different sources in his poetry such 
as English, Persian, Arabic, Hindi, Bengali and French language. Miraji had 
also used Hindi words profoundly in his poetry. Consider the following 
example: 
ek hipdl ke liye baith kephir uth baithi 
dnkh nesirfye dekha ke ndshta but he 
"For one moment only, my eye saw it,aseated idol; 
My vision lacked strength to see" 
(Habib,M.A.R.2003:82) 
These poets used many sources like Hindi, Urdu, Punjabi, Turkish, 
English, and Sanskrit etc in their poetry and endeavored to project their poetry 
in a new colour. They mingled the essence of Indian soil in their poetry with 
Hindi words and phrases. Contrary to this, Mirza Ghalib (1797-1869), Mohd 
Iqbal (1873-1938) and N.M.Rashid (1910-1975) are those poets who did not 
use many sources but used only Persian and Urdu language in their poetry. In 
his early days, Ghalib used Persian language as a medium for his poetry and 
after that; he used Urdu language in his poetry. In early period of his life, 
Ghalib wrote Ghazals only in Persian then after a long time, he used as a 
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medium of expression for his Ghazals. That is why, the author can find a 
couplet of first line in Persian and second line in Urdu. A couplet with Persian 
style can be found in the poetry of Ghalib,for example: 
ddshna-e-fdmzahjdstd navdk-e-naz be psnah 
tern hiaks-e-rux sdhi samne tera aye kyu 
"Deadly the daggers of your glance, relentless your beauty's darts, 
Even though it be your image, how dare it look you in the face" 
(Kand,K.C. 1990:05) 
Iqbal also used Persian and Urdu words in his poetry. According to Kanda 
(1996:178), 'the poetry of Iqbal like that of Ghalib, is a blend of deep 
thoughts and intense feelings, which he expresses in a forceful, Persianised 
style'. For instance: 
nalah he bubul-e-shorida tera xam dbhi, 
dpne sine me ise aur zdra tham dbhi. 
puxta hoti he gdr mdsslehdt dndesh ho dql, 
ishq ho mdSdlehdt dndesh to he xam dbhi 
"Your wail hasn't matured enough, O crazy nightingale 
Hold it still a wail in your restives breast. 
If reason is far-sighted, it is maturity's mark. 
If love is far-sighted, it is immature still." 
(Kanda,K.C.1990:230) 
N.M. Rashid used words that are almost Persian in Urdu poetry. 
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It can be noticed that in Urdu poetry, all the poets and writers initially 
had used Persian language then after that they started writing in Hindi also 
called Hindawi, like Amir Khursau, who in his early days used Persian 
language as a medium for his poetry then he used Hindawi or Zuban-e-Hindi. 
Nevertheless, some poets were there, who had used only Persian words and 
never used Hindi words, some poets used many sources like Insha Allah 
Khan, Insha and then AzmatuUah Khan etc. for example: 
kamni koydl thi tohusn rdsila tera 
kukti koydl thi to shdbd surila tera 
pit ki mari sdti shaera rupmdti 
"cuckoo was charming, than your luscious beauty 
Cuckoo was crying, than your word musical 
virtuous separation of love poetess beautifiil women" 
(Habib, M. Vol,2. 136) 
Those poets who came into lime light after the independence are, Iqbal, 
Altaf Husain Hali (1837-1914), and N.M. Rashid etc. They did not use Indie 
elements in their poetry. Although, they used Urdu and Persian extensively. 
In this period, the researcher finds Ibn-e-Insha using a number of sources like, 
Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit, Urdu, Punjabi and Hindi as well as he used Turkish 
words sometimes.For instance: 
dUr tumhara des he mujh se aur tumhari boli he 
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phir bhi tumhare bay me lekin mdn hi khirki kholi he 
ao ke pdlbhdr mil kdr baithe, bat sune aur bat kdhe 
mdn ki bipta' tdn ka dukhra' dunya ke halat kdhe 
(D.V,p.29) 
This stylistic variation had been used from generation to generation 
and from some standard to other standard by the poets of different ages. By 
this, we can find that in the Modem Urdu Poetry, styhstic variation and lexical 
diversity are very important and have a deep impact upon the Modern Urdu 
Poetry. 
2.3 Linguistic trends 
The Modem Urdu poetry began in Urdu literature with the impact of 
new social, political circumstances and westem influences. Moreover, with 
the advent of Modem poetry there began the era of experiments in technique 
and form. 
The linguistic trends in Urdu literature are not new. Rather than the 
author finds it in every phase of Urdu Literature. Even in the classical poetry 
written early to 1857, the author finds some examples, like Qasida, marsiyah, 
masnavi and Musaddas etc. Besides in the time of Quli Qutub Shah a number 
of poems, which are only an early versions of Nazir Akbarabadi's poems, are 
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the best examples of new trends. However, they are limited of course some 
of these genres were already found in Persian poetry. Hence, these trends had 
no literary value. 
The real beginning of linguistic trends in Urdu literature is seen after 
1857 in the poetry, which came into existence because of the social, political, 
and cultural revolutions brought out by the reformist movement of Sir Syed, 
Altaf Husain Hali and Mohammad Husain Azad under the influence of 
English literature, and this was named as Modem poetry. This stanza form 
already existed in Urdu poetry in the form of Rubai. Thus, it would be far 
from the truth for the critics to conclude that this was a new form in poetry 
invented by Brij Mohan Duttatarya Kaifi. Nevertheless, by writing long 
poems in the stanza form, Kaifi motivated the poets to indulge into the 
expression in forms. 
Form/genre is a multidimensional word. When a poet expresses his 
sentiments and thoughts in poetry then, he needs a form/genre, which is 
usually associated with rhymes and rhythm. In order to invent new forms in 
poetry, one has to sometimes partially modify or fiiUy deviate from the older 
forms. The act of this deviation in the older forms and genre began new 
trends in Modem Urdu poetry. 
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Due to the social upheavals, the forms come and go but certain forms 
do not lose their identity, for instance; the form of Ghazal, 'despite being very 
old, has not given up its place and it is very much alive even today. The 
experiment of form is not completely new but they exhibit some elements of 
older forms. This is the reason why a new form appears known and familiar 
and thus becomes popular and then eventually it becomes a tradition, which is 
a proof of a successful experiment. 
The trend of writing poems in stanza form started in the later nineteenth 
til 
century and continued in the early 20 century. Several such poems were 
published in the magazines like Makhzan and Dilgudaz. However, the author 
finds a few outstanding poems that deviated fi-om the trend. For instance, a 
poem of Hasrat Mohani (1875-1951) called 'Mausam-e-Bahar Ke Akhri 
Phoor(The last flower of spring) . The last stanza of this poem is in stanza 
form while the rest of the poem follows the scheme of the second line 
rhyming with the fourth line. The name of Badrul Zaman, a poet fi"om 
Calcutta, we should mention the name, who wrote 'Aseer-e-
Ghurbaf {The captive of poverty) and 'Barrel of Sir John More', which were 
published in 'Mukhzen' and Dil Gudaz'. In the first two decades of the 20* 
century, many other poets used this form and their poems were published in 
the previously mentioned magazines. The prominent among them were Nadir 
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Kakaurvi, Durga Sahai Sarwar, Auj Gayawi, Azeez Luckhnawi ,Ghulam 
Mohammad Toor, Qasr Bhopali, Arshad Thanvi, Laobali Amrohvi and Tirlok 
Chand. 
The translations of English poetry into Urdu not only introduced the 
stanza form in Urdu but also motivated the Urdu writers to study English 
literature extensively, which introduced blank verse in Urdu. Blank verse 
poetry had no rhyme scheme. 
Azad and Ismail Meruthi introduced Nazm Mu'arra (hlark verse) in 
Urdu. Mohammad Husain Azad wrote two poems 'Jughrafia ki 
paheir(Enigma, of geography) and 'Jazba-e- Z)(?on'(Thought of separation) 
and Ismail Merithi wrote 'Chiria Ke Bachche\The young ones of a bird) and 
'Taron Bhari Raf{A night full of stars) which had no rhyme schemes. 
Besides these poems, Akbar Alahabadi also wrote two poems in blank verse 
but they did not have any influence on the tradition of Nazm since they did 
not fully reflect the creative experiments. 
The proper beginning of Nazm Mu 'ana (blank verse) could be traced in 
the early 20* century in the efforts of Abdul Haleem Sharar. He started a 
movement to promote it and to transform it into an important tradition. That 
he not only wrote articles elucidating the nuances of blank verse but also 
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wrote lyrical plays in this form and motivated others to do so. And this is also 
true that several other poets followed the suit. These poems may not have any 
literary value; however, he played an important role in promoting and 
propagating blank verse. 
Abdul Haleem Sharar had named his lyrical play in Nazm Mu'arra 
(blank verse) as 'Nawi Ki Ek Nai Qism\A new form of poetry). The 
movement started by Abdul Haleem Sharar to implant the Nazm Mu'arra 
(blank verse) in Urdu poetr)' gave rise to a controversy. The first was to 
promote blank verse in Urdu poetry and the second was to adopt Hindi meters 
in Urdu poetry. In June 1927 a poem by Ishtiyaq Husain Quraishi, 'Dars-e-
Fitraf\ThQ lessons from nature) was published which could really be called 
blank verse,one stanza of the poem is as follows: 
ddrya kinare sham ko ek din guzdr mera hua 
dekha wdha ah-e-rdwa aur sdbza-e-ghaltida jo 
phaila hua tha hdv tdrdf 
khwahish hui dil me ke bds thehro ydhl 
kdrta rdhu nazara-e-sehra-e-rdshk-e-bostan 
(http//:www.wikipedia) 
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Azmatullah Khan( 1887-1927) also wrote in the form of blank verse. He 
had translated a song which is included in the magazine Suriley BoP(1959) 
titled as "Be Radeef-o-Qafia'XWithoui rhyme and meter). This poem has got 
a historical importance. M. Husain Latifi also composed two poems in blank 
verse. The lines in the poems of this phase are mostly arranged in the form of 
'MasnavV 
After blank verse, Azad Nazm (free verse) was also introduced in Urdu 
poetry and it progressed by leaps and bounds. Blank verse began in this phase 
with Yusuf Zafar ,Mahkmoor Jalandhri, Vishwa Mitr Adil and other modem 
poets. Moreover these poets, the poets writing free verse also wrote blank 
verse. Prominent among them are Tasadduq Husain Khalid and Miraji. 
N.M.Rashid did not compose any poem in blank verse but the author find 
glimpses of blank verse in some of his poems. The poems in blank verse 
written after 1935 were continuously progressing by leaps and bounds It can 
find an amalgamafion of blank verse and free verse in 'Rah Dekhi Nahf (Un 
known direction) by Tasadduq Husain and 'Clerk Ka Naghma-e-
Mohabbaf (LowQ song of a clerk) by Miraji while in'Apni KahanV (My story) 
by Qayum Nazar. 
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Author finds the trend of Azad Nazm{f^QQ verse) in blank verse. 
'Subha-e-Azar {the morning of the dooms day) by Tasadduq Husain Khalid 
exhibits the trend of 'Mustazad' in blank verse. Faiz Ahmad Faiz some times 
does not follow the restrictions of regular poems and makes certain 
deviations, for instance; he introduces one or two lines in blank verse, which 
creates a impression of blank verse; though his poems are mostly regular 
poems. 
Many changes were effected in classical elements of poetry at different 
levels under the influence of new socio-cultural, political and western 
principles. That is why Mohammad Husain Aazad, favored not only an 
extension of the subject matter in poetry but also experimentation, addition 
and alteration of form .He took a step forward in this direction and divided his 
'MasnavV in stanzas which did not have the same number of lines. For 
instance; his well known 'MasnavC ''Shab-e-Qadar"(ThQ sacred night) has at 
least four lines in one stanza and at the most sixteen. 
The form which is being popularly used for written in free verse, which 
comes from English. There is no standard form of free verse. The rhythm in 
free verse depends on the dialectical stresses; therefore, lines are of variable 
sizes and are composed of different meters. However, the lines in Urdu free 
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verse follow the ups and down of thoughts and feelings yet they are obliged to 
follow a particular meter. The lines are not constituted of a fixed number of 
syllables. 
Free verse in Urdu formally began after the First World War. The 
unanimous opinion is that Tasadduq Husain Khalid wrote the first free verse 
in Urdu. Sharar himself called them blank verse. Nevertheless, in pieces the 
traits of free verse is predominantly present. It can find some extracts which 
after being formulated would give rise to free verse. 
AzmatuUah Khan translated Shelly's 'Cloud', which is closer to the 
form of free verse in technique and form. Under the influence of the flow 
thought and feeling, the lines are of varied size. For example: 
ha ha me hu ladla beta sunddr pirthvi aur pani ka 
dmbdr ne hai god me pala 
me guzra hu mausdmo me se, sahll ke aur sdmdnddr ke 
rup bdddltapdr ridhi mdrta 
"yes yes I'm loving son of beautifiil earth & water 
embrance in the lap of sky 
I'm pass from in the season,of the beach & ocean 
Change the beauty but never die." 
{SurileBol, \959) 
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Around 1925, Tasadduq Husain began expressions with free verse in 
Urdu and he discovered news avenues from the prevalent poetic trends. After 
him N.M.Rashid , Mirnji, Hafeez Hoshiyarpuri, Majeed Amjad, Yusuf Zafar, 
Ali Jawed Zaidi etc directed their attention towards free verse. N.M. Rashid, 
Miraji made some outstanding contribution to provides free verse a place of 
prominence. N. M. Rashid published his first free verse whose title was 
' Jurrat-e-Parwaz\The daring flight) which attracted the attention of all the 
writers and poets of that age. But according to some critics the first free verse 
of Rashid was 'Ittafaqaf (The probablities) which was published in 1935 and 
had taken the writers and poets by suiprise. Let us examine a few lines from 
this poem: 
aj IS saet-e-dazdeeda-o-nayab me bhi 
jism hai xab se bzzdtk^sh-e-.Xdmyaza tera 
tere mizhta ke tale nind ki shdbndm ka ndzul 
jis se ddljane ko hai yaza tera 
zindagi tere llye rds bhdrexabo ka hajum 
zindsgi mere liye kawish-e-bedari hai 
Ittdfaqat ko dekh 
IS zamlstan ki hdsl rat ko dekh 
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The art and beauty of the form of free verse is predominantly present in 
this poem. 
The poem 'i?e-)v«/flr (Infidelity) by Hafeez Hoshyarpuri was published 
in 1934.This was a poetic translation of Byron's poem. Let us examine a few 
lines from the poem: 
shi-kdsta dil 
xamosh ankho me ansu 
huye IS t^rah barso ke liye hdm 
juda 
kumla gaye the 
fart-e-ydm se 
tere gul ha-e-ariz 
hmsjinka 
rdwa kdrta tha hdr dfsurddgi 
rag-o-pai me 
khuli db ye hsqiqdt 
yam-e-dnjam ke ek aina tha 
judaikawo hmha 
In the same way, Maulana Ahaf Husain Hali composed his poem 
'Munajat-e-Bewa\ThQ wailing of a widow) on the meter used in Hindi. 
Akbar Alahabadi was a fundamentalist but we find a consciousness of 
extension of tradition in his poetry. 'Do Titliyan'{Two butter flies) is 
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composed in the form of Masnavi' and Quartets. This is a unique experiment. 
Shauq Qidwai's poem 'Alam-e-KheyaP{The world of imagination) is an 
example of distinguished experiment in Masnavi. This was divided in to four 
parts and each part is composed with different meters. Just like Aazad, Iqbal 
too divided his 'SaqiNamd' into seven parts and these seven parts constitute 
seven thoughts. 
Many experimentations have been done in the form of Marsiyah 
(Elegy) like Hali wrote a poem called 'Marsiyah-e-Ghalib\An Elegy on 
Ghalib) dividing it into stanzas. First line of every stanza begins like a 
"Matla" (the first couplet of a Ghazal) and the other couplets are in the form 
of a Ghazi and the last and concluding couplet of every stanza is different 
from other couplets. The initial stanza is in the likeness of introduce of Mdah 
(Eulogy). Iqbal also wrote "Marsia-e-Dagh"(An Elegy of Dagh) in the meter 
of a Masnavi. This Marsiyah is also divided into different stanzas .The 
number of couplets differ in every stanza and the thought pattern too changes. 
Hafiz Jalandheri also composed Marsiyah titled ''Shahsawar-e-Karbala"(ThQ 
warrior of Karbala) whose form is entirely new. This is divided into stanzas 
and every stanza is conspicuous for its meter and ThymQ.Nazm Tabatabai 
made a mar\'ellous alteration in the form of Madah (eulogy). 
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Azmatullah Khan introduced the form of Hindi into Urdu poetry and 
advocated for its acceptance. He propagated the 'Matra Chhand' of Hindi in 
place of meters of i?«^a/(Quartrets). According to him after adopting 'Matra 
Chhand'the horizon of rhyme of a Quartet could be widened from twenty four 
to ten thousand nine hundred forty six.. Azmatullah Khan profusely made use 
of Hindi rhyme scheme in his poems and some times used the amalgamation 
of the two. 
Under the influence of Hindi 'Geets'(Song) and Geet became a 
common phenomenon in Urdu which is again an example of a successful 
experiment in form. With respect to form, Geet (Song) and Geet- like Nazm 
are two different things. Geet is a lyrical Nazm which has a refrain after every 
stanza. This refrain may or may not have the same number of syllables as that 
of the lines in the stanza. The last lines of the stanza and refrain are rhymed. 
The arrangement of rhyme scheme in the stanzas may differ. The 
Geets(Song) that do not have this refrain are called Geet- like Nazm. Among 
those who experimented in this field, the prominent names are those of Azmat 
Allah Khan and Hafeez Julundhari. They wrote a number of Geet- like Nazm. 
For example, a couplet of Geet- like Nazm of Azmat Allah Khan: 
ekto shdbab aurphh us ka ndsh'a ndya ndya. 
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husn prdst ankh thi mdn mem pak saf tha. 
(Surile Bol, 1959) 
Here is a Geet- like Nazm by Hafeez Jalundhari, 
mere dil ka day 
pyari mere dil ka day 
mehudil ke bay ka mali 
laya huphulo ki dali 
nazuk naziikphul hejaise ujle ujle day 
aisa hi be day he pyari mere dil ka day 
pyari mere dil ka day 
Ibn-e-Insha has also written Geet in his collection Chand Nagar. for 
example: 
me dzl se tumhari hu piyare 
me dbdd tdk tumhari rdhungi 
mujhko chora he kis ke sdhare 
kesejaoge, jane na dungi 
asmdpdr sitare kdhdhe 
aurjo hevo hdmare kdhdhe 
zindgi tazgi kho cuki he 
bat honi thi jo ho cuki he 
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(DV,p.l22) 
Under the influence of western literary movements and thoughts, the 
writers and poets of Urdu adopted the new forms of western languages but 
with certain modifications. For example, we find Urdu poetry written in the 
forms like free verse, short lyric and masman (triolet) etc. 
After the transformation of fi:ee verse in Urdu, Masman (Triolet) was 
introduced. Masman is a distinguished form, which has eight lines. There are 
only two rhymes. The rhyme scheme is "a b a a a b a b". The success of the 
art of Masman depends on the unity of thought and the relevance 
and harmony in its lines.Consider the following example of Insha's famous 
poem {Masman) as: 
ai mdt valo naqb valo dete ho kuch us kapsta 
Hdjdd ke dnddr mdjnu nami ek hdmara bhai hua 
axir us pdr kya kuch bitijano to ehval kdho 
mot miliya lailapai? divane ka maal kdho 
dql kibate kehne vale dostone use sdmjhaya 
us ko to lekin cup si bgi thi,na bola nabaz ay a 
xair db us ki bat ko choro-divana phir divana 
jate jate hdm logo ka eksdndesa lejana 
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(CN,p. 20) 
Aata Mohammad Khan Shola is considered as the pioneer of Masman 
in Urdu poetry. In this form, he wrote his poem 'ZindagF(The life), which 
was pubHshed in 1966. Here is the poem: 
age soce to mah- o-meher ki umro se tdwil 
piche dekhe to ho ekpdl ka tdmashajaise 
hai khdri bic me ek umr-e-gureza kifdsil 
age soce to mah- o-meher ki umro se tawil 
pyar kdrne ko tdrdp uthe kdbhi itnijamil 
mahir-e-fdn ne koi but ho trdshajaise 
age soce to mah- o-meher ki umro se tawil 
piche dekhe to ho ekpdl ka tdmashajaise 
After Ata Mohammad Shola, the poets who directed his attention to the form 
of Mflj'Wflw was Naresh Kumar Shaad (1928-1969). This poem in this form is 
as follows: 
mdydssdr to ndM hai shadmani 
mdgdr dll Intaqaman shadman hai 
bdhut purddrd hai meri kdhani 
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maydssdr to naW. hai shadmani 
naJii mujh p9r kisi ki meherbani 
xudai keya xuda meherba hai 
mdydssdr to naHi hai shadmani 
mdgdr dil intaqaman shadman hai 
Ibn-e-Insha has also written in this form, but Insha wrote in different manner 
.last two lines are in same rhyme but not repeat the couplet of first two lines. 
For example: 
Inshajiye kon aya, kfs des ka basi hai 
hotope tdbdssum akho me udasi hai 
xuwabo ke gultsta ki xushbu-e-dulara hai 
ya subh-e- tdmdnna ke mathe ka sttara hai 
tdrsi hui ndzro ko db aur nd tdrsare 
ai husn ke saudagdr, ai rup ke bdnjare 
rdmna dll-e-lnsha ka db tera thikana ho 
db koi bhi surdt ho, db koi bdhana ho 
(IBIK, p.72) 
Besides them, Farhat Kaifi also composed poems in this form. 
The influence of western poetry, the concept of modernism in poetry 
entered into Urdu and writing short pomes came into linguistic trend. These 
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short poems are different from other poetic forms. Between 1922 and 1947, a 
short poem was called short because of their shortness. However, after 1947 it 
was acknowledged as a form in Urdu poetry. The concentration of emotion 
and condensation of narrative were made essential Constituents of a short 
poem. 
Earliest example of a short poem is exemplified the poem 'Shimla 
Kalka Railway Station Ka Ek Nazara' (A scene at the Shimla-Kalka Railway 
Station) written by Sajjad Haider Yaldarem, which was published in 1926.The 
poem is as follows: 
mathepe bindi 
ankh mejadu 
hbntb hi bijli 
girti thi hdr su 
cal IdCdkti 
bat behekti 
jaise kisi ne 
pi ho darii ankhadiyan aisi 
jin me the rakhsan 
bmhe meradha 
hmhe me radha 
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aisi bhdVdk thi 
. X-dlq thi haira 
railpeh aya 
kahaseahu 
In new trend, Ibn-e-Insha wrote short poem Chand Ke Tamannai, 
which was pubHshed in 1954. The poem is as follows: 
aj dtl me virani 
dbr bdn ke ghir ai 
aj dil ko kya kdhiye 
ha vdfa nd hdrjai 
phir bhi log divane 
agde he sdmjhane 
dpni vehshdt-e- dil ke 
bun liye he dfsane 
xush xsyal dunya ne 
gdrmiya tojati he 
vo rute bhi ati he 
jdb mdlul ratb me 
dosto ki batd me 
ji nd cain paega 
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aur ubjaega 
be hisab tdnhai 
be hijab tdnhai 
shehr-e-dil ki gdlyo me 
(CN,p.l7) 
Abdur-Rehman Bijnauri also wrote a short poem, which was published 
in 1927. It is as follows: 
jamun ke saye t^le 
juye rdwa aur nimjan 
shamll hojls mesdb mere 
bdcce aur unki nek md paiyamber ho ya shahi 
ya ho hdyat-e-jawedd 
mujhko to bds dijlyo yahi 
aab-e-zdhl aur nimjan 
(quoted from,http:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/urdu-poetry) 
After that, collected works of Makhmoor Jnlundhary and Khursheed-ul-
Islam were published and the trend continued. 
Not ail the forms that came from other languages into Urdu were 
accepted as they were in the original but with certain modifications. Prose 
poem is also one such form which after much deliberations and discussions 
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was adopted in Urdu with certain modification and was called 'Nasri Nazni' 
which is a literal translation of prose poem of English. Those who propagated 
this genre are Sajjad Zaheer, Meeraji, Balraj Komal, Mohammad Hasan, 
Khursheed-ul-Islam, Nida Fazli, Qazi Salim, Zubair Rizwi, Adil Mansoori, 
Baqar Mehdi, Khaleelul Rehman Azmi, Ahmad Nadeem Qasmi, Sheher Yar, 
Makhmoor Saidi, Kishwer Naheed, and Mohammed Salahuddin Perwez. 
The collected work of Khursheed-ul-Islam ' Jasta-Jasta' came out as 
the first collected works of prose poems. In the present times, the name of 
Salahuddin Perwez is a distinguished name and has become synonym for a 
poet who is always experimenting with the form of prose poem. 
Dr. Maula Bakhsh while critically examining the poetry of a Pakistani poet 
'Nasir Ahmad Nasir', in his article ''Nasri Nazm Ke Tajurbe Ka Ek Shair", 
has thrown some light on existence and status of prose poem. He says: 
"In fact the tradition of writing poetry in prose is very old. The 
prose writers who overwhelmed by their emotions and romantic 
thoughts used to fill their writings with different colourful and 
beautiful similes were categorized by critics as colourful prose 
writers. Later on it was termed a prose poem. This is how poetry 
in prose or prose poetry began. But the prose poetry is not 
merely the name of poetry in prose but the name of a revolution 
in thoughts in poetry". 
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{Isteara, 25* July 2000., N. Delhi, Page-267.) 
The objections leveled against prose poetry are mainly related to 
poetics. At the same time Akhtar's poem 'Karam KitabV presents the 
manifestations of poetics and thought and philosophy of the form. Look at the 
poem: 
kitab rahnuma hai na manzil-e-maqsood 
yeh sirfnaqsh-e-qadam hai guzarne walon ka 
naye nuqooshjise mahwe karte rehte hain 
hamare zehnon se her roz ek shagufa naya 
yahanpeh khulta hai yeh rasm haiyun hi taza 
aur sairas, na zeest, aaj koi zinda nahin 
wok roznamcha mardon ka woh amalnama 
jise khudaon ne likha tha kho gaya hai kahin 
manusmriti na toret sab woh hangama 
bagula ban ke utha tha jo so gya hai kahin 
In the present age, after Akhtar-ul-Iman Mohammad Salahuddin 
Perwez is a distinguished name among the poets who are writing in the 
poetry. The eastern dialect (Purabia), Bhojpuri , Punjabi and pure Urdu 
diction makes his poetry outstandingly distinguished from the whole Urdu 
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poetry. He has really transformed prose poetry into a poetry, which could 
actually be called the rationalization of prose poetry. 
Thus, it can conclusively say that today poetry is passing through new 
phase of experiments at the level of form, which certainly requires another 
full-fledged conducive article to examine and analyze these experiments. 
2.4 Ibn-e-Insha: Naznis and Ghazals 
Ibn-e-Insha was an eminent Pakistani Urdu poet, who was also 
humorist, travelogue writer and columnist. Along with his poetry, he was not 
only versatile poet but he also regarded as one of the best humorists of Urdu. 
His poetry has a distivetive diction laced with language reminiscent of Amir 
Khusrau in its use of words and construction i.e., usually heard in the more 
earthy dialects of the Hindi, Urdu, and Punjabi at complex of languages and 
his forms and poetic style is an influence on generations of young poets. 
Ibn-e-Insha whose given name was Sher Mohammad Khan was 
bom in June 15, 1927 in Phillaur tehsil of Jalandhar, in Punjab, 
India. His father hailed from Rajasthan. He did B.A. from Punjab 
University in 1946 and M.A, in Urdu literature from Urdu 
college, Karachi in 1953 and lived foremost of his life in 
Karachi. Insha was associated with various governmental 
services including radio Pakistan, ministry of culture and national 
book centre of Pakistan. He also served United Nation for 
sometimes and enabled him to visit many places and was the 
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reason of his subsequent travelogues. Some of the places that he 
visited include Japan, Philippines, China, Thailand, France, U.K. 
and U.S. Insha got the mentors such as Habibullah Ghazaufer 
Amrohi, Dr Ghulam Mustafa, and Dr. Abdul Qayyum. Ibn-e-
Insha spent much of his time in Karachi when he was diagnose 
with Hodgkin's disease, he did not allow the terminal illness to 
dampen his sparkling humor but who wrote about his illness with 
an admirable lightness. Ibn-e-Insha died on January 11, 1978 in 
London, and was buried in Karachi. 
Ibn-e-Insha, Nazir Kazmi as well as Khalil-ur-Rehman Azmi's poetry is 
closely connected with the poetry of Mir Taqi Mir. Insha's disarming 
approach in his love poems is a direct influence of Mir. He also emulated his 
use of Indie metrical devices. Insha's poetry is so lyrical that it rolls off the 
tongue straight into the heart. Many Ghazals have been set to music and sung 
by notable singer like Ghulam Ali and Amanat Ali. Ghulam Ali has not sung 
many Nazms but the following one, which is by Ibn-e-Insha, and good in its 
influence on others: 
ye bate' jhuti bate he, ye logo nephailai he 
turn inshaji ka nam nd lo, kiya inshaji saudai he 
"Thse point are false, people have spreaded them 
Don't take the name of Insha, is Insha mad" 
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(IBIK, p.74) 
Amnat Ali sang the following Ghazal: 
inshaji uttho db kuc kdw 
[Get up Inshaji let us leave from here...] 
It is Ibn-e-Insha's most famous Ghazal, which has been considered as 
one of his best Ghazals and it is the fine example of his creative application of 
symbolism and imagery in his own unique style. 
Ibn-e-Insha had been considered as one of the most versatile poets and 
writers of his generation, who were the great persons, broadcasters, 
translators, columnists, tourists and best humorists of Urdu language. All of 
these travelogues {safarnamas) are with a common person view. People love 
to read his writing and safarnama. The book of travelogues are cdlte ho to 
chin ko chdliye, awara gdrd ki dairi (1974), dunya gol he, ridgri mgri phira 
musafir, ibn-e-Batuta ke taqub me (1974) and xdt inshaji ke. He has a unique 
style of writing with the touch of humor. His book 'Urdu Ki Akhri Kitab' 
(1971) and 'khumar-e-gdndum' are the masterpieces of Urdu humors. 
Ibn-e-Insha, who had a poet of unique placement in Urdu literature, but when 
we open the prose, we will find our self in an altogether different world. Insha 
touched common topics fi-om our life and left us to laugh for few minutes and 
think for hours. Insha's collections of poetry: Chand Nagar, Is Basti Key Ik 
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Kuchay Mein and Dil-e-Vahshi were filled with turns of life, flavors of love 
added to a roller coater rise of emotions. His contribution to Urdu literature 
may be discussed as following: 
2.4(i) ChandNagar (The realm of Moon) 
It is a collection of miscellaneous poem of Ibn-e-Insha. It is the first 
edition, which has been published in 15 April 1955, and its second edition has 
been published in 13 Oct. 1968 and its third edition has been published in 11 
June 1976. It consists of 56 poems, which have been written on different 
topics. 
The poet compared 'Chand Nagaf with 'Eldorido' in Urdu shehr-
tamannai (the city of hope) and gave reference of the famous poem of 'Edgar 
Allen Poke' and said that a brave knight unaware of seen and shadow in 
search of 'Eldorido' sings a song riding on a horse. Several years past, the 
evening of life comes. In this universe, he cannot find a piece of land, which 
infect is the real city of his imagination. When all his energy was lost in this 
tire some journey he wants to take rest as an old traveller. After keeping aside 
his eyebrow the old man said, "If you are looking at the dream city, keep 
moving on your horse beyond the mountain where there is a large valley full 
of shadow peace". 
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No body knows that the brave knight found his dream city but he found 
the pretence of his journey. In poet's opinion, there must be an Eldorido or a 
dream city. 
In Chand Nagar you can find the personal incidents of taste of love, 
dialogue of love and insult of love. The hoUowness of heart, sadness of heart 
and sorrow loams large in his poems like, ''udas rat he angan", ''pichle pehr 
ke sannate^\ ^''katik ka chand", and "«/ matwalo naqon vald". Apart from 
this ''Aman Ka Akhri Dili", ''UftacF and ''Muzafat" etc are his those poems, 
which are full of his political nature views. The echo of war clearly appears in 
his poetry because he condemns war and lover of peace for him war is not a 
mere headline of has a daily newspaper but for him, it is a fire and ruins. The 
body of a soldier not meant for the guns, medals and uniform, but it is the 
body of a son, a brother and a husband. For example, look at this couplet 
g-g3bru he ke bais bdharo mepdle 
lam-lasha he ke do roz ke dnddr sdrjae 
"yong boy who grew up in spring season 
this corpse which is rotten with in two days" 
(CNp. 172) 
2.4(ii) Is Basti ke Ik Kuclte mein (In a lane of this town) 
It is the most famous collection of Ibn-e-Insha's poems, published in 
1976. This collection has a great epic of the human psyche and an epic 
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romance. Insha wrote about the problems of Human being like war and peace, 
feudalism and submissiveness, capitalism and bounded labor. On the one 
hand, the countries are independent but the People living in them are not free. 
In the world, many edibles are there and plenty of Milk Rivers are running but 
on the other hand, a lot of people are suffering from penury and poverty. Little 
children are not bearing the pain of hunger ness and many people were dying 
struggling for their livelihood. These are the topics, which were mentioned by 
the poet in his poetry "w Basti Ke ik Kuche Mein". 
In this collection, some of the important Nazms and Ghazals are as 
follows: 
mshaji bdhui dm bit cuke (Inshaji many days have been spent) 
fdrz kdro 
ddrwaza khula rdkhna 
IS bdsti ke ik kuche me 
ye batejhuti bate he 
ik bar kdho turn meri ho 
kdl chodvi ki rat thi 
Inshaji uttho db kuc kdra 
(suppose that) 
(let the door be open) 
(In a lane of this town) 
(These talks are false talks) 
(Say one time you are mine) 
(Yesterday it was the frill moon night) 
(Getup Inshaji, lets leave from here) 
It is the most famous Ghazal of Ibn-e-Insha, it is considered as one of 
his best Ghazals and it is the fine example of his creative application of 
symbolism and imagery in his own unique style. The moon captured his 
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creative imagination and he wrote a series of poems invoking images and 
metaphors associated with the moon. 
2.4(iii) Dil-e-vahshi (Half Tamed) 
This collection of Ibn-e-Insha, published in 1998, after his death. In 
this collection, Insha presented not only the canvas of hope and sorrow of the 
Sufism but also presented a clear picture of human life tragedy. 
His famous Ghazals as ''inshaji uttho ab kuch karo", "kal chaudhvien 
ki rat thr, ''shab bhar raha charch tera'\ Insha kept the gloom and dark side 
of life in his poetry. He writes long poems also like ''Baghdad Ki ek Raf 
(1949), which was written in his early days. 
2.5 Summary: 
Chapter two provides the detailed account of poetic genre in Modem 
Urdu Poetry which deals with Ghazal, Nazm, Qasida, Mersia, Vasokht, etc. 
Further,It discusses about sources of lexicon and linguistics trends. 
Furthermore, this chapter also presents the detailed information about Ibne-
Insha's Nazms and Ghazals. 
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ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION 
3.0 Introduction: 
As stated in chapter one, the basic aim of this study is to analyze the 
notion of Style with historical background of Urdu. 
Chapter two presents a detailed account of the poetic genres in Modem 
Urdu poetry. It also provides sources of lexicon which are used by the poets in 
their poetry, Linguistic trends in Modem Urdu poetry and especially Ibn-e-
Insha: Nazms and Ghazals. 
The present chapter consists of four parts. Part-I, deals with a general 
description about the lexical diversity in the poetry of Ibn-e-Insha. Part-II, 
exclusively deals with lexical choices and part -III, describes the lexical 
deviation and finally part-IV, deals with the presence of Tatsama and 
Tadbhava words in the couplets of Ibn-e-Insha. Part -V, presents the summary 
of the chapter three. 
3.1 Lexical Diversity 
The word Lexical Diversity rather than lexical variation is used here to 
mean 'a combination of lexical variation and lexical sophistication or Rare 
word density' (Laufer, 2003). 
David D. Malvem (2004: 192) has described lexical Diversity as: 
CHapterS 
'The ranges are variety of vocabulary, traditionally 
conceptualized as the number of different words (word types) 
used in text or transcript or in terms of the relationship between 
the number of types and the text length measured by the total 
number of words (tokens)'. 
The present research highlights that lexical diversity plays a distinctive 
role in Modem Urdu Literature. After independence, there was an awareness 
and inclination among people that the language must be closed to common 
and ordinary people. For this reason, the Urdu poets were inclined to Hindi 
language. In a multilingual nation like India, the development of Hindi 
language influenced not only its people but also all the men of writings. This 
is also noticeable fact that the contemporary demand of Hindi carried Ghazals 
(ballads) to every comer of village. The Urdu G'Acrzfl/recognized the adoption 
of those Hindi dialects, which express the problems and situation of the 
people. Consequently, many poets adopted it and introduced the current 
syllables of Hindi into Urdu diction. In doing so, Ibn-e-Insha, who occupies a 
special place, experimented with the true idioms of Indie origin in his lyrical 
poetry. 
The first step taken in this regard, was that the Persian and Arabic 
words were replaced with more familiar and understandable Urdu words. In 
that time, such words were very often used in Ghazals. Instead of using the 
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lexicon of Arabic and Persian, the common easy Hindi and Urdu words were 
preferred. This, in no way, suggests boycott of the pervious two (Arabic and 
Persian). It means that in their presence, the synonyms of Hindi and Urdu 
words should also be used and Insha accepted this principle whole-heartedly. 
3,1 (a) List of words on lexical diversity from Persian/Arabic change to 
Hindi/ Sanskrit. 
A brief list of these words is given below: 
Persian/Arabic 
xushbu 
zdmin 
asman 
ummid 
na ummid 
ciray 
SdXt 
mushkil 
visal 
dunyd 
koh 
hdva 
Hindi /Sanskrit 
sugdndh 
dhdrti 
akash 
asha 
nirasha 
diya 
kdthor 
kdthin 
mihn 
Pg 
pdrvdt 
pdVdu 
Gloss 
'Fragrance 
'Earth' 
'sky' 
'hope' 
'hopeless' 
'lamp' 
'hard' 
'tough' 
'affinity' 
'world' 
'mountain' 
'wind' 
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pdnnda 
zdxmi 
zmdagi 
aina 
sandal 
paiyam 
ahm 
shehr 
jism 
cehra 
bdndish 
qismdt 
rondq 
xuab 
shida 
pdnchi 
ghaydl 
jivdn 
ddrpan 
CdYlddYl 
sdndes 
Sdnsar 
nagdr 
mg 
mukhra 
bandhdn 
bhag 
shobha 
sdpna 
'rdsia' 
\^ y^nUyV^J -J . 
'bird' 
'injured' 
'life' 
'mirror' 
'sandal'. 
'massage' 
'world' 
'city' 
'body' 
'face' 
'bounce' 
'luck' 
'joyful^eauty' 
'dream' 
'having aesthetic 
relish' 
More examples of such words in Insha's couplets are as follows: 
The word' tdbdssum' (smile) was replaced with 'muskan' 
cdncal cdnda durdurse dekhe or muskaye 
lekin hath nd aye 
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"Naughty moon looks and smile being far& distant 
But can't be caught" 
(CN, S.4, C.2, L.3, P.82) 
Insha replaces the word 'xusbhii' (essence or good smell) with 
'sugdndh\ 
ho card hot sugdndh bdsi 
jiydjmgdlpdhna gBJra ho 
"Fragrance exists everywhere, 
As if the forest were worn a garland." 
(IBIK,canto.2,C.4,L.l) 
The word 'ddriya' (river) is substituted by 'sagdr'. 
dukh ka ddrya, sukh ka sagdr us ke ddm se dekh liye 
hdm ko dpne sath hi lekdr duba candaur ubhra cand 
"sea of sadness, ocean of comfort every thing I had seen because of him 
taking us with him,sunk the moon and rose the moon." 
(Ibid, canto.C.5,L.l) 
And 'cehra' (visage) with 'mukhra'. 
cdncdl muskati muskati gori ka mukhra mahtab 
pdtjhdr kepero medtkapila sa Ik pdtta cand 
"Active smiling girl's visage is moon, 
In the trees of autumn, there stuck a leaf like yellow moon." 
(Ibid,canto.3,C.4,L.l) 
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One of the chief reasons for the use of Hindi lexicon in Urdu poetry is 
that in place of the Persian prefixing of a noun to noun and in place of 
compound words, the familiar Hindi words were preferred and used as they 
were closer and easily understood by common ordinary men. 
3.1 (b) List of Compound Words from Persian/Arabic changes to Hindi/ 
Sanskrit: 
The list of these compound words is as follows: 
Persian / Arabic 
mosdm-e-bard 
subh-o-sham 
shdistd 
aish-o-jdm 
ummid-o-bim 
mosdm-e xizrd 
tair-e-ummid 
tair-e-fikr 
savdr-e-cdshm 
cdshm-e-hayat 
Hindi/ Urdu 
bdrkha rut 
sanjh sBvere 
rain bdsera 
sukh dukh 
asha nirasha 
pBtjhdr 
as ka pdnchi 
soch ka panchi 
nain kdtore 
jivdnjiyoti 
Gloss 
'Rainy season' 
'Mom-to-eve' 
'Special ad ode 
'Joys and suffering' 
'Hopes & despair' 
'Autumn' 
'Bird of hope' 
'Bird of thought' 
'Beautiful eyes' 
'Light of life' 
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These words show that how particularly the poet has used the Hindi 
compound lexicon in Urdu poetry in order to express his meaning more 
emphatically and clearly. 
3.1 (c) List of Punjabi words used by Ibn-e Insha 
Insha's poetry is much influenced by Punjabi poetry in its form and 
content. So it is necessary to give a separate list of Punjabi words which are 
employed in his poetry. They are as follows: 
Punjabi words 
tainu 
ddsyate 
tu 
dsi 
me 
ddsnae 
VIC 
ape 
pdkha 
jhdlnae 
pdkke 
gloss 
'you' 
liave told' 
'you' 
'we (pi)' 
'no' 
'to tell' 
'one' 
'in between' 
'own' 
'fan' 
'(to) move' 
'ripe hard' 
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a 
xam 
kure 
hunasi 
aivaisi 
sariyd 
gdld 
cdrca 
kehnde 
hdsde 
vdsde 
diva 
bdlda 
ki 
ghdlda 
paigdi 
mre 
rdnjhra 
'marker present definite' 
'nothing' 
'feminine (pi)' 
'should have happen' 
'for nothing' 
'all (pi)' 
'talks' 
'discussion' 
'to say' 
'(to) laugh' 
'to settle' 
'lamp' 
'bum' 
'what' 
'send' 
'go (vocative)' 
'(to) happen' 
'mine' 
'beloved husband' 
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3.1 (d) List of English words used by Ibn-e Insha 
Some English words which are used by Ibn-e-Insha in his poetry, a brief list 
of these words such as: 
English words 
taink 
futpat 
aind 
rediyo 
laimp 
jdnkshdn 
aiditdr 
kauhm 
aitdm bomb 
medna hotdl 
kaunsil 
faiktri 
garddfi 
Istimdr 
kaifai 
kaufi 
gloss 
'tank' 
'footpath' 
'and' 
'radio' 
'lamp' 
'junction' 
'editor' 
'column' 
'atom bomb' 
'Madonna hotel' 
'council' 
'factory' 
'garden' 
'steamer' 
'cafe' 
'coffee' 
(DV, p.44) 
(DV,p.l35) 
(DV,p.ll8) 
(IBIK,p.l69) 
(DV,p.94) 
(IBIK,p.l79) 
(CN,p.l87) 
(CN,p.l87) 
(CN,p.l876) 
(CN,p.l46) 
(CN,p.l46) 
(CN,p.l47) 
(CN,p.l45) 
(CN,p.l41) 
(CN,p.97) 
(CN, p.97) 
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market 'market' (CN, p.70) 
sigrit 'sigrate' (CN, p.70) 
diyuti 'duty' (CN, p.69) 
csrc 'church (CN,p.36) 
rod 'road' (CN, p.36) 
Thus, the list of different types of words from different dialects shows 
lexical diversity in Insha's poetic style. 
3.2 Lexical Choices 
Lexis in poetry involves scrutiny of the lexical choices in relation to the 
overall meaning of the poem. The choice of words in poetry is different from 
the choice of words in day-to-day use of language. In ordinary language, the 
choice of words is limited to the idea, which we want to convey, whereas in 
poetic language, there is a wide range of lexical choices and their use because 
the aim is to give aesthetic pleasure and to communicate feelings and 
emotions. A. A. Hill (1958: 406) is of the view that, 'AH the choice of 
equivalent items which the language offers to the users in each linguistic 
situation'. 
H. A. Gleason (1965: 428) is also of the view that, 'The patterning of 
choices made within the option presented by the conventions of the language'. 
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In poetry, the proper words are to be used in proper places. The proper 
and special use of words in poetry shows in a systematic pattern. Poetry 
conveys its meaning through its vocabulary. It is therefore, important for the 
poet to keep some important consideration in mind while making a lexical 
choice. They are as follows: 
1. Certain words or a group of words are selected in such a way that they 
share semantic features. In other words, these words are selected in a 
manner that they show the same pattern of meaning. 
2. Another important aspect of patterning is the use of stylistic devices 
like- contradiction, Analogy, Tautology. In normal conversation, we 
generally observe selectional restrictions on the use of words. In poetry, 
we come across violation of the rules of selectional restriction; the 
language becomes innovations which are contradictory. Contradiction 
generally plays a special role in poetry. 
The word selected must be able to arise feelings and emotions in the 
heart of the reader or listener of the poetry. The reader must be moved by the 
poetry and it is possible only when the words are properly selected, this is 
why, poetry has been defined as the "spontaneous over flow of powerful 
feelings". For instance, in everyday speech, we can say that "the girl's eyes 
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are beautiful', but the poet chooses the words girl like 'gori', eyes like 'nain 
kdtore', beautiful like 'sunddr' 
Ibn-e- Insha uses Hindi words in his poetry and expresses the specific 
ideas and emotions in his text. Another major factor of the Hindi lexical 
choices in Urdu poetry are that until now they have been used but in common 
parlance only. However, in contemporary Urdu poetry they are being used 
massively. 
At the time of using language the author, makes choice of words to express 
ideas. This choice may be grammatical in nature; if there has to be a stylistic 
variation choices of words can be of two types: 
(i) Stylistic and 
(ii) Non- stylistic 
Lexical Choice 
Grammatical Choice Non-grammatical Choice 
Stylistic Non-stylistic 
Choice Choice 
Fig. 3.1: Showing the Lexical Choices at Various Levels. 
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3.2 (a) Stylistic choices 
Stylistic choice of words is that choice of words in which there is no 
difference or change in meaning. For example, Insha makes use of this choice 
as following: 
bards bdras bdrsdt ka baddl nddiya si banjaye ga 
darya bhi use log kdherjge, sagdr bhi kehlaye ga 
"While raining and raining,the nimbus will become as river, 
People will say it sea, will also be called ocean." 
(DV S.3, C.4, P.30) 
In the above couplet, we find the words ' nddiya\ ddriya, and sager, all 
these words have the same meaning 'water'. We do not find the change in 
meaning but there is the difference of linguistic structure. 
3.2 (b) Non-stylistic choices 
Non-stylistic choice is that choice in which two expressions have two 
different meanings e.g., in the above couplet, the word 'nsdia and 'dsriya' are 
the same in meaning. 
Here, the choice between 'nddiya' (river) and sagar (ocean) is non-
stylistic choice because these two words convey two different meanings. 
Lexical choice can be made at various levels that are as follow: 
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3.2.1 Lexical choice at Phonological Level 
A lexical choice in phonological level is the Choice between two or 
more phonological items. In language, there are number of words, which have 
a choice between consonants and vowels, but both have same in meaning. The 
examples are given below: 
Words Gloss 
le leh 'Rhythm' 
ruk gdi git ki le, thdrn gdipaydl ki chdndk 
reqs-e-paimana va mina ki hui tsyyari 
"It stopped rhythm of song, stopped the jingling of anklet, 
Capacity of dance and prepration of the blue-stone." 
(CN. 5.2,C.lp.l23) 
siydh siyah dia 'black' 
iske xabo ki siydh Cdhrah pari rahti he 
3rz-e-tarik-e-jdsh ki kisi vadi me kdhi 
"This dreams shadow is look on the black face. 
Express of past desire of glory anywhere in the valley." 
(Ibid.S.2,C.l,P.124) 
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byakul vyakul blv 'excited' 
lekin itni bhi suhani thi kdha dayo ki sair 
ji byakul hai sdhi itna mdgdr xiidse nsfur? 
"But was there the travel of misfortune so pleasant, 
Heart is excited but self scared." 
(CN. 5.3 C.l p-33) 
dphk/a dhdhkta d I dh 'to flow' 
logo logo old 'people' 
rishta-e-jdzb mezdnjrya to kdrna cahe 
pdrye moti ke rdhe dur dhdhkta logo 
"In attractive relation he want to made chain 
But these pearls are flow to far, people." 
(IBIK C.8 1.2 P. 63) 
damke cdmke d/c 'glitter,shine' 
jab dmbdr pdr tare Cdtnke 
jdb jdngdlmejugnu ddmke 
"When the stars glittered in the sky' 
When the firefly shine in the forest." 
(Ibid. C.8 1.2 P. 64) 
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2)22 Morphological Level 
It is the lexical choice between two or more morphological items, 
which can include morphemes, prefixes, suffixes etc. there again the lexical 
choice between words is different but the meaning is same. The examples are 
given below: 
Word 
Sdiidesa paiyam 
Gloss 
massage 
xair db us ki bat ko chow- divanaphlr divana 
jate jate hdm log& ka ek Sdndesa le jana 
"Now, leave his point-lunatic and lunatic 
While leaving carry our message." 
(CN, S.l,C.4,p.20) 
OS shdbndm 'dewdrop' 
subha ki pehli kirdn, os me bhigi, simti 
hdmse kehti he- drejag, zamanajaga 
"F irst beam of morning ,wet in the dew 
Says us -wake up ,the world is awake." 
(IBIK,p.62) 
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Sdpna 
dpnahdt/ hdmddrdi 
xuab 
aj kiya us ki ndzer me thi hgavdt koi? 
ye jo Sdpna he in dkho me suhanajaga 
"Was there osme sympathy in his sight & eyes 
This, the dream in these eyes pleasantly work." 
(IBIK, p.62) 
vdjhe vdjho 'causes' 
rdkhte rdkhe 'keep' 
he lakho rog zemane me, kyo ishq he rusva becara 
he or bhi vdjhe vehshdt ki, insd ko rdkhte dukhyara 
"Lacks of diseases are in this world, why poor love is defamed 
There is an other cause of fear, which keeps Insha sad & restin." 
(CN. 5.1C.7,P.74) 
'sky' 
'galaxy' 
'(to)hold"fetch' 
dmber 
mditddl 
bhdrlae 
asman 
jhurmut 
leae 
dmber ke Sdjile mditddl se 
taro ki doli bhdrlae 
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"From the decorated galaxy of sky 
Get the litter of stars fetch" 
(IBK 5.2, C.4, p.66) 
bdtlae bdtae 'tell' 
log ap hi ap sdiridjhjaye 
hdm nam na uska bdtlae 
"The people themselves should know 
This name sake should not tell anything." 
(Ibid, 5.2, C.4,p.67) 
nare nariyd ' ladies' 
vojis ke mdn ke dngdn meyado ki divare ho 
lakh kdhiho rupjhdroke, lakh, albeli nare ho 
"In the courtyard of whose hearts there are walls of memories Anywhere, 
there ate lacks of beauty lights, lacks of active ladies" 
(DV,S.4,C.2.P.31) 
3.2.3 Syntactic level 
The choice of words, which has made at the sentence level, is called 
syntactic choice. Insha also uses this choice in his poetry. Some examples of 
syntactic choice are as follows: 
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pdsarepao / paophelaye 'sitting down' 
band akhe hui jati he, pasare pad 
nind si nind, hdme db nd utha na logo 
"While sitting down, eyes are going to shut & closed 
Sleeping is sleeping,0'people, don't wake me up." 
(IBIK5.7,c.l,p.57) 
jojan Itye bin pi nd sdke' I jo malum kiye bayer ndjaye 
'who don't depart without knowing' 
gsr ishq kya he tab kya he,kyu shadndHi abadndhl 
jojan Ifye bin tdl nd sake, ye aisi bhi uftad ndHi 
"If, I fall in love, then what has happened, why not happy & prosperous 
What is known, I couldn't evad, this is not such difficult." 
(Ibid. S.3,C.1,P.75) 
sdb cir dndhera I andhera xdtm kdrke 'ending the darkness' 
ye dndhi kali raid ka 
Sdb cir dndhera aogi 
ha leke sdvera aogi 
"Of this blind pitch dark night 
You will come across all the darkness 
Yes, taking the morning, you will come." 
(Ibid. S.1,C.2,P.64) 
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3.2.4 Semantic level 
A lexical choice at the semantic level plays a great role. Semantics 
consists of meaning relations such as synonyms or sameness of meaning, and 
antonyms or oppositeness meaning. 
3.2.4 (i) Synonymy or Sameness of meaning: 
In the poetry of Ibn-e- Insha, we find the ample examples of sense 
relations. Insha uses lexical choices of synonymy for poetic deviance and 
expressiveness. A few examples of synonymy can be discussed below: 
surdt / cdhra 'face' 
ek hi surdt, ek hi cdhra, bdsti, parbst, jdfigdlpith 
or kisi ke dh klya honge, cho^ hdme bhd^kana ho 
"The same visage, colony, mountain, forest as well 
And, now, what does it mean to of anyother,leave misleading us." 
(IBIK. C.2, P.35) 
J9l- sagdr, ddrya, baddl, bund 'symbol of water' 
jana, sdinjha 'to know' 
e%ijdl kerup the sare, sagdr, ddriya, baddl, bund 
na uxta baddl ye jana, na behta ddriya sdmjha 
"All were the form of the same water, sea, ocean, cloud & drop 
Cloud does not fly, came to know, sea does not flow, come to know" 
(Ibid.C.2,P.ll) 
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husn , rup 'beauty' 
tdrsi hui ndzro ko db or nd tdrsare 
ai husn ke sodagdr,ai rup ke banjare 
"Don't tempt the pitiable eyes/ sights 
0!marchant of beauty,0! nomad of beautiful appearance." 
(Ibid. S. 1,0.3, P.72) 
itddiya, ddriya ,sag9r 'symbol of water' 
bdrds bdrds bdsat ka baddl nddiya si ban jayega 
ddrlya bhi use log kdhenge, sagpr bhi bdn jayega 
"While raining & raining, the nimbus will become as river 
People will call it sea, it will also be called as ocean." 
(DV, P.30) 
In the above couplet, linguistic structure is different but the meaning is 
same. 
3.2.4 (ii) Antonyms or oppositeness of meanings: 
In Ibn-e- Insha, we find enough examples of antonyms such as: 
' puche' I ''bdtay^' 'asking' / 'telling' 
do nd ik duje me semaye 
kis se puche, kon bdtaye 
"Both are mingled in eachother 
To whom we ask, who will tell." 
(IBIK,S.4,C.3,L.2P.59) 
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dhup / say a 'sunlight'/ 'shadow' 
dhilpjdle kdHisaya cahe 
dndhi rate dip divali 
"Sharp sunlight, some where want to shadow 
Dark nights lamp Diwali." 
(Ibid,S.4,C.l,P.21) 
zehr /dtnrit 'poison'«fe'water of life' 
tere ye kiyaji me ai, khic liye shdrma ke hot 
hdm ko zshrpilane vali,dmrit bhi pilvana-ho 
"What happened in your mind, to pull lips with shy 
She drunk poision to us, to drink water of life." 
(IBIK, p.34) 
uihie I baithte 'up and down' 
kya dccha xush bashjdvd thajane kyo bimar hua 
uthte baithte mir ki bite pdrhna uska shuaq hua 
"What was good & healthy persion, why know fallen ill 
Up& down talk of Mir, reading of his hobby." 
(CN, S.2, C.2,1.2, P.21) 
idhdr / udhdr 'hither and thither' 
dpna bhi vo dost tha hdm bhi pas us ke baith ate he 
Idhdr udhdr ke qisse ka, ke ji us ka behlate he 
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"He was my friend and I used to sit beside him 
Telling the stories of here & there, I used to make him happy." 
(Ibid, S.3,C.1,1.P.21) 
jite/mate 'victory & defeat' 
yd to hdr roz ki bate he ye jite mate 
ye bhi cahdt ke kisi khel me hara hogo 
"Victory and defeat,these are the talk and pointsof every day 
What kind of this affection is that lost in the game" 
(Ibid, S.2,C.3,1.1, P.24) 
likhe/kate ' write & rough' 
cdnd yezle thi kd likhe kdbhi likh kdr kate 
sher dcche the —jo sun loto kdleja thame 
"There were some ballads that it composed,and cut after writing 
Couplets were good - it stoped my heart hearing them." 
(Ibid, S.3,C.2,1.1, P.24) 
dmhdr /dhdrti 'sky & Earth' 
turn pdriyo ke raj dulare, turn uce taro ke kdvi 
hdm logo ke pas ydhi ujra dmbdr, ujri dhdrti 
"You're dear to fairies, you're the poet of high stars 
We people have this decayed sky, dearthed earth." 
(DV,S.5,C.1,1.2,P.19) 
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Thus, we can say that a single thought, having different meaning can be 
expressed differently, with a difference in lexical choices. 
3.3 Lexical Deviation 
Lexical deviation is that when the writers or poets do not follow the 
standard language or set pattern and violate the norms. Eric Wellander 
(1948:18) remarks that: 'special expression is usually meant which is just the 
opposite of normal expression'. S.R.Levin (1965:225) points out, 'most, if not 
indeed all, of poetry's characteristics devices exemplify deviation in one way 
or another'. 
When we use language, we follow its norms which mean that language 
has a standard. Whereas when poets and writers use the same language, they 
deviate from the norms. If a language is used as a standard language system, it 
will not be possible for poets to create new styles and expressions. Deviation 
takes place when a poet strikes to certain traditions or drops certain norms 
from his writing for example, Mir Amman uses the simplest form of language 
in 'Bagh-o-Bahar^ while Mirza Rajab Ali Beg wrote Fasana-e-Ajaib use in a 
very difficult and pure form of language to create style. Similarly, many 
contemporary poets of the pleasant era have broken the tradition of rhyme and 
rhythm and they have started writing poetry in a more prosaic form which can 
be also called "deviation from norms to create new style". 
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The deviation from nomis takes place at all levels of language but 
deviations at the morphological and syntactic levels are the most important. 
Ibn-e-Insha also represents the style that is based on deviations. Example of 
lexical deviation in his poetry can take place at various levels, which are as 
follows: 
3.3.(i) Lexical Deviation at Phonological level; 
In this sub section, the author discusses the deviated words at 
phonological levels. The followings are some examples of deviated words in 
the poetry of Ibne-Insha.. 
Deviated Words Common Word Gloss 
rdnjor/rdnjori rdnj 'sorrow/ grief 
vo narye keh hr dur hui mdjburi sajsn mdjburi 
ye vehshdt se rditjor hui or rdnjori si rdnjori 
"The lady kept herself at arms lengthshe saying plessness beloved 
helplessness 
She became sorrowful with terror and sorrowful & sorrowful." 
(IBIK, S.4, L.2, L.2. P. 50) 
biphdrti behti 'to be provoked' 
rustdm se kuch or dllavdr, bhim se bdrh ksryoddha the 
lekin hdm bhi tund biphdrti mojo ka Ik dhara the 
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"Some other courageous like Rustum, and warriors greater Bhima were there 
But I was also flow of provoked current." 
(DV, S.2, L.3, p. 20) 
an ke a ke '(to) come' 
an ke is bimar ko dekho tujh ko bhi taufiq hui 
Idb pdr iske nam tha tera, jdb bhi ddrd shddid hua 
"Come to saw this ill person, you have convenient too 
Your name was on her lips,when the pain has to much" 
(IBIK,C.3,L.1,P.132) 
bipta vipdtti 'problem' 
ao ke pdl bhdr milker baithe, bat sune or bat kdhe 
mdn ki bipta tdn ka dukhra, dunya ke halat kdhe 
"Come and sit together for a moment,listen and say the point 
Heart's problem and sadness of body,say the condition of the world." 
(DV SL. L. 4, p. 29) 
bis vish 'poison' 
rog tumharajane kitne sino me bis ghol gdya 
dur hdzaro kospe baith sathi ka mdn dol gdya 
"Your desire mingled the poison in how many chests 
Sitting for thousands of mile away, the frieds heart stoped." 
(Ibid.s.2.,1.3.p.30) 
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hdmre hdmare 'our' 
kon kaha 'how' 
hdmre kon ddhdddr chute 
hdmre kitnepap kdte he 
"How our problems are left' 
How many sin are left." 
(Ibid. S.2,c.2p.63) 
sar 'essence' 
leve le 'to take' 
hdm logokisarndleve 
kashi ki hdr bat he niyari 
"we've not taken essence of people 
everything is special of Kashi." 
(Ibid, S.2. C.3, p. 63) 
sdphdl ssfdl 'success' 
yani is bazar me dil ko ik anti me bee diya 
IS yusufke dil ki kamna honi thi is tor sdphdl 
"It means, in this mart,you sold the heart in one pocket 
This Yusuf s longing was to be successful in this way." 
(CNC.9,1.2p.80) 
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Cdmbeli cdmeli 'lily' 
vo ek kdli, cdmbeli ki 
jo tumne kdha tha bhejogi 
"The one bud of lily 
What you said, will send it ti you." 
(IBIk, S.l,C.l,L.l,p.70) 
muskaye muskuraye 'smile' 
cdncdl cdnda dur dur se dekhe or muskaye 
lekin hath nd aye 
"The naughty moon looks and smile being for the distant 
But cannot be caught." 
(CM, S.3, L.3, p. 82) 
3.3(ii) Lexical Deviation at Morphological Level 
At this level, the author concerned with the structure of words, we have 
noticed that the poets use deviant form of words and they have created new 
lexemes and expressions. 
In some examples of such deviation in Insha as follow: 
pili kirce pili kirne 'yellow sunrays' 
roshniyo ki pili kirce, pur ah pdcchim phail gdi 
tune kis shai ke dhoke mepdtthdrpdr depdtka cand. 
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"Yellow sunrays of lights,scattered and spreaded in the east & the west, 
In the misunderstanding ofwhich thing, you dashed the moon on the stone." 
(IBIK,C.2,l.l,p.27) 
kare he kdrta he 'to do' 
ukhri ukhri bat kdre he bhul ke dgla yarana 
kon ho turn, kis kam se aye,hdmne nd tumkopehcana 
"Forgetting the early fiendship you talk in a bad way. 
Tell for which were, you've come while I didn't recognize you." 
(CN,S.3,C.2,hl,p.21) 
naina ahu ah 'sorrowful eyes' 
vojis ke Idbpdr tesu he 
vojis ke naina ahu he 
"Tears are on the lips of someone' 
Sorrowful eyes of someone." 
(IBIKS.3,C.1,P.67) 
acb me ac me 'in flame' 
ai dekhne valo turn ne bhi 
us nar kipit ki acb me 
"0, audience you too, 
In the flames of love of that lady." 
(Ibid,S.4,C.l,P.67) 
lambegesu Idmbe gesu 'longhair' 
vo Idrki dcchi Idrki he, turn nam nd to hamjan gdye 
vojiske lambe gesu he, pehcan gdye pehcan gdye 
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"That girl is a good girl,we knoew don't call her name, 
That whose hair are long,i've recogmnised her recogmnised her." 
(Ibid, S.4,C.1,P. 75) 
niras nirash 'hopeless' 
rat ko udas dekhe 
cand ko niras dekhe 
"See the night to be gloom, 
See the moon to be hopeless." 
(Ibid, S.5, P. 82) 
kdhiyo kehna 'to say' 
log puchenge kiyu udas ho turn 
or jo dil me aye so kahiyo 
"The people will ask why you are sad 
And what in your heart wants, will say." 
(CN,C.l,1.2,p.38) 
rachds rakshds 'demons' 
kal ke kale kale rachds car kot me chae 
dntdriyb me bhuk ki kircejdhd tahd hdrjae 
"The black demons of psat spreaded over in everywhere. 
Feelings of hunger in intenstines, wher they move and get a shock." 
(Ibid, S.2,1.1, p. 83) 
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suhna sunna 'listening' 
ddrd ka kehna cix hi utho, dil ka kehna, vdza nibhao 
Sdb kuch suhna cup cup rehna kam he izzdt darb ka 
"About pain to cry, about heart accomplishing laying down' 
Everything is listening become silent that work of loyal person." 
(CN, C.6, L.2, P. 92) 
baido vaido 'the most ancient & 
sacred scriptures of 
the Hindu' 
rog tumhara or he insha, baido se kiyu cuhl kdw 
ddrd ke sode kdrne vale, ddrd se pa sdkte he nijat 
"0 Insha, your sickness is other, why you're claiming to vaida' 
The merchant of pain and getting to escape from pain." 
(Ibid,C.5,L.l.,p.94) 
3.3(iii) Lexical Deviation at Syntactic level 
At this level the author, analyzes the constructions of sentences. Here, 
the author pays more attention to the creativity of language by using the 
existing resources. The poets and writers also deviate from the norms while 
using phrases and sentences or its constituents. Sometimes, they are not 
following the rules of the grammar in order to deviate from the norms. 
There are sufficient examples of this kind in Insha's poems, such as: 
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tare dube tare chipe 'stars have hidden' 
be aram hue bdjair aram ke rahe 'became restless' 
msha sahdb pau phdtti he tare dube subha hui 
bat tumhari man ke hsm to shdb bhdr be aram rdhe 
"Insha saheb, darkness has broken stars have hidden and it's the morning' 
Acting upon your point, I became restless the whole night." 
(CN,C.7,p.87) 
jhutpdta V9qt he jhutpdte ka vdqt he 'the time of sun set' 
jhdtpdta Vdqt he behta hua ddriya thehra 
subdh se sham hui dil ns hdmara thehra 
"The time of sun set flowing of river is still 
From morning to eveningmy heart is not still." 
(Ibid,C.l,L.l,p. 152) 
ag ki late jag rdhi he ag ki mdshaljdl rdhi he 'the flame of fire 
are burning' 
ek ek Insan ke dil me ag ki late jag rdhi he 
m laid ko kon ddbaye, isjuwala ko kon bujhaye 
"In the heart of human being the flame of fire are burning 
Who'll subdue these flames, and who'll extinguish this flame of fire." 
(Ibid, S.l, 1.5, p. 151) 
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pe ranjor per rdnj 'be sad' 
Insha kiydzdlsun lope rdnjor rid hona 
divana he divane ne Ik hat bdyd ki 
"Listen to the ballad of Insha then don't be sad 
The beloved and the belove expressed the point." 
(Ibid,c.l6,l.l,p.90) 
sunjana-ho suntejana 'to hearing' 
jog bi jog yog VI yog 'yoking' 
jog bdjog ki bate jhuti, sdbji ka behlana- ho 
phir bhi hdm sejatejate ek jdzdl sunjana- ho 
"lies talks of yoking,all these are cheer heart 
although you go hearing of one ghazal from us," 
(IBIK.C.1,L.2,P.34) 
dhdre sdb hdmko rdkhe S3b hdmara 'all call me' 
dqlkibairi dql ki dushmdnmm 'against knowledge' 
sari duniya dql ki bairi, kon ydhdpar siyana- ho 
nahdq nam dhdre Sdb hdmko, divana, divana-ho 
"The whole world is fool, who lived but clever 
Forenothing all call me, lunatic lunatic." 
(Ibid, C.2,1.2, p. 34) 
sitdmpdre sitdmkiye 'thetyrany' 
unke sitdm pare yad. dilae 
hdm to unhi kejo hdm ko bulae 
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"Do I remember the tyrany of him 
I'm of those who call me." 
(IBIK,C.3,L.l,p.42) 
lip9t roya lipdt kor roya 'weep embracing' 
ya mumkin he itna hota 
ye tumse lipdt roya hota 
"Or it would be possible 
If I would weep embracing you." 
(IBIK.S.5, L.2, P.65) 
pdrapukare hgapukare 'to call' 
nam liya bin pdra pukare 
kise pukare, ddsht kinare 
"Without naming you, I began to call you 
Whose calling, over dearest." 
(IBIK, C.2, P.220) 
It can be said undoubtedly and un-mistakeably that Ibn-e- Insha has 
given enormous contribution in lexical items. This has helped not only in the 
enhancement of language but has also produced varied ways of expression. 
This inevitable and unique collection of lexical items has also helped in 
understanding the cultural and contemporary problems. But more importantly, 
he deviated from the prevalent norms and produced an entirely new style in 
writing. 
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It is noteworthy to mention that we have already discussed Charles 
Osgood's views on 'style'. The word style has been termed as 'foregrounding' 
by an expert linguist of 'Prague school' and a literary critic Jan Mukarovasky 
(1930). M.K.A.Beg(2005: )also of the view that, according to foregrounding 
any new or unique implication of a word or different use of common word 
comes under it, thus, it suggests that language is opposite of its background. 
Foregrounding is the purposeful distortion of the components of language'. 
Foregrounding and poetic deviance may be seen at the levels of poetic 
language. The following lexical arrangements are the examples of 
foregrounding in the poetry of Ibn-e- Insha: 
soc ndgri ki rani 
xushbu bpki 
candthitka 
git se gal 
jdzdl si akhe 
yado ke diye 
sitdtngdr candni 
dukhro ke diye 
be shikdn bistdr 
rut ka cdhn 
'the queen of thought city' (CN. p,29) 
'catch fragrance' (CN. p,27) 
'the moon is hold' (CN. p,27) 
'talk through song ' (CN. p,30) 
'eyes like ballad' (CN. p,30) 
'lamps of memory' (CN, p, 32) 
'cruel moon light' (CN. p,34) 
Tamp of distress' (CN. p, 34) 
'without shell bed' (CN. p,34) 
'trend of season' (CN.p, 35) 
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udas sham 'dejected evening' (CN. p, 36) 
mdnzile timtima rdhi he 'destination is shimmering' (CN. p,40) 
dmbdr kijholi 'beg of sky' (CN. p,73) 
purvakisiti 'whistle of west wind' (CN. p,73) 
shilat ki rani 'the queen of sheelat' (CN.p,73) 
pdrdesi pdnchi 'stranger bird' (CN.p,77) 
tal do naino ke 'valley of two eyes' (DV. p, 155) 
shdma ke sdrd dsu 'cold tears of flame' (DV. 154) 
3.4 Tatsama and Tadbhava words 
3.4(i) Tatsama words in the poetry of Insha 
The term Tatsama means "the same as that" i.e., borrowed from 
Sanskrit. Tatsama words are these words in their original Sanskrit form, for 
instance, dndhkar 'Darkness', tiyag 'sacrifice', sunddr 'Beautiful', gopiya 
'group of girls' etc. it consists of pure Sanskrit words and they were originally 
inherited from old Indo-Aryan. 
The early Urdu texts abound in Tatsama words. Throughout the early 
Urdu period, the Tatsama words were used freely. From the early beginning, 
these words came to be used in Urdu. In the later period, the use of such 
Tatsama words was minimized and pure Sanskrit words were replaced 
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gradually with the words of perso-Arabic origin and of course with Tadbhava 
words. 
A few examples of Tatsama words in Insha are given below: 
Tatsama words Gloss 
'nsgdr* 'City' 
ye ndgdr kabhipehle 
IS qdddr nd vira tha 
"Ever before, this city 
Wasn't so solitude and lonely." 
(CN,S,2,l.l,p.l7) 
'rut' season 
gdrmiya tojati he 
vo rate bhiati he 
"Summer has gone 
The season has come." 
(CN,S.4.L.2.p.l8) 
'ntdndli' 'Corporation/ company' 
avarah avarah phirna chor ke ntdndli yaro ki 
dekh rahe he dekhne vale insha ka db hal Vdhi 
'Roaming about here & there, leaving the company of friends 
Visitors are visiting Insha's that condition." 
(CN,S.2,l.l,p.20) 
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'rog' 'affection' 
rog tumhara or he insha, baido se kiyo cuhl kdro 
ddrd ke sode kdrne vale, ddrd sepa sdkte henijat 
"Insha your affection is other, why you are claiming to Vaid 
The marchant of pain & getting to escape from pain." 
(CN,C.5,L.1,P.94) 
'sugdndh' 'good smell/ Fragrance' 
ho c -^ard kot sugdndh bdsi 
jiyopngdl pehna gdjra ho 
"Fragrance exists everywhere, 
As if the forest were worn a garland." 
(IBIK, S.2,L.1,P.]4) 
'rup' 'look', beauty' 
so rupydhd, har rup ki ek djdbjhdlki 
kisi or me lekin bat kdha us cdncdl ki 
"Thousand beauty are here, each one have amazing image 
It cannot find the quality in anybody of that unsteady one." 
(IBIK,S.4,L.1,P.94) 
muddra 'coin' 
ntddhushala 'wine shop' 
piyas bdhot, pdr piyala nd muddra 
aisa nd ho mddhushala kisi ki 
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"More thirsty, neither bowl nor coin 
Otherwise the wine shop is other one." 
(IBIK, S.2, C.4, P.39) 
git 'song' 
db git gdya, sdijgit gdya 
ha sher ka mosdm bit gdya 
"Now song has left, also music has left 
Yes, the season of couplet has passed." 
(Dv, S.6,1.1,P.13) 
shobha 'beauty' 
ujli xdnddq dpne hijiyalo ke hhu me nshai he 
jit ne jhulsi virani ki shobha or bdrhai he 
"Bright ditch has own loving down in the blood 
Victory to growup beauty of burned dissolution." 
(Dv, S.4, L.2, P.56) 
bhed 'difference' 
J3g ke bhed ujagar kdrta, dpne bhed chipatajaye 
gito kijuwala bhdrkata, tdn mdn kopighlatajaye 
"Shows the difference of the world, hide his own difference 
Aggressive flame of song, melting whole heartedly." 
(IBIK, C.5,1.1, p.32) 
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sagdr 'the ocean' 
dukh ka ddrya, soc ka sagdr Is ke ddtn se dekh llye 
hdm ko dpne sath hi le kdr dub a cdnd or ubhra cdnd 
"sea of sadness, ocean of comfort every thing I had seen because of him 
taking us with him,sunlc the moon and rose the moon." 
(IBIK,C.5,L.1,P.27) 
shital 'cold' 
shant 'quiet' 
sdmye 'time' 
IS sunddr shital shant sdmye 
hd boh bolo phir kya ho? 
"This beauty cold, quiet, time 
Yes tell tell that what comes." 
(IBIK,canto.2,C.7,l.l,p.44) 
3.4 (i)(a) List of Tatsama Words 
A long list of Tatsama words may be seen in the above stanza of poetry 
which Insha has used frequently : 
Tatsama words 
ndgdr 
rut 
mdndli 
Gloss 
'city' 
'season' 
'corporation' 
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pit 
rog 
sugdndh 
rup 
muddra 
mddhushala 
git 
shobha 
bhed 
pdVdn 
kdsht 
kathae 
sagdr 
shitdl 
shant 
sdme 
dukhiya 
kardn 
iwae 
gupt 
love' 
'affection' 
'good smell' 
'beauty' 
'coin','money' 
'wine shop' 
'song' 
'beauty' 
'difference/secret' 
'wind' 
'hardship' 
'stories' 
'ocean' 
'cold' 
'quiet/silent' 
'time' 
'affacted with 
Sorrow' 
'cause' 
' solution', 'idea' 
'latent' 
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asha 'hope' 
dndhkar 'darkness' 
komdl 'softjtender' 
nirbsl 'weak' 
maya ' illusion' 
These words are subtle, polish Tatsama words are used for higher forms 
of thought, and more generalized conceptual expression. 
3.4.(ii) Tadbhava words in the poetry of Insha 
The term Tadbhava means simplified Sanskrit lexicon'. In other words, 
we can say that Sanskrit words when they are used in a modified form, they 
are called Tadbhava words. Tadbhava words though evidently derived from 
Sanskrit, have been considerably changed in the process, though not so much 
so as obscure their origin (J.Beans, 19:12). The poetry of Ibn-e-Insha 
cultivates Tadbhava words to express more specific and intimate meaning. 
Some examples are as follows: 
Tadbhava words Tatsama words Gloss 
dmavds dmavdssiya 'the last day of 
the dark fort 
night' 
aj ki rat smavds he, aj gdgdn pdr cdnd ridhi 
tdbhi to saye ghane ghdne he, tdbhi sitare mand ndhi 
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"Today is dark night, today moon is not come in the sky 
Nevertheless shadows are very dense, until stars are not down." 
(DV,S.3,C.1,L.1,P. 55) 
biyopar viyapar 'business' 
turn or hdm sepyar kdroge? jhut he lobhi bdnjaro 
becoge biyopar kdroge, turn se dur bhdle pyaro? 
"Will you love us? There are lie 0 greedy marchant 
Will you sail and business,from your distance to right lovely people?" 
(CN, C.2, L.2, P. 64) 
nirasa nirasha 
as mill 'akho me nirasa 
ghum rdha he pit kapyasa 
'sadness, hopeless' 
"Give hope but hopeless in eyes." 
Thisrty lover is to the roaming." 
(IBIK,S.3,LJ,P.28) 
Sdndesa SBndesha 'news, information' 
km rah6 se aiho, kis gul ka Sdndesa lai ho 
hdm bay me xush xush baithe the kya kdr diya ake sdba tum ne 
"Where are you came from which path, get the message from which flower 
We sit happily in the garden what have done you came 0 fresh air." 
(CN,C.4,L.1P. 104) 
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Sdpno suvdpna 'dreams' 
xali Sdpno se rid bat bdnegi dpni 
ye shdb-e-mah bhi kdtjaye gi behlbekdl 
"Ther is no chance from only dreams 
This month of night are too running restless restless." 
(CN„ S.4,L.4, P. 28) 
bas vas 'smell' 
pdchva tune dpni sondhi bas gdvai 
aj se miane dgli rut ki as gdvai 
"West wind have left own good smell 
We lost hope of the early season from today." 
(CN,C.4,L.1.,P. 77) 
rdsiya rdsik 'linking juicy talks/' 
kitne hi hdtnse rup ke rasiya aye ydha or c-dl bhi diye 
turn ho ke line husn ke hote ek na daman tham sdke 
"Many beauty lovers came here to us and go away 
You have a lot of beauty but one can you want to stop." 
(CN,S2,C2,L.1,P.30) 
bipta vipdtti 'hardship, distress' 
kis se kdhe db ruh ki bipta kisko sunaye mdti ki bat 
dur ki rah bhdtdkta rahi, jivdn rat ghdneri rat 
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"Now which says soul of hardship which says of heart's talks 
Far away wander passenger, life night dense night." 
(CN, S.3,C.4,L.1,P.31) 
jot jyoti 'holding flame' 
kdbhi un ke mihn ki asha ne ik jot Jdgadi thi mdn me 
db mdn ka ujala sunolaya, phir sham he mdn ke angdn me 
"A flame burnt in the heart of sometime meeting of his hope 
Now brightness of heart is low, again evening in the courtyard of heart." 
(CN,C.1,L.1.,P.109) 
pdrbdt parvdta 'mountain' 
bdn vana 'a forest' 
jane kis bdsti, kis pdrbdt, kis bdn ko mddmatajaye 
qddmo ki pehcan mitata, raho ko uljhata jaye 
"Who knows which town, which mountain, which forest of heart touching 
Erase the identification of steps, to do unsolved ways." 
(IBIK,C.4,L.1.,P.32) 
pi priye 'husband/beloved' 
dpni rato ki fdyd, teri Sdda -e-pi kdhd 
aipdpihe dpni qlsmdt men kdhd pi ka mlbn 
"Our nights of distress,where your voice of beloved 
0 papihe, in my luck there is no meeting with my beloved." 
(CN,S.1,L.4,P.32) 
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ddrpdit ddrpdna 'a looking glass' 
hdr shdkdl ka rup ridhi hota, hdr rup ko nam ndhi dete 
kuch shdkle he dpni dkho me, kuch rup he msnke ddrpdti me 
"Every face has no beauty, every beauty has no name 
Some faces in our eyes, some beauty is in the mirror of heart." 
(IBIK,C.6,L.2,P.110) 
jogi yogi 'a ascetic a mendicant' 
pdrdes pradesha ' towards another' 
bhes vesha 'get-up, appearence' 
he jis ke liye pdrdes phire 
jogi ka bdna kdr bhesphire 
"Wandering towards another from which person 
In the appearence of mendicant are wandering." 
(DV,C.25, P.27) 
savdn shravdna 'a month of the Hindu' 
bhado bhedrapdda 'a month of the Hindu' 
savdn bhado sat hi dm hephir vo rat ki bat kdhd 
dpne dshk musdlsdl bdrse dpni si bdrsat kdhd 
"Savan bhado only have seven days then where like of that night 
Continue running of our tears where like our rain." 
(CN,C.l,L.l, P. 96) 
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ujyara 
raim 
purnima 
udhot 
rdjni 
'fiillmooh 
'light' 
'night' 
turn kis pundm ka ujyara 
kis dndhi rain ki usha ho 
'You are which light of full moon 
The Hght of which blind night." 
(IBIK,C.9,P.13) 
3.4.1(ii) (a) List of Tadbhava Words 
A long list of Tadbhava words in the above couplets of Insha's poetry 
which are used aesthetic purposes. Consider a list of Tadvhava words: 
Tadbhava word 
dmavds 
nirasa 
biyopar 
sdndesh 
sdpno 
vdsiya 
bipta 
Tatsama words 
dmavdssiya 
nirasha 
viyapar 
sdndesha 
suwdpno 
rdsik 
vipdtti 
gloss 
'the last day 
of the dark 
fort night' 
'hopeless' 
'business 
'message' 
'dreams' 
'linking juicy 
talks' 
'hardship' 
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jot 
pdrbdt 
ban 
pi 
ddrpdn 
Jogi 
pdrdes 
bhes 
savdn 
bhado 
pundm 
ujiyara 
rain 
dharti 
pdkshi 
pat 
dkhyd 
sog 
jyoti 
pdrvdt 
vdn 
priye 
ddrpana 
yogi 
pdrdesha 
vesha 
shravdna 
bhddrpdda 
purnima 
udhot 
rdjini 
dhdrittri 
pdnchi 
pdtra 
dkshi 
shok 
'holding,light' 
'mountain' 
'forest' 
'beloved' 
'a looking 
glass' 
'a monk' 
'foreign 
country' 
'get-up' 
'a month of 
the Hindu' 
'a month of 
the Hindu' 
'full moon' 
'light' 
'night' 
'earth' 
'bird' 
'leaf 
'eyes' 
'mourning' 
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ssnjog sdiyyog 'co-incidence' 
birhdn virahdn ' suffering the 
Pangs 
of separation' 
After analyzing and observing the great poetry of Ibn-e-Insha. We can 
discuss that its lexical diversity is enormous in Insha. It comprises Insha's 
lexical choices, lexical deviation and Tatsama and Tadbhava words are more 
expressive and in unique style. 
3.5 Summary of Chapter Three 
Chapter third is divided into five sections. In section first, this study 
provides a general description about the investigation of lexical diversity. 
Section second will exclusively deals with lexical choices at various levels 
such as phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic levels. Secfion 
third describes lexical deviafion which also deals with phonological, 
morphological, syntactic and semantic levels. Part- IV describes Tatsama and 
Tadbhava words in Insha's poetry and finally section five describes the 
outline of this chapter. 
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STYLISTIC VARIATION AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS 
4.0 Introduction; 
This chapter deals with an investigation of stylistic variation in the 
poetry of Ibn-e-Insha .In this study; various Linguistic levels were presented 
showing stylistic variation in the language of Ibn-e-Insha in Modem Urdu 
poetry. In addition to it, discuss the characteristics of Insha's poems. 
This chapter also carries various Linguistic levels such as 
Phonological level, morphological level, grammatical level and Semantic 
level. 
4.1 Phonological level 
At the phonological level, we analyze literature in terms of 
arrangements and combination of sounds in poetry shows greater unit of 
sound - meaning structure. R. Wellek and A. Warren (1948: 159) remarks 
that, 'every work of literary art is, first of ail, a series of sounds out of which 
arises the meaning'. In some literary works, this stratum of sounds is 
minimized in its importance, and it becomes, so to speak, diaphanous, as in 
most novels. However, even there the phonetic stratum is a necessary 
precondition of the meaning. 
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Sisir Kumar Das (1972: 404) emphasizes that, 'I am not suggesting that only 
phonological analysis will be able to solve all problems of metrics and impact 
the linguistic approach which has been criticized by the student of classical 
prosody. What I want to emphasize is that a proper metrical study without 
linguistics is not possible. Phonology alone can provide us with a frame work 
of historical and comparative metrics'. 
Wellek and Warren (1948: 176) are also of the views that, 'the function of 
sound structure in literary art and asserted the dependence of the study of 
metre on phonological studies'. They remarked, 'Much is still obscure and 
controversial, but metrics has today restored the necessary contact with 
linguistics and with literary semantics, sound and metre, we see, must be 
studied as elements of the totality of a work of art,, not in isolation from 
meaning'. The phonological level may comprise the following phonological 
devices: 
4.1 (a)Phonetic orchestration 
4.1 (b) Sound symbolism 
4.1 (c) Alliteration 
4.1 (d) Rhyme 
4.1 (e) Assonance 
4.1 (f) Consonance 
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4.1 (a) Phonetic orchestrations 
Rene Welleck has used the term phonetic orchestration after following 
the Russian formalists. It means the phonetic effects of poetry. Stageberg, N. 
C. and Anderson, L.W. (1970: 233) have used another term 'phonetic 
intensives' (also known as phonoaesthemes) for the same sense: Rene Wellek 
(1948: 160) following to the Russian formalists called the musicality melody 
and euphony as 'orchestration; (instrument - ovka). Furthermore, he says that: 
among the devices of 'orchestration', we have to distinguish between sound 
patterns, repetition of identical or associated sound qualities, and the use of 
expressive sounds, of sound imitation'. 
The poetry of Insha is an striking epic, which express the special and 
greater unity of sound structure, dazzling images, forcefuU music and 
harmonious air of his poems, wins the reader's hearts, Euphony, musically 
and melody with fine language, great vision and great message to humanity 
provide it a high place in Urdu literature. Consider the following stanza that is 
beautiful example of phonetic orchestration: 
dhdrti ke mehekte bayo se 
kdlyo ki jholi bhdr lae 
dmber ke Sdjile mdnddl se 
taro ki doli bhdr lae 
(IBIK,p.66) 
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kdbhi unke tHJhn ki asha ne ikjotjdga di thi mdn me 
ab mdn ka ujala sdnolaya, phir sham he mdn ke agdn me 
(CN,p.l09) 
Scholars hold that nasal consonants, nasalized vowels and laterals 
produce musicality, melody and the effect of movement. In the above stanzas 
we find the nasal consonants and nasalized vowels creating the sense of 
euphony and lateral consonants creating the effect of movement and melody. 
4.1 (b) Sound symbolisms 
Sound and sense relationship is generally known by sound symbolism. 
It plays great role in poetry and has been recognized and realized by various 
western and Indian scholars like Otto Jespersen (1922), Sapir (1929), James 
lynch (1953), D. Hymes (1960), R. Wellek (1960), Greenberg (1962). N. 
Stageberg (1970), Anderson (1972), M.H.Khan (1966), M. Tabassum (1969), 
and G. C. Narang (1970) etc has contributed much in this field (Zaidi: 1989). 
Otto JespersEn (1922: 398) remarks that: 'There is no denying' however, that 
there are words which we feel instinctively to be adequate to express the ideas 
they stand for, and others the sounds of which are felt to be more or less in-
congruous with their signification'. 
R.Wellek (1960: 42) emphasized the role of sound symbolism in poetry. He 
states that, 'we all seem to be agreed that it would be a mistake to dismiss this 
problem, certainly sound symbolism is a factor in much poetry', 
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E.C.Tragott and M.L.Pratt (1980:69) they argue that, 'even though sounds in 
themselves have no meaning and even though the associations between 
sounds and meanings in language are arbitrary and conventional, there are 
ways of using sounds to complete meaning'. 
The study of sound symbolism comprises two types of phenomena: 
4.1(b) (i) Signification of individual sounds 
4.1(b) (ii) Onomatopoeias 
4.1 (b) (i) Signification of individual sounds 
As far as the signification of individual sounds are concerned scholars 
such as Hardev Bahri (1959), M.H. khan (1966), M. Tabassum (1969), M. K. 
A. Beg (1993), hold that certain sounds reflect particular mood of the poem. 
General opinion of scholars is that long vowels express pathetic sentiments. 
Nasal consonants and Nasalized vowels express pathetic sentiments. Nasal 
consonants and nasalized vowels give the effect of musicality and melody. 
Fricatives express the mood of silence, peace and loneliness'. Lateral gives 
the effect of monuments, flow and vibration. Fricative 7/' expresses the 
pathos in poetry. However, there is no symmetry and uniformity of views. 
M.H.khan relates fricatives to silence and peace, whereas Tabassum relates it 
to pathos. Ullman remarks that, 'laterals are particularly well fitted to produce 
an impression of softness'. M.K.A Beg feels the effects of movements, flow 
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and vibration in lateral consonants. If we take this view that long vowels and 
fricative 'h' produce the effect of agony and sadness and apply in the poems 
oflnsha we find: 
h3m rat bdhaut roe bdhaut ah-o-fdya ki 
dil ddrd se bojhdl ho to phir nind kdha ki 
(CN, p.88) 
hdr sal ruto~ ki gdrdish se jdb bis disambdr aegi 
ye dshk chdtna chdm bsrsenge, ye ah ghdta bdnjaegi 
(DV,p.l21) 
ai dUr ndgdr ke bdnjare, gdr chor ke aisa jana tha 
kyu cah ki rah dikhani thi, kyUpiyar ka hathbdrhana tha 
(DV,p.l20) 
lekin turn kyu baethe baethe ah bhari rdhnjor hue 
db to ek zdmana guzra turn se koi qusur hue 
(DV,p.l7) 
An analysis of different poems of various moods reveals that such 
assumptions of signification of individual sounds do not work at all. 
4.1(b) (ii) Onomatopoeias 
Onomatopoeias are best used to denote the formation of words by 
imitation of natural sounds. Onomatopoeia Uierally means the making or 
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formation of words.Ultimately, the term 'Onomatopoeia' specifically means 
the sound or voice of any thing. Otto Jespersen (1954:398) treats the term 
'echoic' and 'ono- matopoeia' as equivalent. 
Echo-words are those words, which refer to a situation where the 
second word in the paired construction does not have leaving of its own. 
Bloomfield (1935: 156) defines, 'Onomatopoeic forms are those which denot 
a sound as an object which gives out a sound'. He (1935: 157) considers 
imitative and 'onomatopoeic' as equivalent. He does not consider 'echo' 
forms to 'echoic' forms to describe such words. 
Hockett (1985: 298) states that, 'Some words and phrases actually sound like 
that which they mean such forms are onomatopoeic'. 
Hockett (1985: 298) discussed the onomatopoeic words as secondary 
associations. 
Anvita Abbi (1980: 80) discussed the onomatopoeic words in the 
heading of mimic words. In her opinion 'mimic words are those words which 
pertain to situations where there is a complete reduplication as other words 
which are in complete reduplication 'lutleoth morphemes are onomatopoeic'. 
She further remarkes that, 'mimic words are compound and represent natural 
sounds as emotional feelings. A single morpheme of those compounds can 
never be employed in a sentence since it does not essay any meaning of its 
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own mimic words thus represent a case were sound sequence itself is meaning 
i.e., the sound directly expresses the meaning and does not outs as a sign or 
symbol for the meaning due to some arbitrary association with it'. 
H. Bahri (1959: 28) discussed the semantic varieties of ononmatopoeias. He 
classified Onomatopoeias as follows: 
4.1(b) (ii) (1) Direct imitation 
4.1(b) (ii) (2) Action or movement 
4.1(b) (ii) (3) Originator of the sound 
4.1(b) (ii) (4) Electric symbols or symbolized onomatopeias 
4.1(b) (ii) (5) Abstract ideas 
4.1(b) (ii) (6) States of mind 
4.1(b) (ii) (7) Echo words 
4.1(b) (ii) (8) Mimic words 
If the author studies onomatopoeic words in the poetry of Ibn-e-Insha, 
the author fined that Insha employed the following categories of 
Onomatopoeias, which have been discussed below: 
4.1 (b) (ii) (1) Direct Imitation 
It is one of the important varieties of onomatopoeias. Such words try to 
imitate the actual sounds. In the poetry of Ibn-e-Insha, we find such type of 
example: 
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savdn bita, bhadd bita, ujre ujre manke khet 
koysl db to kilk uthana, megha mina bdrsana ho 
(IBIK, p.35) 
In the above couplet, the word kuk means 'cuckoo's low and sweet 
tone' is a Onomatopoeic word, which represents direct imitation. 
4.1 (b) (ii) (2) Action or movement 
Another variety of onomatopoeic words represents action or 
movements are quit natural that the action itself may be expressed by the word 
for its sound. In Insha's poetry represents, beautiful example of onomatopoeic 
words which represent action or movement. Consider the following example: 
ik gori thi dlbeli si, mddmati chailchdbili si 
thijis ki cal ndshili si, thijis ki bat rdsili si 
(IBIK, p.85) 
Here, the word 9lbeli and chailchdbili is an onomatopoeic word, which 
represents action or movement. 
4.1 (b) (ii) (3) Originator of the sound 
This category of onomatopoeias involves the name of birds whose 
chirps have been imitated and the sign used to denote the signified. In Insha's 
poems, this variety of onomatopoeias is found here and there. See the 
following couplets of Insha's poem. 
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hdm held par os ke moti hdm phulb ki xushbu 
pi pi pdra pdpiha bole koydl ku ku, kil ku 
(DV,p.l29) 
The word koydl and pdpiha are two birds, which have an important 
place in Urdu poetry because their sweet and melodious tone is associated 
with the sentiments of love. 
4.1 (b) (ii) (4) Electric symbols or symbolized onomatopoeias 
This variety of onomatopoeias involves those words, which represent 
object or ideas, having no direct relationship with the sound. The sound might 
have struck a listener at one time or from one future of that object.This type of 
onomatopoeias called symbolized onomatopoeias is represented in the poetry 
of Insha beautifully. Consider the following example: 
dndhi shdbo! be qdrar raid! 
db to koi jdgmdgata jugnu! 
3b to koi tdmtdmata mehtab! 
dbto koi mehrba sitarah! 
(DV, p.47) 
The word jdgmdgata and tdmtdmata in the above couplet are 
symbolized onometopoeias 
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4.1 (b) (ii) (5) Abstract ideas 
Some onomatopoeias represent abstract ideas. Abstract ideas may have 
symbolic expression. Bahri (1959: 37) says, 'the relation between sound and 
meaning in these cases is facet and shadowy. They may be said to contain 
only ten percent onomatopoetic value'. 
Such variety of onomatopoeic words in Insha's stanza can be seen in the 
below lines extrated from his collection. 
nihm nil akash pe dpna pila jal bichae 
mughdm mughdm sdndeso se dpnepas bulae 
csncdl cdnda dur dur se dekhe aur muskae 
lekin hath nd ae 
(CN, p.82) 
The word nildm nil is an onomatopoeic word, which means 'thick', or 
'dark'and represents abstract ideas. The poet Ibn-e-Insha used this word to 
denote darkness of the veil of blue sky. 
4.1 (b) ((ii) 6) States of mind 
Some onomatopoeia represents states of mind. In such onomatopoeic 
word, sense is more abscure. The poet insha used this category of 
onomatopoeic word in this poetry. Consider the following example: 
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hdin Is ko pakdr jhumte he 
hdm Is ko kya kya cumte he 
(IBIK,p.70) 
The word jhumte 'swing' expresses the state of mind and is 
onomatopoeia. 
4.1 (b) (ii) (7) Echo words 
The echo words are imitative in nature. S.K.Chatterji (1963) has 
defined 'echo words' as , 'A word is replaced partially (partially in the sense 
that a new syllables) the nature of which is fixed, is substituted for the mitial 
one of the word in question, and the word so formed unmeaning by Itself, 
echoes the sense and sound of the original word, and in this way the idea 'et 
cetra' and the things similar to or associated with that is expressed'. 
Anvita Abbi (1980: 7-8) argues that, 'echo words refer to a situafion where 
the second word in the parired construction does not have any meaning of its 
own. When attached to the first word and idea of generally is obtained'. 
Insha, in his poetry uses the echo words. Nevertheless, comparatively 
the fi-equency of echo words is lesser than other varieties of onomatopoeias. 
For example: 
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ektdsvir thi-kuch apse miltijulti 
ek tehrir thi -pdr is ka to qissa choro 
(CN, p.24) 
ye hot bhi, hdmsa kya cori 
kya sdc mucjhute he gori 
(IBIK, p.69) 
In the above couplets, we see the use of echo-words of signifying the sense. 
4.1 (b) (ii) (8) Mimic words 
These words are compound and represent natural sounds or emotional 
feeling verbally. In mimic words, both the morphemes are onomatopoeic in 
nature. In insha's poems, we find abundance of mimic words. The fi^equency 
of mimic words is higher than other words consider the following example: 
akh micoli khela kdrege kdbtdkye rato ke dhunddlke, 
cap cap pdr dil puchega ye kaun aya ye kaun aya 
(CN, p.56) 
tuta sahds dhundli beta rit ke taude gambdgam 
vdqt ka kora sdr Sdr Sdr sdr cix rdha he cdlsocdl 
(CN,p.79) 
sune aivano me payal ke chdnake gunje 
chdin chdmachdm, chdmachdm, raqs huahejari 
(CN,p.l22) 
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khula ddhca thdr thdr thdr thdr kdp rsha he 
bhigi mitti sdndhi xushbu chor rdhi he 
(CN, p.73) 
The poet uses mimic words in producing style in his poetry. We see that 
mimic words represent natural sounds and emotional feeling. In mimic words 
sound sequence itself is a meaning. 
Thus, cap cap 'splash splash', thsr thdr 'trembling', etc are the mimic 
words. In this way, in Insha's poetry, the onomatopoeic creations are natural 
and spontaneous. They provide the quality of sweetness to diction. They not 
only are the result of emotions and sentiments. But direct and immediate also. 
They are the most popular forms of word formation and handiest tool of 
expression and express the effective style of the poet. 
4.1 (c) Alliteration 
As far as Alliteration is concerned, it can be termed as repetition of 
letters, sounds and words and it is used in a literary diction, when two or more 
words begin with the same sound, this technique is called alliteration. It 
always denotes some departure from the simplicity of expression. 
The poems of Insha are quite rich in alliterative feature. They enhance 
the aesthetic effect in his poems as shown in examples: 
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4.1 (c) (i) Vowel harmony in Insha's poetry 
9 — d 
a—a 
I—I 
u — u 
a — a 
aj to dpni ek ddgdr he sdbhi yard se juda 
dpnajdha dpna hijdha he yajadu ka gang mehl 
(CN,p.80) 
pdchva tune spni sondhi has gdvai 
aj se maine dgli rut kias gdvai 
(CN,p.77) 
yani is bazar me dll ko ik dnti me bee dlya 
Isyusufke dil ki kamna honi thi is tor sdphdl 
(CN, p.80) 
sme agdn mephira kdrta tha tdnha tdnha 
kitni gehri thi nigaho ki udasi us ki 
(CN,p.23) 
ik nam pe akho me asu cdle ate he 
ji hdm kojdlata he, hdmji kojdlate he 
(DV,p.l43) 
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4.1 (c) (ii) Consonantal harmony in Insha's poetry 
k — k 
djndbipit ke maro se kis ko kya kam 
hdstiyo vale kdbhi naz uthate bhi ndHi 
(CN. 24) 
kh —kh 
tujh ko khokdr dunydkhoe 
hdm se pucho kitna roe 
(IBIK,p.44) 
g — g 
rdng-o-roydn ko sal-o-sin ko na dekh 
pdr ginna ke am khana he 
umr guzari he xanqahd me 
ek shdb yd guzar jana he 
(DV, p.57) 
gh —gh 
phir hijr ki hmbi rat miyd, Sdnjog ki to ydhi ek ghdhri 
jo dil me he bbpar ane do, shdrmana kya, ghdbrana kya 
(IBIK,p.l30) 
c — c 
ye bdra cdnd- Cdmdkta hua cehra khole 
baitha rdhta he sdr-e-bam-e - shdblsta shdb ko 
(CN,p.27) 
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ch — ch 
J—J 
jh —jh 
t — t 
th—th 
kdto se chdlni he pad 
dhup mili cehre psr chad 
(IBIK, p.28) 
ai mdt valo naqo valo! ndgri ndgrijate ho 
khdijo us kijan ka bairi miljae ye bat kdho 
(CN, p.22) 
ye tdn ka jhuta jadu bhi 
ye mdn kijhuti xushbu bhi 
(IBIK, p.68) 
hdm ne tdj rdkha he zdmana 
turn ana to tdnha ana 
(IBIK,p.20) 
ddrd ki tis to uthti thipdr itni bhi, bhdrpUr kdbhi? 
aj sepehle kdbutra thadilm^ itnagehra c-and! 
(IBIK,p.25) 
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d — d 
kdl bhi dndhyara ghdnere raste tarik the 
kdl bhi IS daman hi dauht tha jdm-e-dil ka yubar 
kdl bhi bhuj jate the, jdl uthte theyado ke diye 
kdl bhi dilpdr hathjaparta thayundhibar bar 
(CN, p.32) 
dh — dh' 
dhundle sae dhundli rahemet rdhi he 
me to bistdr chor ke ake pachtaya 
(DV,p.l40) 
n — n 
jhuki jhuki pdlko ke nice namnaki ka nam nd tha 
ye katajo hdme cubha he kash tujhe bhi chubhta chand 
(IBIK, p.27) 
P—P 
pias bdhut, pdr piyala nd mudra 
aisa nd homadhushala kisika 
(IBIK,p.39) 
ph —ph 
phagun ae savdn ae is dhdrti ka hal vdhi 
gddla 3mbar ujri kheti .phulwah mephul udphdl 
(CN, p.79) 
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b — b 
bdrds bdrds bdrsat ka baddl riddya si bdnjaega 
ddrya bhi use log kdhege, sagsr bhi kehlaega 
(DV, p.30) 
bh — bh 
ek tdrdf sdrkar ke pyare 
ek tdrdf ye dhdn ke pujari 
bdnde bhi bhdgwan bhi dushmdn 
kashi ki hdr bat he nyari 
(DV, p.63) 
m — m 
kis ko bdtaentdn mehdmare mat ke ghao kaise he 
aj ke ik dunya ki nszdr me hdmi hdm hepagdl 
(CN, p.79) 
y—y 
ye sdrae hejdhd kis ka thikana dhundo 
yd to ate he musafir, so Cdlejate he 
(CN,p.23) 
r — r 
kis se kdhe db ruhki bipta,kis ko sunae man ki bat 
dur ki rah, bhdtdkta rahi jivdn rat ghdneri rat 
(CN,p.31) 
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sdhro ko viran kdrega dpni ac ki tezi se 
virano me masti, dlbeli,vehshipMl khilega 
(IBIK,p.l26) 
ji mdchdlta tha ek ek she pdr mdgdr 
jdb xali thi kuch mol le nd sdka 
laut aya liye hdsrdte sekrd 
ek chota sa hrka thamejindind 
(IBIK, p.90) 
sanjhi dharti sdnjha sursj sanjhe chand aur tare he 
sdnjhi hesdbhi sukh ki bate, sanjhe dard hdmare he 
(DV, p.30) 
sh — sh 
chand kdb se he s9r-e-shax-e-sdnobdr dtka 
ghas shdbndm rr{e shdrabor he shdb he adhi 
(CN,p.26) 
h — h 
hd ltd tri swdt hdsi, lekin tu aisabhi ndhi 
IS shdxs kedshar se, shohrah hua kya kya tra 
(IBIK, p. 125) 
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4.1 (d) Assonance 
Assonance is another phonological device in which consonants are 
different but vowels are the same in the middle. In the poetry of Insha, 
assonance has been used effectively. Some examples are: 
tdn mdn 
hape kape 
tal jal 
git sdgit 
pit rit 
des bhes 
chori thori 
pad chad 
gum turn 
jhumte chumte 
4.1 (e) Consonance 
'body', 'heart' 
'breathing','trembling' 
'country', 'appearance' 
'song',' music' 
'rhythm', 'net' 
'love', 'ritual' 
'left',' few' 
'foot', 'shadow' 
'miss',' you' 
'swing',' kissing' 
(IBIK.32) 
(IBIK.59) 
(IBIK.66) 
(DV.13) 
(IBIK.68) 
(IBIK.19) 
(CN.16) 
(IBIK.28) 
(IBIK.70) 
(IBIK.70) 
In Consonance, two or more words begin with the same consonant. 
Insha uses this stylistic technique massively in his poetry. As illustrated in 
example: 
pina pilana 'drink', '(to) drink' 
purva pechva '(east)wind','(west)wind' 
(CN. 86) 
(IBIK.12) 
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phul phdl 'flower', 'fruit' 
bdcte becate 'escape', '(to) escape' 
mal mdnal 'wealth' 
dhona dhulana 'wash', '(to) wash) 
hairdt hdsrdt 'amaze', 'desire' 
ghumte ghamte 'easy movement' 
(CN.79) 
(CN.142) 
(IBIK.21) 
(DV.181) 
(IBIK.157) 
(CN.175) 
4.1 (f) Rhyme 
Rhyme is a complex phenomenon. It has more euphonious function as a 
repetition (or near repetition) of sounds. On the other hand, when the last 
portion of two or more words ends with the same sound. It is called a rhyme. 
Words rhyming together give a musical sound that is why; rhyme is so 
much used in poetry. Insha's poems present some beautiful examples of 
rhyme are as follows: 
4.1(f) (i)Rhyming words ending with vowels 
a/a 
i/i 
db git gdya, ssngit gaya 
ha sher ka mausdm bit gdya 
(DV,p.l3) 
sau rUp ydhd, hdr rup ki ek djdbjhdlki 
kisi aur melekin bat kdha us Cdncdl ki 
(IBIK, p.94) 
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e/e 
e/e 
o/o 
0/ 0 
u/u 
hdr bdhane niklenge 
azmane niklenge 
(CN,p.l8) 
ja bdja bhdtdkte h e 
kis ki rah tdakte h e 
(CN,p.l6) 
jdb cdnda rup lutata ho 
jdb surdj dhup ndhata ho 
(IBIK.88) 
jdb savdn baddl chae ho 
jdbphagun phul khilae ho 
(IBIK.88) 
ai meri socndgar ki ranibdqt kibaterSng aurbu 
hdr koi sat kise ka dhunde gul ho ke bele me ho ke tu 
(CN,p.30) 
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u/ u 
sehma sehma rel ke kalepulpdr der se baitha hit 
soc rdha husair to holi thairuya ghdr laut calii 
(DV, p.55) 
4.1(f) (ii) Rhyming words ending with consonants 
k/k 
jin me sote he briged kejdbaz dpne 
qdrtabah ke vo ndvahat hevirddb tak 
m ki qdbrope sdliberid koi loh-e-mazar 
ye musafir he rdqib-e-sdro samddb tdk 
(CN,p.l59) 
g/g 
dzizo se duri vatdn ka tiyag 
bga du rid in uce mehlo me ag 
(DV,p.l76) 
c/c 
dil si ciz ke gahdk hoga do ya ek hdvar ke bic 
inshaji kya mal liya baithe ho turn bazar ke bic 
(CN,p.86) 
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ch/ch 
sds mephdsjigdr mekdte, sina lal gulal nd pitch 
itne dino ke bad piyare bimard ka hal rid puch 
(DV,p.71) 
J/J 
t/t 
hone vala hu juda tere ndvahat se aj 
ai ke mauje he tri shah-e-sdmnddr ka xaraj 
(DV,p.l26) 
jin ko dil se vdfa ki umide bdhaut 
jin ke vade bdhaut the Vdide bdhaut 
(IBIK,p.l66) 
d/d 
hdm se bhi do bate kdr le kaisi bhigi sham he cand 
sdb kuch sun le ap nd bole, tera xub nizam he cand 
(IBIK,p.l39) 
p/p 
dd ki mgnai ko gdrmati he hdr mauSdm ki dhup 
kaun jane bay me db ke he kis rut ka cdbn 
Itne daman, itne acdl, itne cehre, itne riip 
kaun si m me se he dpne xayalo ki dulhdu 
(CN,p.35) 
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b/b 
m/m 
n/n 
r/r 
l/l 
bdhaut roe db dsu he gdrd bab 
kdhdduba heja ke dil ka mehtab 
(DV, p.44) 
qafila shoq ka nikla tha bari Sdj dhdj se 
kitne xushfehm the doshiza ummidb ke hujum 
kis ko ayaz-e-sdfdr me ye ummid hoti he 
mdrg-e-ghumnami muqddddr he ke mdnzil mdqsum 
(IBIK,p.l03) 
pdrbdt ke ndgdr.sehra ke cdiridn 
ati he pdvdn, jati he pdvan 
(IBIK,p.61) 
kohsar kohsar qilb ke minar 
vadibd vadi girjoke minar 
(DV,p.l25) 
jite he vapds ndzro ke ghaysl 
dilhimerdkhe dil ke masail 
(DV,p.l25) 
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s/s 
dbjite hepdr is zinddgi mekoi rmg nd rds 
sukh cain ki ek ghdri ko gdi he yejan tdvds 
(IBIK, p.96) 
sh / sh 
ik djib kaifidt-e- xuvab mdSdlht he yaha 
shor-e- matdtn he kisi simt nd shadi ka xdwsh 
dpni dunya-e-kdshakdsh ko maydssdr he kdha 
xdnki sham me bhiga hue hmhat-e-xdmosh 
(CN,p.ll6) 
h/h 
piyaro kijdhd smgdt dekhe jdm kdr rdhe nigah 
tan mdn ko mre sohbdt unki kabe ki ddrgah 
(DV,p.ll9) 
In his poetry, we also find similar words in rhyme axis, for example: 
bhi/bhi (IBIK, p.99), si/si (IBIK, p.67), thi/thi (DV, p.95), sapn/sajpn 
(CN, p. 108), cdlte/cdlte (CN, p.65) etc. 
Thus, in the poetry of Insha, phonological level of style makes its 
contribution to the process of expression and communication of the mystery 
of poetic experience. Phonetic orchestration, sound symbolism, alliteration 
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assonance, consonance, and rhyme, play a prominent role in producing 
aesthetic effect in the insha's poems 
4.2 Morphological level 
Like phonological level, morphological level or style play a prominent 
role in the study of style in the poetry of Ibn-e-Insha. Morphological level of 
style comprises affixation (prefix, suffix and infix), reduplication (complete 
reduplication and partial reduplication) and compounds. 
The morphological analysis of Insha's poetry reveals that it plays a prominent 
role in style, emphasis and expressiveness. 
4.2 (i) Affixation 
In affixation, certain bound forms are affixed to the fi^ee form. These 
bound forms are called affixes. In Urdu, affixes are of three types, there are as 
follows: 
4.2 (i) (a) Prefixes 
4.2 (i) (b) Suffixes 
4.2 (i) (c) Infixes 
Insha's poems give good examples of affixation. 
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4.2 (i) (a) Prefixes 
If a bound form, which is attached before a free form called prefix. In 
poetry, Insha shows the occurrance of prefixes. Consider the following 
example: 
be as 
be tere 
bij'og 
behrup 
mdn mohdn 
mah raj 
su gdndh 
be cain 
4.2 (i) (b) Suffixes 
'hopeless' 
'without your' 
'era' 
'appearance' 
'an epithet of lord Krishna' 
'king' 
'good smell' 
'unsteady' 
(IBIK, 74) 
(ibid, 36) 
(ibid,, 34) 
(ibid,p.l5) 
(CN,p.l09) 
(DV,p.l9) 
(CN,p.30) 
(IBIK,p.39) 
A suffix is also a bound form, which is attached after the word. Insha 
used these suffixes to create effect in poetry. There are some examples given 
below: 
ghdne ghdnere 
rdnj 
ghat 
cdncdl 
rdnjor 
ghate 
cdncdlta 
'dense' 
'grief 
'aperture moment' 
'childishness' 
(CN,p.32) 
(IBIK,p. 47) 
(IBIK,p.46) 
(IBIK,p.32) 
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Cdndr 
ndgdv 
bair 
cdndrma 
ndgdri 
bairi 
moon 
'city' 
'adversary' 
(DV,p.l9) 
(IBIK,p.l2) 
(IBIK,p.42) 
4.2 (i) (c) Infixes 
In Insha's poetry are very few infixes, which are used form words. 
Infixes are inserted in between the base. 
Infixes usually are inserted at some definite point in the base, such as after the 
first consonant or before the final syllable, consider the following example: 
ujra 
tdk 
dndhere 
kehlae 
jae 
pdtthdr 
ujar 
tdhk 
'destruct' 
dndhryare 
kehlave 
jave 
pathdr 
'to' 
'darkness' 
'to say' 
'to go' 
'stone' 
(CN. 62) 
(CN. 33) 
(CN. 32) 
(IBIK. 44) 
(IBIK, 44) 
(IBIK, 43) 
The use of all these three devices (i.e., the use of prefixes, suffices and 
infixes in the formation of word) is called affixation. 
4.2 (ii) Reduplication 
It is a form of repeated, completely or partially such a process called 
reduplication. Insha in his poetry shows the enough occurrence of 
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reduplication. The repetitive forms in his poems are divided into four major 
groups. 
4.2(ii) (a) Complete reduplication 
4.2(ii) (b) Partial reduplication 
4.2(ii) (c) Echo formation 
4.2(ii) (d) Mimic words 
4.2(ii) (a) complete reduplication 
Anvita Abbi (1980: 6) defines as "the phenomenon single word or 
clause is repeated once in the same sentence without any phonological or 
morphological variations". 
In Insha's poems, we find the abundance of reduplicative words 
especially of complete reduplication. These words are used with the viewpoint 
of style and effects. Consider the following example: 
Reduplicative words gloss 
ndgri ndgri ' city city' (IBIK,p. 12) 
dhundla dhundla 'translucent','translucent' (IBIK.17) 
udas udas 'sad', 'sad', (IBIK,p.26) 
muskati muskati 'to smile' (IBIK,p.l7) 
bdstibdsti 'town','town' (DV,p.l7) 
cori cori 'secretly', 'secretly' (IBIK,p.29) 
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pdlpdl 
Jarjgdljdrjgjdl 
bekdl bekdl 
jogi jogi 
jhukjhuk 
pehdnpehdn 
sagdr sagdr 
J3ndmjdndm 
dndhiyare dndhirare 
jo jo 
likhte likhte 
pheltephelte 
Sdme ssme 
sehdj sehdj 
uljhi uljhi 
phiki phiki 
maila maila 
path pdth 
mughdm aughdm 
tute tute 
'moment', 'moment' 
'forest', 'forest' 
'restless', 'restless'. 
'monk', 'monk' 
'move', 'move' 
'wear', 'wear' 
'sea', 'sea' 
'birth to birth' 
'darkness', 'darkness' 
'that', 'that' 
'to write','to write' 
'to spread', 'to spread' 
'time', 'time' 
'slowly', 'slowly' 
'unsolved', 'unsolved' 
'tasteless','tasteless' 
'dirty', 'dirty' 
'place', 'place' 
'slow', 'slow' 
'to break', 'to break' 
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boh bolo 
ndnnhi ndnnhi 
4.2(ii) (b) Partial reduplication 
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'new sprout', 'new sprout' (CN,p.26) 
'to watch','to watch' (CN,p.36) 
'to say',' to say' 
'tiny', 'tiny' 
(CN,p.28) 
(CN,p.72) 
Anvita Abbi (1980: 7) remarks that 'partial reduplication refers to the 
paired construction in which the second word is not an exact repetition of the 
first but has some similarity or relationship to the first either on the semantic 
or phonetic level. It is to be noted that both the words individually carry a 
meaning of their own and thus can be employed alone in a sentence'. 
Insha's poems give good examples of partial reduplication. 
jogi bairagi 
umdr ghumdr 
meld thelo 
jdha tdha 
gol mdtol 
git sdvigit 
bajogajo 
sdj dhsj 
anajana 
'an ascetic' 
'overcast (of clouds)' 
'exhalations' 
'anywhere' 
'round shape' 
'song', 'music' 
'music' 
'decoration' 
'(to) come','(to) go' 
(IBIK,p. 33) 
(IBIK, p. 33) 
(IBIK, p. 100) 
(DV,p.l8) 
(DV,p. 25) 
(DV,p. 13) 
(IBIK, p. 100) 
(IBIK,p. 100) 
(DV,p.38) 
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hapta kapta (to) breath, (to) tremble (DV, p.59) 
tdnmdn 'wholeheartedly' (IBIK,p.l42) 
nihmnil 'dark blue' (CN,p.82) 
4.2(ii)(c) Echo Formation 
A. Abbi (1992: 20) has defined 'echo word' as, 'a partially repeated 
form of the base word partially in the sense that either the initial phoneme or 
the syllable of the base is replaced with another phoneme or another syllable'. 
She further remarks that, 'the echo word has neither any individual occurrance 
nor any meaning of its own in the language. It acquires the status of 
meaningful element only after it attaches to a 'word'. 
In echo-formation, the second word does not mean anything. Echo-
words are those words which are used to create effect in poetry. There are 
some examples of echo-words. They are as follows: 
milijuli 'similar' (CN,p. 24) 
sdcmuc 'really' (DV, p.25) 
gol mdtol 'round shape' (IBIK, p. 23) 
4.2(ii) (d) Mimic words 
Mimic words are complete reduplicative words, in which both 
morphemes are onomatopoeic. In poetry, mimic words are used to echo sense. 
Consider the examples are as follows: 
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Mimic words 
cap cap 
thdr thdr 
shdp shdp 
tdt tdt 
glass 
'soundof foot steps' 
'convulsion' 
(CN. 53) 
(CN. 73) 
' sound of fluttering wind' (CN. 82) 
'sound of hoof (CN. 82) 
Thus, reduplication produces an unusual effect in the poetry of Insha. 
4.2 (iii) Compounds 
A compound is a morphological complex word containing at least two 
elements, which can otherwise occur as free forms or independent words. 
Compound words contribute much to imaginative meaning in poetry. 
Insha uses compound word to cultivate memory power. Consider the 
following example: 
Compound word 
megh dut 
rdmtajogi 
dbla gori 
cau des 
nil gdgdu 
pdnghdt 
glass 
'cloud messenger' (IBIK. 32) 
'a wondering mendicant' (IBIK. 88) 
'a member of the weaker sex 
-a woman, delicate woman' (DV,p. 105) 
'country' (IBIK, 60) 
'blue sky' (DV,p.l58) 
'the peripheiy of a well etc, 
Where water is drawn' (IBIK, 33) 
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birha rut 
mdr ghat 
rdsiya sindur 
rup ndgdr 
raj kumari 
sham murari 
mddhushala 
tir ksman 
rainy season 
'pangs of separation' 
'cremation ground' 
'vermilion' 
'beauty city' 
'princess' 
'Lord Krishna' 
'wine shop' 
'arrow bow' 
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(IBIK,p.47) 
(DV,p.l03) 
(CN,p.l83) 
(CN,p.l90) 
(DV,p.l8) 
(DV,p.l8) 
(CN,p.l09) 
(IBIK,p.39) 
(CN,p.64) 
These compounds are very frequently use in Insha's poetry and 
academic variety of his language. They form important part of his poetry 
because of these compounds in his poems that's why his poetry has been very 
rich. 
4.3 Grammatical level 
At this level, we study the literary construction of sentences. We pay 
our attention to the creativity of language by using the existing resources. 
Poets and writers also deviate from the norms while using words, phrases and 
sentences. They always are not indulged into following the rules of the 
grammatical category. So, hence they deviate from the norms. 
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The grammatical analysis of Insha's poetry reveals that it plays 
prominent role in stylistics and comprises nominal style as well as verbal 
style. 
The term 'nominal' refers to the nominalization. In nominal style, there 
is tendency to use nouns in preference to verbs. The term 'verbal' refers to 
verbalization. In verbal style, the author tends to use verbs rather than nouns. 
Rulon Wells (1970: 301) says that, 'A nominal sentence is likely to be longer 
in betters and in syllables, than its verbal counterpart. The greater length in the 
diction of those writers who favor nominal style results from the fact that the 
noun corresponding to the verb is likely to be longer than the verb-usuaily 
because it is derived from the verb". 
Rulon wells quotes the following sentences to show the comparison between 
verbal and nominal sentence. 
1. 'When we arrive'' 
2. ''at the time of our arrival" 
We find fourteen letters including two word spaces, in sentence number one, 
which is a verbal sentence, and twenty-six letters (including five word spaces) 
in second sentence, which is a nominal sentence. 
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Another difference between nominal and verbal sentence is that 
although the nominal sentence is longer than the verbal sentence,yet the 
number of clauses decrease in the nominal sentences. 
Poetic deviance in the use of this tendency can be seen in Insha's poetry. 
Consider the following example: 
dil ap hiap me ghulta rdhe fdryad kdre 
kyu qol-o-qdrar hue the kdha takyad kdre 
jdb hdmne kdha, dekhna bhulna jana hdme 
bhdla kisne kdha tha, sdmjho na turn begana hdme 
hdme yad rdha tumhe yad ndhi vo ek bdCdn 
ydhd cand ki khoj me khoya rdhe bhdtka hua mdn 
(IBIK,p.94) 
In the above stanza, the first two lines show the nominal sentences, the second 
two lines show the verbal sentence, and again the third two lines are showing 
the nominal sentences. The nominal sentence is longer than the verbal 
sentence. There are the clauses in the verbal sentences such as: 
pit kdrna to hdm se nibhana sdjdn, hdm nepehle hi din tha kehna sdjdn 
tumhi mdjbUr ho, hdm hi muxtar he, xair mana sdjdn ye bhi mana sdjdn 
(CN,p.l08) 
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Another example of the nominal and the verbal style in Insha's couplets 
ai mere soc ndgdr ki rani vsqt ki bate rdng aur bu 
hdr koi sath kisi ka dhiinde gul ho ke bele me ho ke til 
(CN, p.30) 
In the above couplet, Insha uses the nominal style in his couplet, in this 
couplet, both lines are in nominal sentence. 
suhne ka dukh sehna sdke, kehne ki bate kehna sdke 
pas tere kdbhi a ns sdke ham, dur bhi tujhe reh nd sdke 
(CN,p.31) 
Here, we see in the above couplet, that Insha use the verbal style and 
there are many clauses in the couplet which show the verbal sentence. 
This tendency we can explain in two categories are such as: 
4.3 (i) Nominal style in Insha's poems: 
Poetic deviance in the use of Noun, in the poetry of Insha. He uses all 
nouns in his poetry such as: 
4.3 (i) (a) Proper Noun: in the use of proper noun, there is poetic deviance. 
For example: 
Inshaji bdhot din bit cuke 
tum tduha the, tum tdnha ho 
(IBIK,p.l2) 
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The poet Insha uses the form of proper noun such as Tnshji'. This 
tendency is not found in other poets. It is only in Insha's poetic style. A 
number of proper nouns by Ibn-e-Insha, given below: 
"hdm fidgri ndgri ghume to 
Jdb nikl e the avara ho 
vo hnd9n ho, vo peris ho 
vo birhn ho, vo ronta ho 
vo kabul ho, vo babul ho 
vo Java ho, vo hnka ho 
vo cin ka desh vishal kdHi 
ya pdcchim des dntrika ho " 
(IBIK,p.l6) 
4.3 (!) (b) Common noun: Insha uses common noun in his poetry,and they 
are as follows: 
ndgdr pdraya, cetmdhina, sunt rat, sdrae 
divaro pdr maile maile phaile phaile sae 
(CN,p.84) 
jis goripdr hdm ek ydZdl hdr Sham likhe 
turn jante ho hem kyo kdr is ka nam likhe 
(IBIK,p.50) 
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In the above couplets, nsgdr 'city' dXi&gori 'girl' are the common noun 
in Insha's poem. 
4.3 (i) (c) Abstract Noun: Insha creates poetic deviance in the use of abstract 
noun. Consider the following example: 
ye chel chdbila kaunphireis mdthuraki ndgrime Sdkhiyb 
sdbhi bate ke dpne shiyam me thi db dekhlo is mdnmohan me 
(CN,p.l09) 
ik tare ka megh- dut tano ka mina bdrsata jae 
Cdncdlta, muskas, mddhurta, kya kyaphul khilatajae 
(IBIK, p.32) 
vo dlhdr si, vo Cdncdl si 
vo shaydr si, vo pagdl si 
(DV, p.26) 
In the above couplets, the words are chel chdbila 'means dashing 
cdncdlia means 'insteadiness', create abstract nouns in Insha's poems 
.4.3 (i) (d) Collective Nouns: Insha's uses collective nouns to show the 
strength in the following stanza: 
Ik got rupehle taro" ki 
aur bic sunehra cdnda ho 
(IBIK, p. 14) 
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dhdrti ke mehekte hayo ki 
kdlyo ki jholi bhar lae 
dmbdr ke sdjile mandal se 
taro ki doli bhar lae 
(IBIK,p.66) 
In the above couplets, the words are dhdrti 'earth', dmbdr 'sky' and 
taro 'stras' are the collective noun in Insha's poems. 
4.2(ii) Verbal style in Insha's poetry 
When we study Insha's poems from stylistic viewpoint, we find some 
verbs, which were very dear to Insha. Such verbs are abundant in his poetry. 
Consider the following example: 
shdnt ke injdn dhud urat e ate he kdbhijate he 
rang birdnge signdl in ko kya kya nac ndc~ate he 
(DV,p.55) 
sav3n bita, bhado bita, ujre ujre mdn kekhet 
koydl db tu kuk uthana, megha mina bdrsana- ho 
(IBIK,p.35) 
vo cdla karvd sitaro ka 
jhumta nacta sue mdnzll 
(CN,p.43) 
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ddrshdn ki bdrkha bdrsa de 
In pyaso ki pyas bujhade 
(IBIK,p.44) 
One peculiarity of Insha's verbal style is that he skillfully uses verb 
roots in his poetry. 
ah si bhdr ke rehjate ho baith ke dunya daro me 
hal hdmara chdpta hejdb dxbaro me sxbaro me 
(DV, p.55) 
phulo ne kdha, kato ~ ne kdha 
kuch der theher, damdtia na chura 
(IBIK,p.60) 
vo shdxs kejis ki xatir hdm 
is desphire, us desphlre 
jogi ka bdna ke bhesphire 
(IBIK, P.66) 
ek sdjili bdsti dae, ek dlbela rdsta bae 
der se kale pulpe khdre he ai dil aj kidhdr kojae 
(DV,P.56) 
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4.4 Semantic level 
Semantic level and its manifestation plays a great role in poetry 
semantic level consists of meaning relations such as synonymy or sameness of 
meaning, antonymy or appositeness of meaning, antonymy or many meaning 
or appositeness of meaning, polysemy or many meaning etc. semantic level 
comprise semantic parallelism and choice. It consists of deviance and 
figurative use of language in poetry. 
Semantic level of style in Insha's poetry is rich elegant and subtle. In 
insha's poem, the semantic level of style consist of the following points, 
which are relevant to the study of poetry. 
4.4 (i)Sense relation 
4.4(ii)Semantic parallelism 
4.4(1) Sense relation 
Sense relation comprises synonymy and autonymy 
4.4(i) (a) Synonymy or sameness of meaning 
In Insh's poems, we find the sufficient examples of sense relations. 
Insha uses synonymy for expressiveness and gives variation in his poetic 
style. A few examples of synhonymous items are discussed below: 
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Jdl- sagdr, drya badal bund 
ek hi jdl ke rup the sare, sagdr, ddrya baddl bund 
na ur.ta baddl ye jana, na behta ddrya sdmjha 
"There were all images of a water, ocean, river, cloud, drop 
Neither knows flying, nor understands of flowing river." 
(IBIK,p.ll) 
bdrds bdrds bdrsat ka baddl nddya si bdnjae ga 
ddrya bhi use log kdhenge, sagdr bhi kehlaya ga 
"ain rain rainy cloud would made like the river 
Thr people will say it river,and also called ocean." 
(DV, p.30) 
In the above couplets, the poet shows sagdr (ocean) ddrya (River), 
baddl (Cloud), bund (drop), these are all synonyms of jdl (water). 
Another example of synonyms: 
thehra-thitka, dtka 'stop' 
cand kdb se he sdr-e-shax-e-sdnobdr dtka 
ghas shdbndm me shdrabor he shdb he adhi 
"When the moon is stop on the branch of cone bearing tree 
The night is half, grass is drown in the dew." 
cand thitka he sdr-e-shax-e-sdnobdr kdb se 
kaunsa cand he - kis rut ki he rate logo 
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"The moon is stop, when the branch of cone bearing tree 
Whose moon- people, which are the season of nights." 
(CN, p.26, 27) 
In the above noted example, the words ptka, thitka both are synonyms 
ofthehra. 
purva-pdchva West wind ,West wind' 
kdbhipurdb me, kdbhipdcchim me 
turn purva ho, tum pdchva ho 
"Some times in the East, some times in the West 
You are East wind, you are West wind." 
(IBIK,p. 12) 
Insha uses synonyms in the above couplet, The word purva-pdchva 
both are synonyms of 'wind'. 
hdsrdt-tdmdnna 'desire'. 
In ki qlsmdt me shdb-e-mah ko rona kaisa 
In ke sine me na hdsrdt na tdntBitna koi 
"There is no weeping in his luck of the night of moon 
Ther is no desire in his heart." 
(CN,p.28) 
Thus, we have seen that Ibn-e-Insha uses synonyms to create aesthetic 
effect in his poetry. 
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Hardev Bahri (1959:122) says that: 'A literary man's consciousness of 
differentiation in the meaning of synonymous words has often resulted in 
fineness of diction, exactness of communicability of thought, subtleness of 
style and masterliness of language'. 
Here, we give a list of synonyms, which are used by Insha for aesthetic 
effect in his poetry, such as: 
bdcte-sdmbhdlte (CN,p.29) 
pukaro-bulao (CN,p. 181) 
kehna-fdrmana (DV,p.33) 
dur-juda (DV,p.48) 
Jogi-durvesh (IBIK,p. 19) 
pir-prohit (IBIK,p. 20) 
surdt-cehra (IBIK,p. 35) 
bintere-tujhbin (IBIK,p. 36) 
soca-dhyan (IBIK,p. 38) 
bdcta-kdtrata (IBIK,p. 59) 
tal-sdmmdjr (IBIK,p. 63) 
jaisa-vaisa (IBIK,p. 65) 
tdmdnna-Irada (IBIK,p. 73) 
suKh-cljiain (IBIK,p. 96) 
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tapish-ac (IBIK,p. 101) 
mati-kdnkdr (IBIK,p. 149) 
Thus, synonymy is a very important source of enrichment of language 
and style of poetry. 
4.4(i) (b) Antonymy or oppositeness of meaning 
Ibn-e-Insha presents beautiful examples of antonymy in his poetry. The 
examples are as follows: 
example 
dukh/sukh 'sorrowV'pleasure' 
duba/ubhra 'sQfl 'rise' 
dukh ka darya, sukh ka sagdr uska ddm se dekh llye 
hdm ko dpne sath hi le kar duba cdnd aur ubhra cdnd 
"Ocean of sorrow,sea of pleasure I saw his potence 
It has taken together set moon & rise moon to us." 
(IBIK,p.27) 
khoya/paya 'lost'/'get' 
pdr hdm ko to kuch yad ndhl 
kuch khoya ho, kuch paya ho 
"But I have not any remembering 
I've some lost & have get some." 
(IBIK,p.l7) 
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sham/sdvera 'evening'/'moming' 
sham Sdvere bal bikhere baitha baitharota he 
Naqo valo ! In logo ka abm kaisa hota he 
'Evening & morning spread of his hair& cry 
An aligator! How does situation of that people." 
(CN,p.21) 
sdcca/jhiita 'true'/'lie' 
pdithar/ddrya 'stone'/'river' 
Ik abm tha, kya abm tha 
vo sdcca ho, yajhuta ho 
ham dpne ap me dub gde 
xudpdUhar ban, xud ddrya ho 
"A situation was, what was situation 
He is true, or he is lie 
We are sunk of ourselve 
To make stone of ourselve and river is ourselves also." 
(IBIK,p.l8) 
dhdrtUdmbdr 'earth'/'sky' 
ham ne to do no ko dekha, dono hi be dard kathor 
dhdrti vala, dmbdr vala, pehla cdnd aw duja cand 
"We have seen both of them, they are both painless & hard 
Earth holder, sky holder, first moon and second moon." 
(IBIK,p.27) 
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ujagar/chupata 'showV'hide' 
jdg ke bhed ujagdr ksrta, apne bhed chupatajae 
gito ki jvala bdrsata, tdn man ko pighlatajae 
"He has shown clue of the world and hide of our clue 
It has running flam of songs has melted of his whole heartedly." 
(IBIK,p.32) 
Insha is skillful master in the use of antonyms. In his poetry, antonyms 
beautify the forms and heighten the meaning. A long list of antonyms may be 
seen in the above couplets of his poems, which are used for aesthetic purpose 
such as: 
dhup 
uthle 
dharti 
dukh 
dupa 
zehr 
shehr 
vdfa 
uljha 
xar 
ddrd 
sun ray 
'shallow' 
'earth' 
'pain' 
'set' 
'poison' 
'city' 
'loyalty' 
/ saya 
I gehre 
I ambdr 
I such 
/ ubhra 
I dmrit 
I sehra 
I dhoka 
'shadow' 
'deep 
'sky' 
'pleasure' 
rise. 
(IBIK,p.21) 
(IBIK,p.24) 
(IBIK,p.27) 
(IBIK,p.27) 
(IBIK, p.28) 
'the water of life' (IBIK,p.34) 
'unsolve' / suljha 
'bad smell' / xushbu 
pam / daru 
'desert' 
'fraud' 
'solve' 
'good smell' 
'treatment' 
(IBIK,p.36) 
(IBIK,p.37) 
(IBIK,p.56) 
(IBIK,p.67) 
(IBIK,p.67) 
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dlthar 
shaydr 
jine 
phaila 
Indhdr 
uthte 
jit 
bujh 
age 
Jor 
nikla 
ujale 
dWdl 
'inexperiencec 
'poet' 
'alive' 
'spread' 
'hither' 
'staned' 
'victory' 
'off 
'front' 
'(to) make' 
'(to)rise' 
'brightness' 
'first' 
1'/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
cdncdl 
pagdl 
mdrne 
simta 
udhdr 
baithte 
mat 
jdl 
piche 
tor 
duba 
' dndhere 
' axir 
'unsteady' 
'mad' 
'dead' 
'narrow 
'thither' 
'sit' 
'defeat' 
'bum' 
'back' 
'break' 
'(to)set' 
'darkness' 
'last' 
V {^nupi^T ~H- J 
(IBIK, p.67) 
(IBIK,p.67) 
(IBIK,p.73) 
(IBIK,p.l46) 
(IBIK.p.21) 
(IBIK,p.21) 
(IBIK,p.75) 
(IBIK,p.32) 
(CN,p.74) 
(CN, p.94) 
(CN,p.96) 
(DV,p.l3) 
(DV,p.67) 
4.4(ii) Semantic parallelism: It is one of the important factors in the study of 
style and is generally applied to the literary use of language. It refers to two 
possible or parallel meaning of a single item in Insha's poems; we fmd 
beautiful examples of semantic parallelism: 
rup ndgar ki raj kumari sdpno me ae behlae 
qdddm qdddmpdr ntddmati muskan bikhere hath m ae 
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"The princess of realm of beauty comes in the dreams & intertain 
She do not come and spread over the heart touching smile on the step by 
step." 
(DV,p.l8) 
Here, the maximum mening of the word 'madmati muskan' is 
attractive smile' and least meaning is 'heart touching;' in this example least 
meaning is the best meaning 
ghdri ki sui, sddya hit cuki to ek bdjae 
as ki bel nihaydt nirbdl chaya se shdrmae 
dndha dipdk ntdtvalipurva ke thdpere khae 
kap kap rehjae 
"Needle of clock, its one O' clock when across centuries 
The hope of creeper is very week shy from shadow 
Blind lamp has gust of the easter wind 
To have tremble." 
(CN,p.81) 
Here, the maximum meaning of the word ntdtvali purva means 
'unintrrupted wind' but the least meaning is 'the wind flow in continous. In 
this least meaning is the best meaning. 
4.5 Stylistic Characteristics 
The style of Ibn-e- Insha is neither chaste, different neither dififlcult nor 
sophisticated rather then it is simple communicative and lucid to understand 
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by any common people. It expresses his consciousness. He adopts such kind 
of style mostly in his short poems. In his poem 'antBit ka axlri din' (The last 
day of peace), he has used lexicon from Punjabi diction. He also had a deep 
intimacy with Auden through him; he learnt that words compound should not 
be poetic. Ibn-e- Insha followed this technique artfiilly. Insha's knowledge of 
Hindi also benefited him extensively. He liked the smooth flow of rhythm 
very much. He employed these rhythms in Ghazals not because Mir Taqi Mir 
did influence him but because of his own convince. If he had followed the 
counterpart of Mir, then these rhythms have been bounded or limited upto 
Ghazals only. 
The world of Ibn-e-Insha is of his own. He deals with the atmosphere of 
evening or night. These poems are the sketches of his own life, which he 
experienced when he was of 28 years. 
Insha's poems are marked by beauty and love and reflect different 
aspects of life. Apart from this, his poetry also reflects the changing political, 
social and economical condition of the nation. 
One of the other characteristics of Insha's writing is that he works with 
law -pace. He took almost four years in the competition of his work 'baydad 
ki ek rat' (A night of Baghdad). Not only this but his many other poems also 
were completed in six-seven years. And he completed some other poems in 
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just few days. For instance; 'Shditghai', which he completed in three nights. 
In addition to this are: ^pntdn ka axri din' (The last day of peace), 'sdraye' 
(The Inn), 'korlya ki xabre' (The news of Korea), 'kuje ki hraV (quarrel of 
kuja). All these above-mentioned long poems were completed in eight-ten 
days. When he was just of 11 years of age, he had started plasticizing verses. 
His first poem was also sent for the publication in a magazine in the year 
1944. Until in dependence, his poem enjoyed place/ positions in publication 
but he was identified, understood and considered as a real poet since 1949. 
When his poem, 'bdydad ki ek rat' (A night of Baghdad) was published, and 
ultimately received immense appreciation from people. 
We see linguistically, the most important stylistic characteristcs of 
Insha's Poetry Word Melody. 
4.5 (i) Word melody in Inhsa's style: 
Word melody is the chief characteristic of Insha's poetry. In the poetry, the 
word melody may be seen on the following poins: 
4.5 (i)(a) Word Melody due to sound change; 
4.5 (i) (b) Word Melody due to shortening of vowels; 
4.5 (i) (c) Word Melody due to lengthening of vowel; 
4.5 (i) (d) Word Melody due to reduplication; 
4.5 (i) (e) Word Melody due to onomatopoeic words; 
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4.5(i) (f) Word Melody due to simplification of consonant clusters; 
4.5(1) (g) Word Melody due to the exclusion of nasalization. 
4.5 (i)(a) Sound change 
The tendency of sound change is the chief characteristic of Braj Bhasha 
poetry. Ibn-e-Insha embrace this peculiarity for sweetness and pleasing sound 
of words (euphony) this tendency is also found in his poetry. Consider the 
following examples; 
(1) V 
vdrsha 
pdrv dt 
vdrsh 
vdn 
vishram 
vyapar 
(2) P 
ciptaye 
cipst 
(3) sh 
desk 
b 
bdrkha 
pdrbdt 
bdrds 
bdu 
bishrdm 
biyopdr 
m 
cimtaye 
cimdt 
s 
des 
'rain' 
'mountain' 
'year' 
'forest' 
'rest' 
'business' 
'to hold' 
'grip' 
'country' 
(IBIK. 30) 
(IBIK.32) 
(CN.178) 
(CN.32) 
(IBIK. 131) 
(IBIK. 64) 
(CN. 33) 
(DV. 38) 
aBIK.16^ 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
asha 
nirasha 
Y 
yustax 
saydr 
sitdmjdr 
n 
vim 
kirno 
X 
rax 
r 
gethri 
r 
dhuadhar 
asa 
nirdsa 
g 
gustax 
sager 
siitamgdr 
n 
bina 
kirno 
kh 
rakh 
r 
gdthri 
'hope' (IBIK.15) 
'hopeless' (IBIK.28) 
'stupid' (DV.15) 
'ocean' (CN,p.31) 
'cruel' (CN.34) 
'flute' (IBIK.14) 
'sun rays' (DV.35) 
'ash' (IBIK.12) 
'bundel' (IBIK.14) 
dhuadhar 'bombardment' (CN. 173) 
4.5 (i) (b) Shortening of vowel 
xamosh 
ek 
xdmosh 
Ik 
'quite' 
'one' 
(CN.38) 
(CN. 30) 
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divana 
mere 
kemp 
pdc 
meri 
tere 
khel 
divana 
mre 
kdmp 
pdnca 
mri 
tre 
khl 
'mad' 
'mine' 
'tent' 
'five' 
'mine' 
'yours' 
'play' 
(CN. 25) 
(CN. 29) 
(DV.56) 
(DV.56) 
(DV. 69) 
(DV.79) 
(CN.179) 
4.5 (i) (c) Reduplication: 
One of the striking characteristics of Insha's poetry is the use of 
reduplicative words. These words create a new style in language. Their 
frequency is very high. In his potry, Ibn-e Insha uses a number of 
reduplicative words, which are very relevant from the point of view of word 
melody. Consider the following examples: 
ndgri ndgri 
dhundla dhundla 
udas udas 
muskati muskati 
bdsti bdsti 
cori cori 
'city' 
'translucent' 
'sad' 
'to smile' 
'town' 
'secretly' 
(IBIK.12) 
(IBIK.17) 
(IBIK.26) 
(IBIK.17) 
(DV..17) 
(IBIK.29) 
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pdlpdl 
jdrjgdljdfjSdl 
bekdl bekal 
jogi jogi 
jhukjhuk 
pehdn pehdn 
sagdr sagdr 
jdndmjdndm 
dndhiyare andhirare 
jo jo 
likhte likhte 
pheltephelte 
sdme S9me 
seh9j sehdj 
uljhi uljhi 
phiki phiki 
mailamaila 
pdth pdth 
mughdm mughdin 
tute tute 
'moment' 
'forest' 
'restless' 
'monk' 
'move' 
'wear' 
'sea' 
'birth to birth' 
'darkness' 
'that' 
'to write' 
'to spread' 
'time' 
'slowly' 
'unsolved' 
'tasteless' 
'dirty' 
'place' 
'slow' 
'to break' 
(IBIK.32) 
(DV.19) 
(CN.28) 
(IBIK.58) 
(IBIK.33) 
(IBIK.33) 
(IBIK.128) 
(DV.30) 
(IBIK.84) 
(IBIK.48) 
(DV.52) 
(IBIK.52) 
(DV.18) 
(DV.18) 
(DV.19) 
(DV.62) 
(DV.62) 
(CN.82) 
(CN.82) 
(CN.75) 
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kepsl kepdl 
ghdri gheri 
bolo bolo 
ndnnhi ndnnhi 
'new sprout' 
'to watch' 
'to say 
'tiny' (CN.72) 
Partial reduplication is also found in Insha's poetry. Their frequency is 
also high. They are as follows: 
sdc muc 
jogi bairagi 
mdlo thelo 
bajo gajo 
sdj dhdj 
rup suwdrup 
aisa vaisa 
jdha tdha 
gol mdtol 
anajana 
hapta kapta 
milijuli 
Idpdk jhdpdk 
nildm nil 
'really' 
'mosters' 
'exhilutions' 
'music' 
'decorate' 
'beauty' 
'common' 
'where' 
'round shap' 
'come & go' 
'breathing, tremble' 
'similar' 
'blinking' 
'darkblue' 
(IBIK.23) 
(IBIK.33) 
(IBIK.IOO) 
(IBIK.IOO) 
(IBIK.IOO) 
(IBIK.103) 
(IBIK.115) 
(DV.18) 
(DV.25) 
(DV.38) 
(DV.59) 
(CN.24) 
(CN.81) 
(CN.82) 
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tdn mdn 'wholeheartedly' (IBIK.142) 
Such type of words give motion to the poetry of Ibn-e- Insha. 
4.5 (i) (d) Onomatopoeic words: 
Onomatopoeias is a term that is used to devote the formation of words 
by imitation of natural sounds. Onomatopoeias literally mean the making as 
formation of words. Bloomfield(1935:156) defines onomatopoeias, 
"Onomatopoeic forms as those which denoted a sound or an object which 
gives out a sound". Hockett(1958:298) States that, "Some words and phrases 
actually sound like that which they mean; such forms are onomatopoeic". 
Onomatopoeic play a great role in poetic language. They provide the 
quality of sweetness to diction. Insha uses Ono-words in his poetry to produce 
sweetness, elegance, naturality. Consider the following examples: 
Ono-words gloss 
tBit - tdn 'sound of clock' 
ddb-ddb 'sound of clock' 
tdtt tdn tdn tdn, ddb ddb ddb ddb, uljhi uljhi, ddbi ddbi 
ek bdje ki naubdt shay ad vdqt se pdhle bdj uthi 
(DV. S.4.L.3 P.56) 
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khdn khdn 'clink clink' 
hhk lehk kdr qdrna cixe, dll ki tiye bdlvan kdve 
khdit khdn khdn khdit khanda baje kiya kiya kdtha bdyan kdre 
(DV.S.5.L.4P.56) 
bdg tdt 'rattling sound/ sound of foot-step' 
rdksha vale b9g pt bhage 
IsteshdYi se llye sdvari 
(DV.S.5, L.3, P.64) 
chdnkate 'sound of bangles' 
sdkliyo ne Itna hi nd dekha, tut geye kiya kiya sdnjog 
dhohk par candi ke chure chankate me kati rat 
(DV. S.1.L.4,P.69) 
cap-cap 'sound of foot-step' 
akh micoli khela kdretjge kdb tdkye raid ke dhund dl ke 
cap cap pdr dll puchega ye kon aya ye kon aya 
(CN.S 6,P.53) 
jhdnjItBna 'vibrating sound' 
girja ki ghdrl ne jhdn jhdna kdr 
cupke se jo do bdjaye he 
(CN. S.2, L.7,P.69) 
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thdr- thdr 'trembling/ convulsion' 
khula ddrica thdr thdr thdr thdr kap raha he 
bhigi mitti sondhi xusbhu chor rah 
(CN. S.3,L.3,P.73) 
sdr- ser ' sound of hunter' 
tiita sahds dhundli beta rit ke tode gam bdgam 
vdqt ka kora Sdr sdr sdr Sdr cix rdha he cdl socdl 
(CN, P.79) 
ghu-ghu 'sound of wheel' 
shdp-shdp 'splash-splash' 
ghu ghu ghu ghii cdrxi ghwne pdhlya shor mdcaye 
shdp shdp shdp shdp tdpo me Ilpti qlsmet cekksr khaye 
(CN. S.5,L,1,P.82) 
tdt-tdt 'sound of hoof 
• • • • 
tdttdttdt tdt bail kljori ghume SIS jhukaye 
hdl ki nok hkire khice lekh ke bhed bdtaye 
(CN.S.6.L.1.P.82) 
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4.5 (i) (e) Cluster Simplification 
In the poetry of Ibn-e- Insha, consonant clusters are simplified. This 
tendency was prevailed in the whole poetry of Insha. There are some 
examples given below: 
pdtta pat ' leaf (DV. 13) 
pdtthdr pathdr 'stone' (IBIK.75) 
vipetti bipta 'hardship' (DV. 13) 
dngiyare sugar e 'flame' (IBIK. 106) 
ydha yd 'here' (CN,p.23) 
4.5 (i)(f) Exclusion of Nasalization 
On peculiarity, which is also found in Ibn-e- Insha's poetry in the 
exclusion of some examples,which are as follows: 
logo logo 'peoples' (IBIK. 55) 
losto dosto ' friends' (DV. 13) 
sanjha sajha 'combine' (IBIK. 200) 
4.5 (ii) Element of Bhakti 
The elements of Bliakti (Devotion) play a great role in Urdu poetry. 
The practice of allusion is mostly found in Urdu poetry because it is chiefly 
inspired, motivated and influenced with it (Persian language). On the one had, 
it's been degraded whereas, on the other hands, some poets are borrowing 
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words and trying to create a new style and expression by adopting words 
from Hindi literature and culture. Not only is this but they also are applying 
the fables and tales in their poetry exactly from Hindi culture and literature. 
In today's modem Urdu poetry, their uses depend on two grounds. 
Firstly, the allusion (fables & tales) are being adopted or employed directly as 
it is in Urdu poetry. For instance, Insha uses the word 'jogi' in his couplet in 
this way; 
jogi bhijo ridgdr m'e mare mare phlrte he 
kasa liye bhdbhut rdmaye sdbke duare phlrte he 
(CN.,C.2, P.24) 
In the other couplet, Insha uses the same word 'jogi' in different 
expression: 
ye jo log bdno me phlrte jogi b -ragi kehlae 
In ke hath dddb se cume, In ke age sis ridvae 
(Ibi. C.2, P.33) 
But many poets of the modem Urdu poetry have referred allusion and 
their characters only for symbolic purpose on circumstance and basis. Ibn-e-
Insha clearly cites the reasons for their use of such words in his poetry. He has 
employed these words in the following way: 
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jot 
ram 
Jogi 
shyam 
bhdgvan 
sdnniyasi 
rsmta 
ssnniyas 
brdh 
bhes 
kutiya 
tdjrdkha 
ddrshdn 
bdr 
kasa 
bceragi 
SIS ndvae 
laljdtae 
bhdbhut Vdmae 
Gloss 
'flame' 
'A Hindu Lord' 
'a mendicant' 
'Lord Krishna' 
'Lord' 
'a monk' 
'wondering' 
'renunciation' 
' pangs of separation' 
'appearance' 
' a small hut' 
'to leave' 
'appearence' 
'an armpit' 
'a big bowl' 
'a recluse' 
' humiliate/to head down' 
'red long hears' 
'secred sacrificial 
-\Lnapier-^ 
(CN. 74) 
(CN. 87) 
(CN. 103) 
(CN. 109) 
(CN. 110) 
(CN. 110) 
(CN. 110) 
(CN. 110) 
(CN. 112) 
(CN. 125) 
(IBK.22) 
(IBIK 22) 
(DV. 13) 
(IBIK 28) 
(IBIK. 28 
(IBIK. 28) 
(IBIK. 33) 
(IBIK. 33) 
(DV. 19) 
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geru rjtig 
bhiksha 
shrdddha 
dldkhjdgata 
jogdn 
birhdm 
cdndrmd mahraj 
sham murari 
surdj dev 
ram 
bahmsn 
ashes applied to the 
forehead or other parts 
of the body by denotes' 
' the colour or red ochre' 
' alms' 
'faith' 
'repeat again & again' 
'a women dicant' 
'suffering pangs of 
separation (from thebe loved) 
'Lord moon) 
'Lord Krishna' 
'Lord sun' 
'Lord sun' 
' priest' 
Cnwptcf -^ 
(DV. 19) 
(DV. 19) 
(DV.38) 
(DV. 13 ) 
(DV. 18) 
(DV. 60) 
(DV. 19) 
(DV. 63) 
(DV. 55) 
(DV. 55) 
(DV.105) 
Insha has employed these words in his poetry, not to refer to godiness 
but indicates the insanity of the speaker's mind that is looking for his beloved. 
Moreover, he is found busy looking for her everywhere in the poem. We can 
see it in the below noted stanza: 
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bdr mejholi hath me kasa 
ghum rdha he pit ka plyasa 
(IBIK.C.1,P.28) 
"A salechel on shoulder and a bowl in hand, 
Wandering everywhere the thirsty lover" 
4.5 (iii) Folk Elements 
When Urdu poetry did not remain limited only to cities but got its 
wings spread to villages and territories, then it adopted those words, which 
can exactly interpret them. In the following lines, we will notice their use in 
Urdu poetry. Though the Folk elements employed by the poets and writers are 
innovatory but is an integral part of the verbal dialects of the people. 
Moreover, it has been used openly. 
Ibn-e- Insha is the poet, who has employed this technique in a quite 
different manner. His poetry is deeply marked by the folk Elements. His most 
of the verses have the implication of these elements. These are the following 
elements found in his poetry. 
Folk Elements 
pdgddfidi 
gad 
kutiya 
Gloss 
'path' 
'villages' 
'small hut' 
(CN.31) 
(IBIK. 45) 
(CN.i27) 
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dlao 
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' a rural meeting place' (IBIK 21) 
'watchfire' (IBIK 24) 
'the periphery of a well etc. 
where water is drawn. (IBK.21) 
git 
khdlyan 
khet 
hgan 
hdl 
purva 
mcedo 
pdchva 
gopiya 
mukhlya 
sdkhlya 
kdgdr 
'song' 
'farm' 
'field' 
'tax' 
'plough weapon' 
'Eastern (wind) 
'Path' 
'western (wind) 
'group of girls' 
'chief 
'friends' 
'a precipice' 
(CN.30) 
(CN. 83) 
(IBIK. 21) 
(CN. 76) 
(CN. 76) 
(CN.78) 
(CN. 77) 
(CN. 77) 
(IBIK. 20) 
(IBIK. 20) 
(IBIK. 21) 
(IBIK. 47) 
4.6 Summary of chapter four 
Chapter 4 provides the investigation at various Linguistic levels. This 
chapter is divided into four sections: section-I provides the phonological level; 
it deals with alliteration, assonance, consonance, onomatopoeia, and rhyme. 
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Section-II discusses about the morphological level, it deals with affixation, 
reduplication, and compound word. Section-Ill discusses about the discussion, 
syntactic level. Section-IV shows the discussion on semantic level; it also 
deals with sense relation; in sense relation we discussed synonyms and 
antonyms. Section-V provides the investigation about stylistic characteristics 
in Ibn-e-Insha' poetry, it deals with sound change, shorting of vowels, 
lengthening of vowels and consonant clusters. Folk elements and Bhakti 
elements. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the present study, we have made an attempt to investigate the 
important role of modem Urdu poetry in literary writings especially in the 
work of Ibn-e-Insha. 
The findings of our study are as follow: 
1. After the analysis of Insha's poetry, we find that his style is 
linguistically unique. The most striking feature is the use of Tatsama 
and Tadbhava words freely and frequently. 
2. The Ghazal of Insha like kdl caudhvi ki rat thi..., Inshaji uttho db kuc 
karo, ye bate jhuti bate he, have created a especial value and command 
wider appreciation in Modem Urdu literature. The Ghazal kal caudhvi 
ki rat thi...., employs the classical moon trope in a modem ambience 
e.g., 
kdl caudhvi ki rat thi, shdb bhdr rdha cdrca tera 
kuch ne kdha ye cand he, kuch ne kdha cehra tera 
(Yesterday, under the fiiU moon, they talked about 
all night 
some said, 'look, it the moon, other claimed it was 
but your visage) 
chapter-S 
3. The analysis of Insha's poetry shows lexical deviation at the different 
linguistic levels play a significant role in making the utterances of the 
literary text deviants (fore grounded), for instance: 
ydzsl si dkhe 'eyes like ballad' 
git se gal ' song like cheeks' 
soc ndgri ki rani 'the queen of thought city' 
4. The investigation of the poetry of Insha suggest that the poet exercises 
lexical choices at different linguistic levels, which have been discussed 
in this thesis, lead to stylistic variation as well as lexical diversity. They 
are considered as a factor of making the literary text sensible and 
understandable. 
5. Insha's writing of style shows that most of the phonological devices 
always carry some kinds of additional emotive or logical information, 
therefore, they function in a text as marked units. 
6. The stylistic strategies include morphological expressive devices viz., 
affixation, reduplication & compounds. 
7. The investigation of stylistic variation in modem Urdu poetry shows 
that the modem Urdu poet is free to make his choice; he was drawn 
sources both indigenous and foreign. They create lexical diversity in his 
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literary style of writing and also create essentially a new lexicon for the 
genres/forms. 
8. After analysis's of Insha's works we, conclude that he has used many 
sources in his literary writing such as Arabic, Persian, Hindi, Punjabi, 
Sanskrit, English etc, which make his poetry from his contemporaries. 
9. After analysis of Insha's literaiy writing at the different linguistic levels 
as a whole creates lexical diversity and stylistic variation. Insha make 
his style exclusive and deviant from that of other Urdu poets. 
10. Finally, we can say that the poet Ibn-e-Insha is one of the great poet in 
modem Urdu poetry. He was versatile genius. As a poet, play writer, 
columnist, travelogue writer and a humorist, he has contributed a rich 
literature to Urdu. He was well versed in Hindi, Punjab, Sanskrit and 
also in Arabic and Persian. In his poetry has a beautifiil poems at the 
level of his poetry has higher pleasure, aesthetic seriousness, deepest 
subtleties, super symbolism, dazzling images, artistic intensity 
established it a great epic in Urdu Literature. 
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Appendix-1: 
Phonetic notations for URDU 
Consonantal Symbols: 
stops: 
Unasp. 
Asp. 
Nasals 
Lateral 
Trill 
Flap: 
Unasp. 
Asp. 
Fricatives 
Semi-
Vowels 
Bilabial 
VL 
P 
ph 
m 
VD 
b 
bh 
Labio-
Dental 
VL 
f 
VD 
V 
Dental 
VLVD 
t 
th 
(1 
dh 
Alveol 
ar 
VLVD 
n 
1 
r 
s z 
Retroilex 
VL 
t 
th 
VD 
d 
dh 
r 
rh 
Palato-
Alveolar 
VL 
sh 
VD 
zh 
PalaUl 
VL 
c 
ch 
y 
VD 
J 
jh 
Velar 
VL 
k 
kh 
X 
VD 
g 
gh 
Y 
Uvular 
VL VD 
q 
Glottal 
V 
L 
V 
D 
h 
In this chart, the symbol appears in pairs, below parts are representing as aspirated 
sound and the next portion of the Pairs is selected as voiced sound. 
Vowel symbols: 
Front central Back 
High 
Mid 
Low 
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In this, chart the front vowels I, i, e are un-rounded and u, u, o are rounded 
vowels. 
Here, 
Short vowel Long vowel 
I 0 
Diphthongs: ai and au 
Nasalization: ~ 
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Appendix-2: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
^_J^ii\ 
jl5LA.iil 
t_\^\ 
L5jiil 
^1 
cljl 
u^jl 
j L i ^ l 
(_)jj jLal 
^jj^:5bi 
j ^ i 
LJVI 
Lil 
L>-bl 
^U 
IjL-t 
dndhyare 
dndhkar 
dnnyae 
dtari 
dldkh 
dng 
drpdn 
dkhyd 
dmavds 
dbla gori 
dmbdr 
dlap 
asha 
udas 
upae 
ujyara 
Darkness, Blinkers 
Darkness 
Discrimination, Injustice 
An attic; a small garret 
To rise oneself and to arouse others 
in the name of the in visible 
A limb, part, component, organ 
An offering, assignment 
Eyes 
The last day of the dark fortnight 
A member of the weaker sex - a 
woman, delicate woman 
Cloud, sky 
To tune the voice (for singing) 
Hope, expectation 
Sorrowfiil, sad 
Idea 
Light 
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17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
J^ l 
Jil 
Luj jl 
u^ji 
U J ^ 
LUS 
J J « ^ 
J^ 
OP^J^ 
l ^ 
O P V ^ 
Uxl£ 
. ^ • . ' ^X 
I^ IS 
j j ^ 
OJiJ^ 
0*^ 
Lis 
jj_j£ 
ujyale 
uttdr 
iisha 
dvgun 
kardn 
kdmdl 
kdthors 
kal 
kdvitae 
kdtha 
kdthae 
kamna 
kdsht 
kaga 
kirdn 
kdviyo 
kdthm 
kutya 
kuvdr 
Brightness, light 
The north 
The dawn 
Demerits 
Cause 
Lotus 
Hard, strict 
Period 
Poems 
A story, narrative 
Stories 
Longing, Aspiration. 
Hardship, distress pain 
A crow, cork 
Ray of light, Beam of light 
Poets 
Tough 
Hut 
A prince, son 
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36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
^ 
d«j^ 
^ 
C-J*^ 
Cxj^ 
c i j j ^ 
O^ 
O^J' 
JSJ^ 
^ 
u ^ 
\\3 v<^ S 
u^ 
Ji l^ 
j ^ 
JJi^ 
oSh-
kusum 
komdl 
khdnd 
khoj 
git 
gori 
gdthdn 
gopiyd 
gokul 
gupt 
gdgdn 
gdmbhir 
gun 
ghaydl 
ghao 
ghdnghor 
citvdn 
cducdl 
A flower 
Soft, tender, delicate 
Part, fragment, piece 
Search, quest, investigation 
Song 
Fair-complex, a beautifiil danosel 
Build, structure, construction 
Group of girls 
A place in Mathura 
Latent, hidden, secret 
The sky, firmament 
Serious, grave, grim 
Quality, attribute, virtue 
Injured, Wounded 
Injury, Wound 
Very dense, terrible 
Reflection 
Playful, unsteady 
... 
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54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
< < 
W^j?-
O^'^Jt 
^ J^J^ -
U j ^ 
< 
^ ^ 
U J ^ 
C j j ^ 
Ly^J?" 
l ' ' l> -V 
^J^ 
J^ 
is'Ji^ 
L5^ 
Vlj> 
1 
Cdncdlta 
cokha 
caudes 
car kot 
Cdndrma 
cet 
caldk 
chdbila 
jivdn 
jot 
jogi 
Pg3t 
jog 
m 
jyoti 
Ji 
juvala 
tesu 
Unsteadiness, play fullness 
Fine, good, genuine 
An allomorph; used as the first 
member in compound Hindi words. 
Everywhere 
The moon 
Victory 
Driver 
Handsome 
Life 
Holding, flame 
An ascetic, a mendicant 
World 
Saffion 
For ages, for ever 
Light, flame, luster 
Heart 
Flame, blaze 
The tree Butea fondosa and its 
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72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
j^Ui 
1>U^ 
ju 
Jj^ 
. ^ U i 
^ ^ 
V_UJ 
tW-^  
W^^ 
U J^-^  
CMJ^ 
O^J^ 
j l j j 
^ j l j J 
thakur 
tdn rridn 
tal 
tdrdl 
tyag 
diye 
dip 
des 
dukhya 
dosh 
ddrpdn 
ddrshdn 
dvar 
dvare 
flower 
A lord, master 
Whole heartedly 
Rhythm or Rhythmic circle 
Fluid, fickle, unsteady. 
Abandonment, sacrifice 
Lamp 
An earthen lamp, the most eminent 
person of a family or clan 
Co-native, co-patriot, country 
Afflicted with sorrows, in distress/ 
grief 
A fault, demerit 
Mirror, a looking glass 
Sight, view, appearance, (a tum 
used to express a sense of 
deference) 
A door 
Door way 
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86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
j j b 
oi^^ 
IA^J 
jiAJ 
a!>^ 
IJIAJ 
Jy>^ 
jjAJ 
ij&j 
^ j A J 
j j l A J 
?cAJ 
^ 
Lil j j 
J^j 
(JjjJ 
J ^ 
t^^  
daru 
ddkkhin 
dubdha 
dhir 
dhdre 
dhara 
dhdrti 
dhdn 
dhdra 
dhudni 
dhardn 
dhdj 
ndgdr 
nirasha 
nir 
nirbdl 
nar 
nihdj 
Liquor, medical treatment, 
medicine 
The south 
A dilemma 
To console 
To hold, to put, to place 
Flow (of water), stream, current. 
Earth 
Property, wealth, pelf 
The earth or to hold 
Fumigation 
Holding, wielding, wearing. 
Appearance, demeanour, mien 
A city, town 
Sadness, hopelessness 
Water, tears 
Weak, powerless 
Lady 
Point out, prescribing 
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104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
no. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
jS^J i J 
Cjj 
.iu 
OP 
OJ^ 
j ^ U 
u-^ 
tJy 
jjil£l J ^ 
LSJLJJ 
l£jj 
^ 
h^ 
U j j 
L)ili 
LLUJ 
CiJ 
^JJ^ 
nilgdgdn 
nit 
nag 
nain 
naino 
nagin 
nisdin 
ndvae 
nil akash 
nyari 
nauka 
nildin 
nddrya 
nirasa 
nash 
pit 
pi 
purdb 
Blue sky 
Everyday 
Cobra, snake 
Eye 
Eyes 
She-cobra, female snake 
Everyday 
To bend, to humiliate. 
Blue sky 
Unique, novel, distinct 
A boat, ferry 
A sapphire 
A river 
Frustration, disappointment 
Destruction; devastation; waste. 
Yellow, love, pallid 
Husband, belover, the melodious 
note of cuckoo 
The East 
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122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127. 
128. 
129. 
130. 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
(^^. 
L r ^ ^ J J 
Ls¥^. 
^. 
, i. 
^ J ^ 
hji 
J^y, 
^Ji 
U^ 
"^JJi. 
?iJi 
i^ ^ 
O^^Ji 
J6^ 
OJi. 
CJb 
pdcchim 
pdrdesi 
pdnchi 
pdth 
pap 
pirit 
pdrbdt 
purva 
pircar 
pundm 
praha 
prohit 
prem 
pdnghdt 
pdrdes 
pathdr 
pdvdn 
pat 
The West 
Stranger 
A bird 
A path, way, cause, route 
A sin, evil, evil deed 
Distressed, tortured, afflicted 
Mountain 
East wind 
Advertisement 
Full moon 
Feeling, running away. 
Chaplin, priest 
Love, affection 
The periphery of a well etc. where 
water its drawn 
Another country, foreign 
Stone, hardhearted 
Wind, breeze 
Leaf 
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140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 
* m 
Jl^^U 
' j ^ 
• 4 ^ 
C j j j 
Cp-H 
cm 
iSJii 
o^^ 
Oi 
cJSL^ 
JiJ^ 
^J^ 
UJJJ 
C\\:t\ 
pitdtn 
pdnde 
pratkal 
pichva 
pith 
put 
phagun 
phdbdn 
bairi 
has 
bdn 
byakul 
byopar 
bdrkha 
bairdn 
bdSdnt 
The most beloved, husband 
A Hindu: priest helping devout of 
pilgrims in the performance of 
religions rites an holy river bank 
Early morning 
West wind 
Pedestal, seat, bench 
A son, holy, sacred, cleaned, 
purified 
The 12* month of the Hindu year 
A befit, suitable 
An enemy, a foe, hostile 
Smell 
A forest 
Confounded, restless 
Business 
Rain 
Adversary 
Spring 
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156. 
157. 
158. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 
163. 
164. 
165. 
166. 
167. 
168. 
169. 
J^ 
UJ^ 
^J^ 
L^Ji 
0*-^ 
»JJ 
?^ 
U'JIJ 
LSJiJi^ 
( ^ ^ J J 
^ J ^ 
VJJt^ 
e ' j ^ 
LiJ^ 
bajdr 
baido 
brdhm 
bdrds 
bdndhdn 
brdh 
bum 
bdlvan 
byopari 
baisakhi 
bijog 
behrup 
bisram 
bdddriya 
Mantine, hard, massive. 
The most ancient & sacred 
scriptures of the Hindus 
Confusion, illusion 
Year 
Tie, restriction, a fette, bond 
Pangs of separation, separation 
from the beloved). 
Tall talk, chaotic noise 
Powerful, strong, potent 
Businessman, trader 
A Hindu festival celebrated on the 
fiill moon day of the month of; a 
crusteh' (used by a lame person in 
walking). 
Separation 
Get-up, appearance 
Rest, repose, relaxation. 
Clouds 
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170. 
171. 
172. 
173. 
174. 
175. 
176. 
177. 
178. 
179. 
180. 
181. 
182. 
183. 
184. 
185. 
186. 
187. 
Jlj^ 
OHVL. 
OiJ^ 
^ ^ 
LT"^ 
IjLuj 
(_1U 
^ 
(_5jjj ^ 
L>^ 
'•^J^Ji 
"^JiJ^ 
LSJ^ 
i S ^ 
^ ^ 
• ^ 
Jjk'. 
O'^ 
bairagi 
balae 
birhdn 
bdndhi 
basi 
bisara 
bip 
bipta 
beta devi 
bis 
bdrkharut 
birharut 
bdnsuri 
bdnsi 
bake 
bhed 
bhdVdr 
bhes 
A recluse, Doubter 
An adolescent girls 
Suffering the pangs of separation 
(from the beloved); separated. 
Mordant, mortgage, slave 
Resident, stale 
To forget, to free out of mind 
Signal 
Trouble, hardship, distress 
Barren (a cow). 
Poison, venom 
Rainy season 
Pangs of separation 
A flute 
A flute 
Dandy, foppish. 
Difference, Discrimination, Secret 
Whirlpool 
Appearance, dress, get-up 
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188. 
189. 
190. 
191. 
192. 
193. 
194. 
195. 
196. 
197. 
198. 
199. 
200. 
201. 
202. 
^ki 
^ j * ? 
_ > _ U j O j j ^ 
Li^^ 
( H J * ^ 
u'_p^ 
^[^ 
UJ-^ UJ 
QpU 
t > 
j j j L i 
j U 
(JL 
Qiyala 
bhag 
bhdbut 
bhdbut ramae 
bhiksha 
bhim 
bhdgvan 
bhag 
bhado 
mendli 
mate 
mdn 
msnohar 
man 
mibn 
mdnmohdn 
Luck 
Sacred sacrificial ashes applied to 
the forehead or other parts of the 
body by devotees 
To renounce the world; to turn an 
ascetic 
Begging, alms, charity. 
Gigantic, tremendous, awful 
God, the lord Almighty 
Portion, part, fragment, fate 
The 6 month of the Hindus 
Corporation, association 
Defeats 
Mind, heart, desire 
Hearty, lovely, charming 
Respect, Esteem, Dignity 
A meeting 
One how casts a spell of charm; an 
epithet of lord Krishna 
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203. 
204. 
205. 
206. 
207. 
208. 
209. 
210. 
211. 
212. 
213. 
214. 
215. 
216. 
217. 
218. 
219. 
220. 
221. 
jAJLa 
CijJA 
• ^ 
ih^jA 
\ j ^ 
UUAX 
h^ 
ilijji^^ 
y l>.ui<i 
(jlXjjia 
UjAia 
U ^ 
IJ.LJ 
VLijAo* 
LjU 
< ^ J -
jii* 
•*^JJ-
1 
mddhur 
murdt 
mukh 
mdrghdt 
mukhra 
niddmata 
mukhya 
meghdut 
muskae 
muskan 
mddhurta 
megha 
muddra 
mddhushala 
maya 
mohne 
mdnddl 
murdkh 
mdnmohni 
Pleasant, melodious 
An idol, image, status face 
Face 
Cremation ground, Symmetry 
Pretty face/face 
Intoxicated, full of passion 
Chief, head, leader 
Cloud messenger. 
(to)Smile. 
Smile 
Melodiousness, sweetness 
A cloud, frog 
Stanip, coin, money 
Wine shop 
Illusion, unreality 
Spiritual 
Circle, zone, territory 
Foolish, stupid, idiot 
One how casts spell of charm. 
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111. 
223. 
224. 
225. 
226. 
227. 
228. 
229. 
230. 
231. 
232. 
233. 
234. 
235. 
236. 
237. 
238. 
\jUfA 
( 4 ^ 
LT^J-
^ I j U 
U i j j 
^ 
oy,^. 
ojlji 
^ J 
L^JJ 
V J J 
^ J 
O^J 
liuj 
Lijuij 
UdJ 
^ J 
mdhima 
mughdm 
mohni 
mdharaj 
yoddha 
yug 
yatryo 
yuvaydn 
rut 
rog 
rup 
rit 
rachds 
rdmta 
rdsya 
rain 
rekha 
Heart touching 
Dignity, greatness 
Fragrant, odoriferous 
A spell, enchantment, delusion. 
Majest>', excellency. 
A warrior, fighter, knight 
Era, period, epoch, age 
Passengers 
Youth 
Season 
Melody, affection 
Image, appearence, beauty 
Custom, rule, standard 
A demon, monster 
Wandering, roaming, going about 
Haying aesthetic relish, liking juicy 
talks 
Night 
Line 
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239. 
240. 
241. 
242. 
243. 
244. 
245. 
246. 
247. 
248. 
249. 
250. 
251. 
252. 
253. 
254. 
255. 
256. 
257. 
L j 
^.JJ 
j j j i u j U a l j 
l i« j 
J^JJ 
j U £ ^ l j 
,>.L«j 
l . 5 ^ J ^ ^ J 
^ 1 V J J 
jUUjlSI 1 
aJi6-JV 
21^  
L5*^J^ 
llil 
j l j ^ J 
j U j j 
JJUJ 
lllljyl,l.ll 
( J j j j j j 
rama 
rupa 
rdsya sindur 
rdtnna 
rup ndgdr 
raj kumar 
rdmae 
rdmtajogi 
rup anila 
rakshds 
laljdtae 
laj 
lobhi 
Idta 
vidvan 
vishal 
vinash 
sdndesa 
sdpno 
• 
Goddess of wealth called Laxmi 
Silver 
(Vermilion) having aesthetic sense 
To wander about; to room. 
Beauty place 
A prince 
To turn an ascetic 
A wondering mendicant. 
Playfiil charm 
A demon, monster 
Red hairs 
Shame, shyness 
Greedy 
Creeper, vine 
Learned, a scholar 
Biggest/Huge 
Destroy 
'News, information, message 
Dreams 
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258. 
259. 
260. 
261. 
262. 
263. 
264. 
265. 
266. 
267. 
268. 
269. 
270. 
271. 
272. 
273. 
274. 
275. 
276. 
JS.^JXu) 
ojojal 
(JJULUJ 
Cuxlu] 
jAku 
j jLu) 
(ja.Lu: 
( J ^ 
( J nj 1II 
IXjjol^ul 
^ -^  'tK.. 
'^" 
LP-" 
jjjj^iLu) 
(JjlLUui 
(j/^jLul 
Ujiul 
JJ^Mui 
.— 
sugdndh 
sdmo 
sahds 
smgit 
sunddr 
sav3n 
sajdYi 
Sdphdl 
sis 
sostika 
sanjh 
sdme 
sdjdn 
sdkhtyo 
sdnnyas 
sadhdn 
Sdlona 
sindur 
sagdr 
Good smell, fragrance, odour 
Heap, lot, grouping 
Rashness, bravery, courage 
Music 
Beautiful 
A month 
Beloved, husband 
Yielding, effectual, successful 
Forehead 
Hindu's religious mark 
Evening 
Time 
Husband, lover 
Friends 
Renunciation, asceticism 
Resource 
Beautiful, cute 
Vermilion 
Sea 
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111. 
278.. 
279. 
280. 
281. 
282. 
283. 
284. 
285. 
286. 
287. 
288. 
289. 
290. 
291. 
292. 
i \ A*\i 11 i^ 
Ji'^a^ 
(^^LJIJ 
(jJAUi 
tlpU-"" 
diSLlui 
cj j f j^ 
©r" 
lllul 
/ - "ti .* "'•" 
(jHJ*-^ t5 f>j '^ 
• 4 ^ 
jLui 
Ll:£ljjal 
JjLjJLul 
i_£jj^ 
^a«/og 
sailani 
sdnnyasi 
simrdn 
suhagdn 
sdngdt 
sohni 
sehdj 
sena 
sdnjhe 
sanjhi dhdrti 
sukh 
sar 
suvagdt 
suvdbhao 
sog 
Coincidence, chance 
The vellor, Visitor 
(One who has renounced the 
world); hence an ascetic, a monk, 
hermit 
Chain 
Married 
Company 
To look 
attractive^eautiful/pleasing 
Easy, simplex, spontaneous 
Army 
Combined 
Combined land 
Pleasure, happiness 
Conclusion. 
Welcome 
Nature, temperament. 
Mourning, bereavement 
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293. 
294. 
295. 
296. 
297. 
298. 
299. 
300. 
301. 
302. 
303. 
^ JIA.1UI 
(_}a_iji 
A.^jjj> 
A^ 
(Juii 
CiLlii 
lAJjii 
LSJJ^ L^i 
L ^ j ^ 
^ j 1 nil >1 
sidhare 
Sdjil 
sugdndh 
shdhd 
shyam 
shitdl 
shant 
shrdddha 
sham murari 
shobha 
shasdn 
To go, to depart 
Tearful, aqueous 
Aroma, fragrance 
Word 
Lord Krishna 
Cold, cilever 
Quite 
Faith, veneration 
Lord Krishna 
Beauty 
Rule, Government 
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